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This research grows out of an interest in what scholars commonly call the wisdom 

tradition of the ancient near east. This tradition or movement involved groups of thinkers 

and writers, known collectively as scribes, who were concerned in a philosophical way 

with the problems of living, and with principles of living well. Such communities are 

known to have flourished in Egypt, the various kingdoms of Mesopotamia, and western 

Asia, from at least the middle of the third millennium B.C. 

These scribal communities are also known to have sponsored schools, intended 

primarily for training in statecraft and the professions, but also for training in the scribal 

profession per se. The documentary and historical record indicates that such schools 

provided education from the most rudimentary level of literacy and writing to the most 

advanced levels of scribal scholarship. These advanced levels of training were functionally 

equivalent to what is nowadays known as higher education; and the ideals, the philosophy, 

which guided this enterprise found expression in a corpus of literature bearing the name 

"wisdom." 

The problem for this dissertation is whether or not there was in ancient Israel, 

specifically in the Solomonic era (10th century, B. C.), such an advanced scribal school 

associated with a Hebrew wisdom tradition. This is a research problem precisely because 



the evidence for such a school in Israel is both less abundant and less accessible than for 

the rest of the ancient near east. 

The beginning point of the research was a definition of "wisdom" (Chap. II), and a 

thorough analysis of wisdom in the ancient near east (Chap. III). The work then turned to 

the emergence of Solomonic culture in the context of Egyptian and Mesopotamian 

antecedents (Chap. IV), and analyzed important differences between Israelite and non-

Israelite wisdom relevant to the question of a wisdom school (Chap. V). A summary of 

evidence for the wisdom school hypothesis concluded the research (Chap. VI). 
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CHAPTER I 

HEBREW WISDOM AND HIGHER EDUCATION: PROBLEM AND CONTEXT 

Introduction: Higher Education as a Problem 

The emergence in this century of higher education as an academic discipline is 

problematic on several counts. Dressel and Mayhew (1974) highlight one obvious 

problem in their important study of this development; namely, that the field is "active" 

but "confused" (p. 31). It is covered by a vast literature, and marketed through dozens 

of graduate programs, but it lacks coherence, and often even recognition beyond its 

own circle. Hence, "[i]ts future," say Dressel and Mayhew, "is obscure" (p. 31). 

For those interested in philosophy of higher education, however, the emergence 

of the discipline creates somewhat more serious problems. The first is that formal 

study of higher education tends to limit its scope. That is, it tends to suppress the 

evidence that in virtually all cultures of all ages some enterprise serves at least 

functionally as the equivalent of higher education in this age. Westerners are 

accustomed to trace the roots of higher education to the founding of the great 

European universities in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries; or, perhaps to the 

academies of Greece and Rome. For many Americans, the history of higher education 

dates no earlier than Harvard College or the Land-Grant institutions. But all civilized 

people create mechanisms for education that from a philosophical point of view is 

equivalent to that which is now located in colleges and universities. 

1 
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Second, institutionalizing the study of higher education (or education generally, 

for that matter) tends to distort the historic cultural meaning of education. It tends, in 

other words, to de-emphasize the philosophy of higher education as such, by focusing 

on content and processes. In his study of the Greek paideia, Werner Jaeger observed 

that "education embodied the purpose of all human effort" (Jaeger, 1945, p. xvii). One 

would no better understand the meaning of education in a culture by studying 

education, Jaeger believed, than one could assess the cultural significance of Handel's 

Messiah by completing a dissertation on quarter notes or piano forte. The meaning of 

education for any culture, he thought, did not lie primarily in either content or process, 

curriculum or pedagogy, but in the inculcation of cultural ideals. 

Third, the study of higher education tends to isolate the cognoscenti of the new 

field from informed and concerned observers in other fields. If higher education 

embodies cultural ideals, then anyone concerned about those ideals has a stake in the 

enterprise. Every academic discipline tends toward a closed shop mentality; and there 

are certainly those (one hopes few in number) who would say of scholars in higher 

education what John Brubacher says of scholars generally: "Only the scholar's peers, 

other scholars who have learned the discipline of scholarship, can constitute the court 

of last resort" (Brubacher, 1982, p. 130). 

Statement of the Problem 

A Preliminary Statement 

All of these problems point in different ways to the (fundamental problem that 

underlies this study. It arises from efforts to understand more fully an ancient Hebrew 
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cultural milieu which, though remote in time and substance, has gone so far in shaping 

the West. Western culture is still often called "Judeo-Christian," not least because 

Western culture falls heir both to the cosmology and the spiritual idealism of Hebrew 

tradition. This rich Judaic heritage has stimulated research on a number of fronts, but 

seldom in higher education. This research represents just such an undertaking. Put in 

its most basic form, the research could be said to focus on the core cultural values or 

ideals that constitute a philosophy of higher education in ancient Hebrew culture. As 

a way of clarifying this preliminary statement of the research problem, it will be 

helpful to recall the three concerns noted above and apply them to the study of 

Hebrew education. 

Functional Equivalence of Higher Education. 

First, ancient Hebrew culture undoubtedly shared with other cultures of the 

ancient near east an educational apparatus functionally equivalent to contemporary 

higher education. There is no doubt, as Chapter HI will show, that Israel's neighbors 

sponsored schools formally equivalent to the modern college or university. Whether 

Israel also sponsored such schools is a fundamental research question. 

Cultural Meaning of Education 

Second, in the cultures of the ancient near east, the ideals embodied by 

education (Jaeger) were expressed most comprehensively in a distinct milieu scholars 

usually call "wisdom" or "wisdom tradition." Rich extant literatures represent these 

traditions in Mesopotamia and Egypt, and the historical record illumines a good part of 

their purpose and character. The Hebrews also boasted a wisdom tradition that in fact 
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had much in common with other ancient near east traditions. But Hebrew wisdom 

cannot be located so unambiguously in the context of the school; and it presents other 

striking differences as well, differences which will prove to be educationally 

significant. 

Higher Education and Other Disciplines 

Third, the question about the context of the Hebrew paideia is actually just a 

variation on the question about who qualifies as a dialogue partner in discussions 

about higher education philosophy. The question surfaces again and again in 

contemporary debates over the "idea" of a university (Pelikan, 1991) in an age of 

transition "from Protestant establishment to established nonbelief' (Marsden, 1994). 

"Who keeps the keys?" is always a relevant question with respect to cultural 

institutions. Yet the question is not exclusively political; it is also intellectual. It is 

the same sort of question implied by Cardinal Newman's (1873) argument for 

including theology in the university curriculum. For its part, Hebrew wisdom is 

profoundly concerned about what happens to knowledge itself, knowledge as such, 

when theology or (perhaps more broadly) metaphysics, loses its relevance to the 

pursuit of knowledge. The motto of wisdom says it plainly: "The fear of the Lord is 

the beginning of wisdom" (Prov. 1.7). Whether Hebrew wisdom was the milieu of an 

enterprise of higher education, therefore, turns out to be a question about epistemology 

as much as about governance. For as British researcher Leslie Francis puts it: "both 

the framing of the questions of concern, and the form of answer deemed appropriate to 

those questions, appear quite different when set up by the theologian or by the 
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educationalist in the different contexts of their own academic disciplines" (Francis, 

1979, p. 62). 

The Research Problem and Some Research Interests 

At the heart of these discussions in philosophy of higher education, ancient and 

modern, is a fundamental concern with the context of higher education in ancient 

Israel. Who kept the keys? The best guess is a Hebrew wisdom tradition, on the 

analogy of wisdom traditions elsewhere in the ancient east. But at this stage of the 

research, the best guess is just that, a guess; or, if one prefers, an hypothesis. It is, 

however, a workable, that is, testable hypothesis. And it can be framed with a fair 

degree of precision: Was there in ancient Israel a school sponsored by a wisdom 

tradition, and functionally equivalent to higher education? Such schools, as noted 

earlier, certainly existed outside Israel. "We know from Mesopotamian and Egyptian 

sources," says Paul Hanson, "that the royal courts sponsored schools for the purpose of 

training scribes." And, he continues, "it is likely that such schools also existed in 

Israel from the time of Solomon" (Hanson, 1986, p. 209). The research problem, then, 

is to assess the evidence, both direct and indirect, that such a school may have existed. 

The aim is to be as nearly exhaustive as possible with the evidence, and as definitive 

as possible with judgments about the likelihood that a wisdom school existed in Israel. 

The research problem is not monolithic, however. Several research interests 

are embedded in it. One has to do with the nature and role of wisdom in Hebrew 

culture. What was this wisdom? How did the so-called wisdom tradition function 

socially? Who belonged to the circle of wisdom? Was wisdom peripheral to Hebrew 
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culture, or central? Was it self-conscious or serendipitous? Was the tradition socially 

differentiated? What role did wisdom play in education? Did wisdom sponsor 

education at different levels? Did wisdom sponsor only religious education, or more 

general education as well? 

A second research has to do with the parameters of a philosophy of higher 

education. Are there irreducibles? Are there properties that, in all times and contexts, 

may be said to distinguish higher learning from other learning? The question might be 

answered a priori, of course, by abstracting from the literature a set of supposed first 

principles of higher education. The question might also be addressed, however, by 

analyzing and reflecting upon the similarities and differences between the educational 

enterprise of an ancient culture and higher education in the modern West. By 

attempting to hold in tension contemporary understandings of higher education and the 

Hebrew wisdom tradition as a case study in higher education, this research takes the 

latter course. In so doing a few steps can be taken toward an authentic, though 

incomplete, naming of "first principles" in higher education. 

Yet another research interest is whether the Hebrew wisdom tradition might 

inform higher education today; and if so, how. A good argument could be made for 

dismissing this question as irrelevant, except perhaps to higher education under 

religious auspices, or to discussions (usually carried on in such contexts) about the 

integration of faith and learning (Curtis, 1986, 1994). No less an authority than 

Tertullian (1979/c. 203) made this very argument. Though trained in Hellenistic 

scholarship, Tertullian the Christian regarded biblical faith and pagan philosophy as 
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categorically incompatible. The passion with which Tertullian held this conviction 

finds expression in a celebrated line: "What indeed has Athens to do with Jerusalem? 

What concord is there between the Academy and the Church? what between heretics 

and Christians?" (Tertullian, 1979/c. 203, chap. vii ). Equally strident voices are heard 

of course from outside the spheres of religious faith (Lippmann, 1966); and from 

Jefferson's time onward, more moderate critics, religious and non-religious, have 

doubted whether in fact Athens and Jerusalem could converse, let alone agree. 

The wisdom tradition suggests, however, that the real conflict is not between 

Athens and Jerusalem, but between the real Athens and a modern truncated Athens. 

Robert Maynard Hutchins made this point more or less precisely half a century ago in 

his classic Storrs Lectures at Yale. "We are a faithless generation," he said, "and take 

no stock in revelation;" so to "look to theology to unify the modern university is futile 

and vain" (Hutchins, 1936, p. 97). But something must unify the university; if not 

theology, then (Hutchins thought) metaphysics: "One or the other must be called upon 

to order the thought of modern times" (p. 99). By omitting theology but retaining 

metaphysics, he said, "we are substantially in the position of the Greeks" (p. 97). 

Hebrew wisdom is admittedly theological, sometimes explicitly so. Yet the direction 

of wisdom is inside out, not outside in; inductive rather than deductive; empirical 

rather than dogmatic. As such wisdom commends itself to humanity as a whole, not 

to true believers only; and commends an inclusivist approach to truth, not an 

exclusivist one. 
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Purposes of the Study 

The most important purpose of the study, of course, is to assess evidence for a 

wisdom school in ancient Israel, and draw meaningful conclusions. Because this 

research reflects a number of concerns and interests beyond die basic research 

problem, however, it also sustains a number of subsidiary purposes. 

Contributions to Wisdom Scholarship 

One of these purposes is to contribute in a substantive way to contemporary 

wisdom scholarship, by offering alternative explanations for some of the peculiarities 

of Hebrew wisdom. Scholars typically characterize the wisdom tradition in one or 

more of the following ways: (1) As an imitative (and thus inferior) version of other 

much more ancient and more highly developed wisdom traditions of the ancient near 

east; (2) As a maverick intellectual movement; alien both to die priestly (law, Torah) 

and the prophetic traditions, and thus only loosely connected, if not at odds, with 

mainstream Israelite culture; or (3) As an amorphous assembly of elements, some 

highly speculative, others moralistic and pedantic, which resulted from a process or 

processes of redaction and codification, but which lack a unifying center. There are 

other explanations of the documentary and historical evidence. 

The present research may also contribute to contemporary wisdom scholarship 

simply by exploring more fully the educational implications of wisdom. Nearly all 

wisdom scholars agree that education lies at the heart of the sapiential tradition; but 

the consensus represents more an assumption than a finding. Research on educational 

aspects of wisdom is sparse, research on higher education virtually nonexistent. 
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Reflection on the Core of Higher Education Philosophy 

A second purpose of the research is to reflect on the philosophy of higher 

education in terms of what might be called its core. Certainly "most aspects" of 

higher education philosophy are "embedded in history," drawing "their legitimacy from 

the degree to which they [meet] the demands of the historical epochs in which they 

existed" (Brubacher, 1982, p. 3). In other words, higher education is always to some 

degree culture bound. However, if most cultures possess at least the functional 

equivalent of higher education, then at least some aspects of higher education 

philosophy would seem to transcend the limitations of cultural peculiarity. The 

wisdom traditions of the ancient near east as a whole and the Hebrew wisdom tradition 

in particular provide generous resources for reflecting on this possibility. 

Participation in Debates oxer the "Soul of the University" 

A third purpose of the research is to enter into the dialogue currently underway 

in this country about "restoring a place for religious perspectives in higher learning" 

(Marsden, 1994, p. 439). In Marsden's view, a "deeply-rooted prejudice against 

substantive religious viewpoints" precludes a return to religious establishment of 

higher education; nor in his view would such a return be especially desirable. What is 

desirable is the recognition "that religiously defined points of "view can be 

intellectually as responsible as nonreligious ones" (p. 439). What such a recognition 

might imply for the enterprise of higher education in pluralistic American culture is 

not clear; but the very concept of higher learning seems to demand an open debate on 

the issue. Indirectly at least, this research will participate in that debate, not only 
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because Hebrew wisdom is part of the American cultural inheritance, but because 

wisdom represents a way of thinking about truth and knowledge that is relevant to the 

debate. 

Background of the Study 

A Conceptual Impetus 

The research now being proposed had its formal beginning conceptually in the 

rather offhand remark of Paul Hanson quoted earlier. Hanson's book, The People 

Called: The Growth of Community in the Bible (1986) made its appearance just as the 

writer entered the doctoral program in Higher Education at the University of North 

Texas. Press releases hailed the book, with some justification perhaps, as "a masterful 

work . . . the most comprehensive biblical study of community ever attempted" (from 

the book jacket). It is comprehensive; and, doubtless for that reason, reading it 

brought into focus several features of Israelite culture, including some relative to 

wisdom, which had hitherto seemed disjointed or obscure. In his treatment of wisdom 

as a social phenomenon, Hanson observed that since wisdom schools certainly existed 

in other cultures of the ancient near east, they likely existed in Israel. It was a 

tantalizing suggestion, made all the more interesting because Hebrew wisdom 

scholarship seemed largely to have neglected both the social role and the social 

context of the wisdom tradition. 

Survey of Previous Research 

A little preliminary follow-up on Hanson's suggestion, however, made it clear 

that the neglect was not as complete as it seemed. A survey of previous research 
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turned up a number of studies on the social locus and die educational contributions of 

Hebrew wisdom. Some of these studies even addressed specifically the question of a 

wisdom school. For various reasons, however, none of them proved adequate. 

On the social location of wisdom, Rabbi Robert Gordis wrote a superb essay 

entitled "The Social Background of Wisdom Literature," but he did not address the 

question of a wisdom school (Gordis, 1943-44). A dissertation by Joseph Gaspar, 

published by The Catholic University of America Press just after the appearance of 

Gordis' essay, likewise treated the social background of wisdom (Gaspar, 1947). It 

amounted to a compendium of remarks on virtually every Old Testament text related 

to the cultural significance of wisdom; but, the strength of the study was also its chief 

weakness. What Gaspar gained in breadth and organization, he lost in neglect of non-

biblical sources. A number of other studies, most notably those by Rad (1972), 

Whybray (1974), and McKane (1965), were found to probe fairly extensively into 

wisdom's milieu. These scholars were interested primarily, however, in Israel's cultus 

and the interrelationships of the three principal spheres of cultural power—prophet, 

priest, and sage—in Israel's religious life. 

The magisterial work by Ephraim Urbach entitled The Sages: Their Concepts 

and Beliefs (1975), appeared promising at first. Urbach sought to examine the "history 

of the beliefs and concepts of the Sages against the background of the reality of their 

times and environment" (p. 5). When Urbach used the term "sages," however, he 

meant "rabbis of the Talmud," who flourished in the centuries following the close of 

the Old Testament era in the late fourth century B.C. Thus, while his analysis is 
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extraordinarily incisive, erudite, and rich, it does not, strictly speaking, include Old 

Testament wisdom in its scope. So while The Sages makes a profound contribution to 

Judaica, its relevance for the present research question was limited by the degree to 

which one could assume or trace continuity between the biblical and rabbinical 

wisdom traditions. 

Another study, by Stuart Weeks, entitled Early Israelite Wisdom (1994), is 

arguably the best sociological analysis of wisdom ever published. Weeks intended, so 

he put it, to "re-examine 'assured results'" of wisdom scholarship; and he succeeded 

brilliantly. He exposed some assumptions that masquerade as findings, and dismantled 

other assumptions (especially some that connect Hebrew wisdom and other ancient 

near east wisdom) for which the data offer (at best) no support, or (at worst) contrary 

evidence. In general, Weeks provided a literate, balanced, and comprehensive 

corrective to contemporary wisdom scholarship. 

As valuable as his study is, however, for at least two reasons it cannot be said 

to undertake the task of this dissertation. First, Weeks limited himself to Hebrew 

wisdom as reflected (or embodied) in the canonical book of Proverbs. It is not 

altogether clear why he limited himself in this way, since nearly all scholars include 

(at least) Job and Ecclesiastes as well as Proverbs among the canonical works in the 

wisdom corpus, and a number of non-canonical writings as well. Perhaps Weeks 

intended to use Proverbs paradigmatically. Many wisdom scholars think that Proverbs, 

more than any other wisdom book, incorporated and adapted an older, secular, and 

"international" wisdom into later theological material. If Proverbs turns out not to 
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reflect such a socio-cultural background, then (Weeks may be saying) no other 

literature could be shown to do so. It is clear, however, that wisdom texts other than 

Proverbs have much to contribute to the research problem here. Ecclesiastes is 

especially important in this regard. 

Second, by his own admission, Weeks intended only to "clear the ground [of 

wisdom scholarship] . . . not set out an alternative hypothesis myself" (p. 4). He was 

more concerned to indicate what the evidence does not show than what it does show. 

He himself proposed no theory about wisdom, he only challenged some theories 

proposed by others. By contrast, this study does intend to propose an hypothesis about 

Hebrew wisdom in its social place. For that task, Weeks serves reliably as an 

informant, not as a mentor. 

Weeks' book is the best example of quite a number of researches into the 
\ 

question of a wisdom school. Most others treat only aspects of the problem (e.g., 

Heaton, 1974; Mettinger, 1971; Washington, 1994), or address the problem in passing, 

in the context of other interests (e.g., Rad, 1972; Blank, 1962). Hanson's judgment, 

therefore, though deceptively terse, turns out to be justified. 

Significance of the Study 

The foregoing discussion already suggest points of significance for this 

research. These points attach to at least the following three strategic issues. 

For Wisdom Scholarship 

First, despite a revival of interest over the last twenty-five years, the study of 

Hebrew wisdom deserves more focused attention than it has received. To be specific, 
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contemporary wisdom scholarship as an academic discipline in its own right shows 

weaknesses at three points. 

One is that, upon inspection, the much-heralded revival of interest in wisdom 

over the last quarter century looks more like of revival of interest that occurred fifteen 

to twenty years ago. In other words, interest in wisdom reached a peak in the 1970's 

and (to a lesser degree) early 1980's, with a precipitous decline in literary output 

thereafter. A random sampling of one recent extensive wisdom bibliography revealed 

that 16.7% of the works listed were published prior to 1950, 16.7% during the 1960's, 

55.6% from 1975-1983 (38.9% 1975-1979), and only 11.1% from 1985 to the present. 

Second, as already noted, wisdom scholarship has tended to neglect the social 

character and role of the wisdom tradition. The need for more up-to-date research is 

especially apparent in this connection, since the best work on the social role of 

wisdom is typically even more dated than wisdom scholarship in general. 

Third, on the whole, evangelical scholars have failed to participate very 

actively in the "revival" of wisdom studies. There are exceptions to this lack of 

involvement, of course; just as there are a number of reasons for it. Nevertheless, 

evangelicals must feel their loss at this point with some acuteness. Wisdom 

scholarship provides a rare opportunity for evangelicals to engage in what Christian 

philosopher Francis Schaeffer has called "presuppositional apologetics" (Schaeffer, 

1968); that is, the defense, not of the Christian religion as such, but of the moral and 

philosophical presuppositions upon which Christianity depends, and upon which any 

stable society depends as well. 
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No one will imagine that die proposed research will overcome these 

weaknesses in wisdom scholarship. It may, however, make some small contribution 

along these lines. 

For Philosophy of Higher Education 

Furthermore, the moment is opportune for some fresh analysis of higher 

education philosophy. Traditionally, and to at least John Dewey (Dewey, 1916), 

philosophy itself has been regarded as a generalized theory of education. In other 

words, historically, education (and, by extension, higher education) was a function, if 

not the function of philosophy. Many recent writers, however, interpret "philosophy of 

(higher) education" more broadly. Some take it to mean something like "approaches 

to (higher) education;" others take it to mean "methods" or "styles" of education or of 

some aspect of education, such as curriculum or pedagogy. By contrast, the traditional 

interpretation of "philosophy of higher education" was more nearly a worldview, 

embodying ideals considered educationally compelling, and transmitted through an 

educational apparatus of a special sort. More recent interpretations imply that 

"philosophy of higher education" consists of systematically organized mechanisms for 

accomplishing the tasks of higher learning, which in turn derive from socio-cultural 

determinants ("Control," 1982). Put more simply, the traditional interpretations had to 

do with principles (or, strictly, philosophy) of higher education, contemporary 

interpretations have more to do with process; the former with a way of interpreting 

reality, the latter with a way of delivering services. The former is epistemological, the 

latter methodological and utilitarian. 
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Hebrew wisdom stands much closer to traditional interpretations of educational 

philosophy than to recent interpretations. Wisdom scholar John McKenzie has called 

Hebrew wisdom "a way of thought and speech . . . . an approach to reality." Although 

in McKenzie's view wisdom did not constitute a "philosophy" as such, still "it dealt 

with some questions which philosophy also handles, and as a technique of discourse it 

served the purpose which discursive reasoning served in Greek thought" (McKenzie, 

1967, p. 2). Other scholars have echoed McKenzie's thinking here more or less 

precisely (Martin, 1932; Blank, 1962): Hebrew wisdom at least approximates, if it 

does not actually constitute, a philosophy and thus a generalized theory of education. 

To re-think the philosophy of higher education in light of Hebrew wisdom, 

then, would seem to hold promise on several fronts. First, Hebrew wisdom, and the 

Old Testament generally, are foundational to a Judeo-Christian tradition which, though 

weakening as a cultural force, still functions as a kind of social cohesive in America. 

This research should serve to rehearse this cultural legacy. Relatedly, this research 

may lay some groundwork to help in translating the "traditional" interpretation of 

higher education philosophy into new cultural idiom, and in assessing its viability for 

higher education in the future. Finally, while taking account of the entire Hebrew 

wisdom corpus, this research will lean most heavily on the canonical literatures. The 

canonical sources provide an unusual, even unique, vantage point for interpreting 

philosophy of higher education; since for millions of Jews, Christians, and other 

religious persons, these sources possess special significance and authority. The study 

of these documents, therefore, is potentially significant for many of these persons. 
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For Sectarian Higher Education 

Beyond attracting the attention of those sizeable populations that recognize and 

value the Bible however, research in higher education based largely on canonical 

sources has some potential to inform the dialogue now underway within these 

populations about the nature and purpose of higher education generally, and especially 

of religiously-based higher education in a pluralistic and secularized cultural 

environment. The debates in this country over higher education have their 

counterparts in debates among the various constituencies of sectarian higher education. 

Diversity within these communities makes consensus as unlikely among them as in the 

national debates. Yet these constituencies share certain foundational assumptions, 

(usually) including an assumption that biblical literature is normative in some sense 

not only for thinking about "religious" questions but about broader cultural issues as 

well. Perhaps, then, an analysis of higher education as proposed may help to inform 

the dialogue. 

For Cultural Perspectives on Higher Education 

There is reason to hope that research on the Hebrew wisdom tradition may 

have something to contribute as well to the larger debates over higher education in this 

country. To be sure, biblical and other religious literature constitute the primary 

vehicle for interpreting the wisdom tradition; and these literatures are avowedly 

"theological." Still, as noted earlier, Hebrew wisdom worked from the inside out, as it 

were, inductively and empirically, rather than deductively and dogmatically. The 
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significance of this wisdom epistemology for higher education philosophy depends on 

two other characteristics of wisdom. 

First, Hebrew wisdom, unlike the wisdom of other ancient near east cultures, 

pursued knowledge for characterological rather than for utilitarian purposes. In all 

known ancient near east wisdom traditions, wisdom was simply useful. Take as an 

example the concept of ma at (order), fundamental to the structure of Egyptian 

wisdom. The concept was religious, in the sense that the Egyptians connected ma at 

with the gods. But ma at as such was merely the natural order, an unalterable reality 

to which the wise should conform themselves in order to ensure success in living. 

The Hebrews also traced their wisdom to divine origins, as evidenced by their 

most dominant thematic: "The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom" (Prov. 1.7; 

9.10; 15.33; Job 28.28; Ps. 111.10; et al ). And like the Egyptians, the Hebrews 

advocated submission to an order; not, however, a merely natural order (like ma at), 

but "an inviolable righteous order" (Waltke, 1979, p. 233). The wise were above all 

persons formed by moral commitments, and thereby opened to fuller understandings of 

reality, and equipped for building community. This distinction between utilitarian 

(pragmatic, materialistic) perspectives on human life and characterological (ontological, 

moral) ones has far-reaching implications for contemporary discussions of higher 

education. 

Second, the Hebrew wisdom tradition refused to fragment knowledge; instead 

relating every domain of knowledge to the whole of knowledge. The sages seem to 

have anticipated John Henry Newman's concern that isolating one part of knowledge 
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from the whole would not only distort the whole but the part itself. In his words: 

I observe, then, that, if you drop any science out of the circle of 

knowledge, you cannot keep its place vacant for it; that science is 

forgotten; the other sciences close up, or, in other words, they exceed 

their proper bounds, and intrude where they have no right (Newman, 

1873, p. 55). 

In the absence of a holistic curriculum of knowledge—for Newman, "Theology"—the 

several sciences would constitute themselves, "the sole exponents of all things in 

heaven and earth . . . encroaching on territory not [their] own, and undertaking 

problems which [they have] no instruments to solve" (Newman, 1873, p. 55). 

The moment may be opportune for reconsidering this wisdom understanding of 

knowledge, echoed in Newman's philosophy of higher education. Cultural or 

sociological post-modernism (as opposed to the literary deconstructionism of Barthes, 

Derrida, Foucault, and others) may allow, in the words of theologian David Tracy, "a 

turn to the other" (Tracy, 1994, p. 108), an engagement with subjects, views, 

perspectives, and ideas heretofore taboo under the modernist hegemony. This research 

will have little to say about the form such a "turn to the other" might take; but perhaps 

it can play a role, albeit a minor role, in the discussions that are just getting underway. 

Definition of Terms 

Wisdom 

The most obviously crucial term in this study is "wisdom." Unfortunately, the 

term does not admit of a single, straightforward definition, even (especially!) among 
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wisdom scholars. To begin with, literary features often associated with wisdom crop 

up in other literary genres. Such features are usually thought to include distinctions 

between "ways of life," emphases on individual experience and well-being, 

exhortations to prudence, and others. Moreover, as Roland Murphy shows, wisdom 

writing seems to fall into several different sub-types (Murphy, 1967), such as judicial 

wisdom (1 Ki. 3), practical wisdom (Prov. 10-31), nature wisdom (1 Ki. 5.9-14), 

theological wisdom (Prov. 8), and more. 

The problems involved here call for an extended discussion. In anticipation of 

that discussion in the next chapter, it may be helpful to distinguish between "wisdom" 

as (1) a literary corpus, (2) a movement (a scholarly and/or pedagogical tradition), or 

(3) an approach to reality (very nearly, if not exactly, a "philosophy;" cf. Schmid, 

1964; Crenshaw, 1969). The main interest of this research is with wisdom as a 

"movement," close to what Werner Jaeger meant by paideia (see above, p. 1), a 

tradition essentially educational in character and purpose. Yet the wisdom movement 

in Israel emerged out of an approach to reality, and evidence for wisdom, both as 

"movement" and as "approach to reality" resides predominantly (though not 

exclusively) in extant literary works. All of which means that this study must analyze 

Hebrew and other ancient near east wisdom documents in order to draw conclusions 

about wisdom movements and the cosmologies out of which they grew. 

There are many other terms related to wisdom both in the primary texts and in 

the scholarly literature. There is no need to define them here. Context will make 

clear in each case where such terms refer specifically to wisdom as defined in this 
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research. It often happens, in fact, that when such terms are defined in context, they 

provide important clues to understanding wisdom itself. 

Higher Education 

It is not altogether clear that "higher education" is only a term to be defined at 

the outset of this research, or something more. Since one aim of the dissertation is to 

identify a philosophical core of higher education, it might be advisable to define 

"higher education" more or less inductively. But that will not do. No one can argue 

the case for a Hebrew wisdom school functionally equivalent to higher education 

without some parameters that make "functionally equivalent" intelligible. 

To begin, then, the term "higher education" will be limited to more-or-less 

"classical" understandings of college and university education, and conversely, will 

exclude the sometimes bewildering array of technical, vocational, and basic skills 

training; in short, utilitarian programs that pass nowadays under the banner of "higher 

education." The line between the domains created by classical and contemporary 

paradigms is not easy to draw, of course. No one today would limit even "classical" 

understandings to the trivium (grammatic, logic, rhetoric) and quadrivium (music, 

astronomy, physics, mathematics) that comprised the liberal arts anciently. Nor would 

it suffice to add the classical professions (theology, medicine, law) to the equation. 

Still, a clear difference exists between, say, a community college program in dental 

assistantship, a vocational school curriculum in building management, or a computer 

programming course on the one hand, and a college major in history, mathematics, or 

civil engineering, on the other. 
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Some of the current debates over higher education in America concern 

precisely what the difference is, and to what extent it should exist (Ratcliff, 1992); but, 

such debates do not seem relevant to the present work. Wherever the line is to be 

drawn, classically in America, and still for the most part in Europe, "higher education" 

has presupposed some vital connection with the liberal arts, especially the trivium, no 

matter what curricular trans- formations might take place. So-called "general 

education" curricular components reflect this basic assumption, an assumption which 

probably serves as well as any other criterion to distinguish "classical" higher 

education from contemporary models more expansive in scope, and more utilitarian in 

character. 

To elaborate this point a bit further, higher education would seem to 

incorporate at least the following three features. First, higher education functions as a 

cultural translator, transmitting and refining a cultural heritage in successive 

generations. Quaker Elton Trueblood thus likens a college to a "pumping station on 

the pipe line of civilization . . . . designed to do what cannot be done naturally . . . . a 

conscious effort to avoid the decay of civilization" (Trueblood, 1959, p. 2). 

Second, higher education serves to advance knowledge; or, at least, to 

reinterpret existing knowledge for successive generations (Gellert, 1992). In 

contemporary language, higher education exists in part for research. Cardinal 

Newman's famous dictum that the university "is a place for teaching universal 

knowledge" (Newman, 1873, p. xxxvii) thus seems too limited. To be completely fair, 

of course, Newman had in mind what transpires within the walls of the university per 
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se, not what transpires within the wider boundaries of (what might nowadays be 

called) the higher education enterprise. Newman himself did not rule the research 

project out of court entirely; and he cited examples of teachers who also did research. 

Although he never said it this way, Newman seems to have objected not to the 

confluence of teaching and research in the higher education enterprise generally, but to 

teaching and research simultaneously united in the same person. As a practical matter 

(and Newman's own examples—Plato, Thales, Aristotle, for example—seem to confirm 

it) advancement of knowledge and teaching at the level of higher education go hand in 

hand; for each in its own way enacts the cultural need for extending knowledge 

continually into new domains. 

Finally, higher education is in the best sense elitist, that is, it prepares some 

persons, and not all persons, putatively for cultural leadership. To be sure, this quality 

of higher education is not esteemed in American culture as in many others. America's 

egalitarian tradition creates profound resistance to the idea of social distinctions of any 

kind; and the proliferation of new programs under the rubric of "higher education" has 

tended to institutionalize that resistance. And, of course, the highly complex social 

structures of industrialized states produces correspondingly complex patterns of 

leadership, which in turn require more and more specialized training programs. No 

matter; every culture requires leadership, and leadership demands training for 

leadership. The apparatus which provides that training is by definition, therefore, 

"elitist" in a classical (though certainly not necessarily pejorative) sense. 
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Limitations of the Study 

The only significant limitation in this study concerns the "ancient near east," 

that is, the historically and geographically bounded context of Hebrew culture and 

Hebrew wisdom. In wisdom scholarship, "ancient near east"usually denotes the 

dominant Levantine cultures of Mesopotamia, Egypt, and Western Asia (including 

Israel) which flourished, ebb and flow, from approximately 3100 B.C. until about the 

fifth century B.C. A sizeable extant literature remains from these long ages; and, 

fortunately for the contemporary scholar, much of this literature is readily accessible, 

thanks to fine anthologies in English, the two most notable of which are W. G. 

Lambert's Babylonian Wisdom Literature (1960) and James B. Pritchard's Ancient Near 

Eastern Texts (1969). No effort will be made in this research to establish links, 

historical or ideological, with literatures or cultures other than the ancient near east. 

It should be noted, however, that certain traces of the ancient Hebrew wisdom 

tradition appear in the immense rabbinical literature of post-exilic (c. fourth century B. 

C.) Judaism and in some New Testament and early Christian documents. Some of 

these works will be consulted to the extent they help illumine the older tradition, or 

suggest perspectives on or applications of that tradition. 

Basic Assumptions of the Study 

It is tempting to assume without qualification the historicity of the canonical 

biblical documents, since these constitute the primary source materials for the project. 

And, in fact, at one level it is necessary to assume historicity. The Old Testament, as 

Brevard Childs has argued, is the self-conscious product of a confessional people 
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(Childs, 1979, 1985), Jewish and Christian; but it is not for that reason a-historical or 

unhistorical. To be sure, the canon is theologically driven, and its interpretation of 

history is cast in soteriological terms; but it still represents an interpretation of history. 

Childs argues that the very fact of canonization demonstrates in some sense the 

historical value of biblical texts. If nothing else (and there assuredly is more), 

canonization testifies to the historical self-understanding of the canonizing community. 

A community of faith identifies itself in terms of its (theologically interpreted) history. 

The modern critic must deal honestly with that self-identifying (Pratt, 1990). 

At another level, however, the historicity of the biblical materials is very much 

at issue in this research. Contemporary wisdom scholarship almost universally objects 

to nearly every historical claim associated with the Hebrew wisdom literature and 

wisdom tradition. It shall be necessary to address those objections on their own turf, 

not to silence critics, win debate points, or, least of all, to foreclose on legitimate 

critical discussion, but simply to do justice to the available documentary evidence. 

Another assumption, suggested earlier, is that every civilized culture 

institutionalizes at some level the functional equivalent of higher education. Every 

culture must see to the care of children, regulate the means of production and 

consumption, and, in short, maintain and perpetuate itself in certain fundamental ways. 

Among those fundamental cultural tasks, every culture must employ means to educate 

some of its populace for leadership, which, at bottom, is the task of higher education. 

Whether wisdom filled that role in Hebrew culture, and, if so, how it did so, remains 

to be seen; but such a role surely existed in Hebrew culture. 
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In point of fact, of course, this assumption is not essential to the argument. 

The case for a wisdom school in Israel can, and should, stand on its own merits. 

There is, however, a certain heuristic value in recasting Western preconceptions about 

higher education into more generic sociological forms. 

Organization of the Study 

The research will consist of this introductory chapter and five additional 

chapters. The second chapter will be given entirely to defining wisdom. The work of 

this chapter will be guided by five goals: (1) To explain why defining wisdom is a 

problem, and why the problem is important; (2) To identify the most characteristic 

features of Hebrew wisdom; (3) To distinguish between the most significant ways of 

defining wisdom; (4) To describe the modes in which wisdom appears; and (5) To 

formulate a working definition of wisdom. 

The third chapter will focus entirely on wisdom among Israel's neighbors in the 

ancient near east. The chapter will begin with surveys of both Egyptian and 

Mesopotamian history so as to establish the context of wisdom in each of these 

cultures. The major work of the chapter, however, will be to examine as thoroughly 

as possible the relationship between wisdom literature, wisdom movement, and 

wisdom school in these cultures. As a result of this work, it will be possible to draw 

some tentative conclusions about the wisdom school of the ancient near east, and the 

hypothesis of such a school in Israel. 

Chapter IV will turn from Egypt and Mesopotamia to Israel proper. The work 

of this chapter will concentrate on King Solomon, who is portrayed in the Old 
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Testament as a model of the wisdom ideal and as patron of the wisdom literature, and 

who also ruled over Israel's first and only true empire. The work of this chapter will 

show that the hypothesis of a wisdom school is plausible, even probable. However, 

this work will also highlight four potential problems for the hypothesis. 

The fifth chapter will take up these four problems in detail. As a result of this 

research, it will be possible to argue still more strongly that Hebrew wisdom 

sponsored a school functionally equivalent to higher education. But the research will 

also isolate fundamental differences—and one difference in particular—between Hebrew 

wisdom and the wisdom of the ancient near east that might be thought to weaken the 

case. 

The sixth and final chapter will be concentrated on these differences; and will 

at the same time summarize evidences for and objections to, the wisdom school 

hypothesis. The chapter will end with a case study of a neglected wisdom text. The 

results of the case study, coupled with evidence from the rest of the dissertation will 

argue strongly that Hebrew wisdom sponsored an institution of higher education as did 

other cultures of the ancient near east, mutatis mutandis. 



CHAPTER II 

TOWARD A DEFINITION OF HEBREW WISDOM 

On Defining Hebrew Wisdom: Some Problems 

Introduction 

Biblical scholars have used the term "wisdom" with more or less technical 

precision in Old Testament studies and studies of the ancient near east for well over half a 

century. Indeed several nineteenth century writers use the term "wisdom" for a certain 

corpus of Old Testament literature (cf. Cheyne, 1887). But it was a work by W. O. E. 

Oesterley entitled The Wisdom of Egypt and the Old Testament (1927) that crystallized 

scholarly interest in the subject of wisdom. Together with Harry Ranston (1930), and O. 

S. Rankin (1936), whose work followed close on the heels of his own, Oesterley 

investigated the links between the biblical literature and similar works from elsewhere in 

the ancient near east, and gave new visibility to this field of study. In the post-war era, 

the term wisdom achieved hegemony as the name for a new and burgeoning field of 

biblical research. Nowadays the term "wisdom" enjoys wide scholarly recognition and 

acceptance. At a minimum, the term "wisdom" denotes (a) a kind of literature putatively 

cultivated by all cultures of the ancient near east, and (b) a discipline devoted to the study 

of that literature in its Hebrew version (Bergant, 1984). The use of the term in the title of 

this research testifies in no small part to its currency in biblical scholarship. 

28 
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Such widespread use of a term in learned circles might suggest that a certain 

consensus exists as to its meaning. Unfortunately, this is not the case. A leading 

wisdom scholar, James Crenshaw, renders the blunt but altogether unassailable 

judgment that: "An adequate definition of wisdom eludes interpreters of the Old 

Testament." He adds that the "many attempts to capture its essence succeed only in 

underscoring wisdom's enigmatic character" (Crenshaw, 1962, p. 952). For a growing 

number of scholars the term "wisdom" is vague and nondescript, too loosely 

appropriated for too many and too varied phenomena. Respected scholars in the field 

have expressed misgivings about the use of the term (Schmid, 1966; Hermisson, 1968), 

and at least one has abandoned the use of "wisdom" altogether as a meaningful, 

definable term (Lambert, 1960). Despite its popularity, many scholars regard the term 

"wisdom" as at best a convention, and, at worst, a misnomer. 

Of course if anything exists—in this case a literary type, or a set (or, system) of 

cultural phenomena, or a social movement—it is certainly possible, and reasonable, to 

give it a name. And for reasons that should become clearer, "wisdom" may be the 

best name available for the phenomena which concern this research. The real 

question, therefore, is whether the phenomena themselves are discreet, interconnected, 

and determinable; whether, in short, the evidence points to a "tradition," or a "system," 

or a "movement" deserving a name. 

Such is the task of this chapter: to define the movement commonly called 

"wisdom;" or, put differently, to answer the question, what exactly does "wisdom" 

scholarship study? Defining wisdom, however, is no simple matter. Indeed, before 
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undertaking the effort, it may prove helpful at the start to probe a bit more deeply into 

some problems raised by the debate over defining "wisdom." 

Is Wisdom a Literary Genre? 

The most obvious problem that arises out of attempts to define Hebrew wisdom 

is a literary problem. Wisdom scholarship began, and for the most part continues, as a 

study of literature. This fact alone is sufficient to beg the question whether wisdom is 

appropriately described as a literary genre. Certainly, most wisdom scholars suppose 

that it is; and most would even agree on the documents that belong under this rubric; 

that is, (at least) the canonical books of Ecclesiastes, Job, and Proverbs, and the so-

called apocryphal books known as Sirach (or Ecclesiasticus, or Ben Sira, or, more 

fully, The Wisdom of Jesus Son of Sirach) and the Wisdom of Solomon. But do these 

literatures constitute a genre? 

Some contemporary literary scholars might object at this point that the concept 

of "genre" fails to provide a meaningful classification for literature because it lacks 

precision. No criteria exist, they might argue, for differentiating between literatures by 

type, or for taking account of changes in literature across eras and cultures; nor are 

there safeguards against the imposition of modern thought forms and conventions on 

ancient documents. In the absence of such criteria, they conclude, the concept of 

genre must prove unhelpful, and genre categories must be seen as misleading artifices. 

Objections such as these certainly raise important hermeneutical issues; but 

they do not invalidate distinctions between literary types. And in any case, classifying 
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literature by genre seems almost natural for human beings to do, both as writers and as 

readers. To be sure, literary forms change over time, and differ across cultures. 

Previously unknown forms can emerge. Existing forms can undergo transformation or 

drop out of use. And most if not all forms can incorporate elements of other forms. 

As Grant Osborne has argued, however, none of these processes infirms the concept of 

genre as such. In fact, as "the exception proves the rule," the phenomena of literary 

development demonstrate the value of form categories both for interpreting texts and 

for responding to them (Osborne, 1983, 1991; Hartmann, 1983). 

In reality, a genre is nothing more than a literary convention that permits a 

writer and readers to share a thought world (Hartmann, 1983). To be more precise, 

perhaps, "genre" could be said to denote "a grouping of literary works based, 

theoretically, upon both outer form (specific meter or structure) and also upon inner 

form (attitude, tone, purpose—more crudely, subject and audience)" (Welleck & 

Warren, 1977, p. 231). 

If Hebrew wisdom is properly a genre, therefore, one should expect to find 

both "outer" and "inner" forms in this literature. To a large degree, current debates 

over wisdom literature are really debates over whether it is possible to group certain 

Hebrew documents on the basis of these forms. Much of the remainder of this chapter 

will address the issues raised in the debates. 

Wisdom as Canonical Literature 

The attempt to define wisdom also raises the problem of (or better, perhaps, 

highlights the problem already raised for Hebrew literature generally by) canonical 
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identity. Even if one assumes the real existence of a Hebrew literary form called 

wisdom, the question arises whether distinctions are to be made between "canonical" 

and "non-canonical" representatives of the genre; and, if so, how the distinctons are to 

be made, and what significance should be attached to them. 

As some scholars reject the notion of genre, many contemporary wisdom 

scholars reject any distinction between canonical and non-canonical wisdom literature 

as largely irrelevant. After all (the argument goes), both the canonical and non-

canonical works emerged out of (roughly) the same cultural milieu. The main 

difference between them is chronological, since the non-canonical books generally 

must be dated much later than the canonical books (Harrison, 1969). But many 

scholars would minimize even this difference. Many, for example, would date 

Ecclesiastes, which is canonical, as late as the mid-third century B. C. (O'Connor, 

1988), just fifty years or so earlier than Ben Sira which (in Protestant traditions) is 

non-canonical (Gordis, 1968). Because they hypothesize a lengthy redaction history 

for the books, many scholars would also locate the final form of (canonical) Proverbs 

and Job in post-exilic Judaism; that is, fifth century B. C. or later, and therefore, close 

in time to the non-canonical representatives. 

The canonical question is slightly complicated by the fact that Catholic and 

Protestant traditions, generally speaking, recognize different canons. Since the early 

nineteenth century, most Protestant traditions have included only the thirty-nine 

(Hebrew, twenty-four) Old Testament books recognized by the church in the fourth 

century. These books in turn followed the Jewish canon of tora (Law, Pentateuch), 
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nabiim (Prophets), and ketubim (Writings), already well-established by the beginning 

of the Christian era. Most Catholic traditions, including most Orthodox and some 

Anglican traditions, however, add to this collection the books of the so-called Jewish 

apocrypha. The Roman Catholic Rheims-Douay translation (1609) thus includes the 

books of Tobit, Judith, 1 and 2 Maccabbees, the Wisdom of Solomon (or, the Book of 

Wisdom), Sirach, and Baruch, for a total of forty-six books (cf. Catechism of the 

Catholic Church, 1994). 

In fact, though the details are sketchy, the Jewish rabbinical tradition had in all 

probability recognized the present canon in essentially its present form as early as the 

late third century B. C.; a judgment sustained by occasional hints in the apocryphal 

books themselves (cf. e.g., Ecclesiasticus, Preface, 2 Macc. 2.13-14). While the rabbis 

certainly valued the later works, they did not accord them the status of revelation, 

primarily because they did not originate in prophetic inspiration. For just as the 

criterion of apostolicity guided the formation of the New Testament canon (Metzger, 

1987), the criterion of prophetic inspiration seems to have guided the formation of the 

Old. From the Jewish standpoint, prophetic inspiration implied that the author spoke, 

in some sense, under a divine imperative, and that the author occupied a place of 

importance to the theocracy, that is, the Hebrew community ruled by Yahweh (Young, 

1958). 

The attribution of prophetic status to the authors of the ketubim, which includes 

the wisdom books, "imposes a strain upon the concept of prophetism." But "it may 

well be," says Harrison, "that the writers concerned were thought of in the ancient 
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Hebrew sense as mediators between God and the nation" (Harrison, 1969, p. 269). 

They were, in other words, important to the Hebrew community. 

All of this is to say that distinctions between canonical and non-canonical 

literature are relevant for other than historical critical reasons. At the most basic level, 

canonical identity establishes a link between a literature and a community. A literary 

canon is the construct of some community. The ideals of this community set 

boundaries and establish criteria (such as prophetic inspiration) for deciding which 

texts "belong" to the community. Brevard Childs (1979) argues that a canon is simply 

the literature that finally "stabilizes" (that is, achieves a recognized and accepted form) 

at some point in the life of a community. Not only does the literature acquire a fixed 

form, it embodies values, and expresses ideals. In short, it bears the tradition of a 

community. For that reason, Childs goes on to say, biblical scholars ignore this 

canonical development to their peril. 

Childs provides an example from the field of textual criticism, the science of 

reconstructing a given text from exemplars. Textual criticism proceeds on the basis of 

well-established scientific principles, and operates at a number of levels. Among other 

things, textual critics inquire into the supposed autographa, recapitulate stages of 

textual history, hypothesize about editions of earliest extant texts, and render 

judgments on variant readings. But textual critics cannot operate in vacuo. They 

cannot abstract the "true reading" of a text from manuscript evidence and text critical 

science. They must have some understanding of the community which gave canonical 

form to the text. 
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What kind of community was that? For what sort of community did the texts 

of the Old Testament, and in particular, of wisdom literature, function authoritatively? 

"[TJhere were," says Childs, "many different Jewish communities in the Hellenistic 

period [when the Old Testament canon assumed final form] with different authoritative 

texts. Why should the one community which finally supported the [canonical] 

Massoretic text be singled out?" The simplest answer of course is that the others died 

out, and only the "Massoretic" community survived and "continued through history as 

the living vehicle of the whole canon of Hebrew scripture" (Childs, 1979, p. 97). 

A more complete answer, however, is that the other communities themselves 

depended largely on the literature ultimately canonized in the rabbinic tradition. For 

example, the Greek-speaking Jewish community in Egypt produced a substantial 

literature in the second century B. C , as did the Qumran community about the same 

time. The communities and their literatures differed radically from each other; but for 

all their differences, they shared a vision of Judaism oriented to canonical scripture. 

Indeed, it might be argued that the raison d'etre for each community was a belief that 

the central vision was threatened, and in need of restoration or reinterpretation. 

It is not necessary at this point to be more specific about the canonical 

community, or about the relationship between the canonical community and its 

authoritative documents, whether with respect to the Old Testament as a whole, or the 

wisdom literature in particular. Clearly, however, wisdom represents a literary genre, 

and at the same time an integrated vision, at least for the canonical community, and an 

integrated vision with significant implications for (higher) education. The non-
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canonical literature reflects not so much a different vision from that of the canonical 

literature, as a reinterpreted vision. It seems to have emerged from a different 

community, which thought somewhat differently about education, though the 

differences are more of style than substance. 

Yet another implication of the canonical question being posed here has to do 

with the way documents are interpreted. Modem historical-critical scholars would not 

likely find very compelling the argument that canonical status merits special 

consideration hermeneutically. For the community of faith, however, canonical 

documents owe their status to the logically prior claim that they somehow embody 

divine truth. These documents are normative for the community, therefore, in a way 

that other documents can never be. Canonical documents lay claim to the community 

itself, they shape its character and identity, they demand its reverence and its devotion. 

To be sure, the documents are still objects of study, indeed careful study, that is to 

say, research. Within the canonically-formed community, however, the motive for 

research is theological rather than historical and sociological, and the results sought are 

prescriptive rather than merely descriptive. 

Gerald Sheppard makes this point nicely in his introduction to an early 

seventeenth century study of the wisdom literature by the Anglican Bishop of 

Norwich, Joseph Hall (1574-1656). An imposing, but highly descriptive title 

embodied the aim of Hall's work: Salomon's Divine Arts, of I Ethickes, 2. Politickes, 

3. Oeconomickes: That is, the Government of I. Behaviour, 2. Commonwealth, 3. 

Familie. Drawn into Method, out of his Prouerbs & Ecclesiastes (subtitled, "With an 
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open and plaine Paraphrase, upon the Song of Songs"!). Sheppard concludes that 

Bishop Hall did "not read these ancient proverbs . . . for insight into the nature of 

wisdom in the time of Solomon, but for the wisdom of God which is the same in 

every time and place [that is, for the believing community]" (Sheppard, 1991, p. 73). 

On the face of it, both canonical and non-canonical wisdom literature would 

seem to have relevance for this research. Perhaps, then, the problem is 

methodological: how does one determine the sort of relevance these literatures (and 

their supporting communities) may have? While Hall's assumptions about canonical 

wisdom did not raise for him the sorts of critical questions that modern scholarly 

assumptions usually raise, Hall's method of interpretation might offer some help to the 

contemporary interpreter. For, in Sheppard's words, Hall was "neither . . . uncritical 

nor biblicistic" (Sheppard, 1991, p. 74). What he seems to mean is that Hall respected 

the texts themselves as expressions of a community's faith; but that he also sought to 

understand the political and social, as well as religious, contexts which nurtured the 

formation of the texts. 

The Social Context of Wisdom 

That task, however, presents its own set of problems. One such problem arises 

in connection with supposed parallels between Hebrew wisdom and the wisdom of the 

ancient near east. Scholars have long observed what they take to be formal and 

sometimes striking correspondences between Hebrew texts and texts (especially) from 

Egypt and Mesopotamia, as for example, between Prov. 22.17-24.22 and the Egyptian 

"Instruction of Amenemopet." However, one also encounters profound differences 
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between the Hebrew and other ancient near east literatures, notably with respect to 

cosmology and theology. Efforts to account for both the similarities and the 

differences have occupied wisdom scholarship for decades; not surprising perhaps, 

given what is at stake theologically. Debates swirl around questions such as whether 

Hebrew wisdom borrowed from other cultures (the majority opinion), or vice versa, or 

whether all the ancient near east (including Hebrew) literatures drew on other and 

earlier sources, or simply resemble each other because they are talking about the same 

things! And even more profound questions wait in the wings: such as whether 

"dependence" adequately describes the nature of the influence (if influence there was) 

between Hebrew and other ancient near east wisdom, or whether, despite certain 

literary and rhetorical corres-pondences, Hebrew and non-Hebrew wisdom literatures 

belong to comparable genres at all. 

Quite apart from the question of cultural influence, another problem arises in 

connection with the attempt to establish the social context for Hebrew wisdom; that is, 

to locate wisdom texts within a cultural milieu, and to trace out the economic, 

political, religious, ideological, and relational contours of that milieu. While it might 

be possible to formulate a technical definition for Hebrew wisdom without regard for 

its social matrix, die approach has little to commend it. For wisdom, by almost any 

definition, is about living a life; and "living a life" must presuppose some 

understanding of both "living" and "life." 

While the fourth chapter will undertake a detailed analysis of the Hebrew 

wisdom tradition in its social context, it may be helpful to sketch out here in a 
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preliminary way the most pressing social questions related to wisdom. The most 

important of these questions is undoubtedly the role of Solomon the king in the 

wisdom enterprise. Solomon reigned, according to the chronology of Edwin Thiele 

(1965) for forty years (961-922 B. C); and he reigned with phenomenal success. Not 

without reason is it so often said that he reigned over Israel's "Golden Age," or that 

during his reign, Israel experienced an "enlightenment" (Rad, 1962), or that Solomon 

was a "social mutation" (Brueggemann, 1994, p. 247). At the same time, literary 

connections between the Hebrew wisdom literature and Solomon's patronage are 

abundant in both canonical and non-canonical sources. These literary connections 

raise questions about the extent to which social transformations of the Solomonic era 

might explain the emergence of Hebrew wisdom. Simply put, what did Solomon 

himself, or his court, or his new state, have to do with the wisdom movement? 

A second important question has to do with the relationship between the social 

milieu of wisdom and the social context of other Hebrew traditions, most notably the 

prophetic and the priestly. Wisdom scholarship is divided over this question, but 

seems more inclined now than in the past to find disjunctions between the various Old 

Testament traditions. Donn Morgan suggests that the tendency to separate the Old 

Testament traditions may represent "movement away from a revelation-centered 

theology," and an "attempt to provide another [more 'secular'] model for the doing of 

theology" (Morgan, 1981, p. 14). Morgan goes on to observe, however, that even 

when consistency between the traditions is presupposed, interpretive problems remain. 

For wisdom, as much as any other Old Testament tradition, underwent development 
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over Israel's long history. The wisdom scholar, therefore, must address not only (1) 

the problem of unity and diversity in the social contexts of ancient Israel's several 

traditions, but also (2) the fact that all social contexts, including that of wisdom, 

change over time. 

The third question is the most intractable, not least because it is not really a 

single question at all, but a whole gaggle of questions about the kinds of data available 

for analyzing Hebrew wisdom sociologically, and about the kinds of data that can or 

should count as evidence for any hypothesis about the wisdom social context. The 

textual and archaeological evidence relative to wisdom's social context is sparse. Even 

with what is available, dangers lurk at every turn. For example, one might easily fall 

into the trap of interpreting the available data through modern categories of thought, or 

with uncritical assumptions, or even with political motives. Rad calls attention to this 

danger when he warns that much of the "wisdom" literature resists classification. 

"[E]very sentence and every didactic poem [one type of wisdom literature] is pregnant 

with meaning and is unmistakably self-contained," he observes, "so that, 

notwithstanding the many features common to them all, they strike us as being 

peculiarly inflexible" (Rad, 1972, p. 6). In short, the "wisdom" literary classification 

is a modern one, not one in which the writers of proverbs and poems self-consciously 

worked. This fact does not rule out the possibility of identifying a "wisdom 

movement." Indeed, Rad wrote a 330 page monograph on just such a movement! It 

does rule out cozy assumptions that what might have been the case, or even seems 

likely to have been the case, actually was the case! 
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Further, the wisdom documents, whether canonical or non-canonical, came into 

being with religious intent. Largely for that reason, they betray almost no interest in 

their own social antecedents. Even when research can isolate some of those 

antecedents, efforts to establish precise connections between them and the documents 

(or traditions) to which they gave rise are always difficult, and frequently unfruitful. 

These, then, are some of the questions to which attention must be given in this 

chapter, and in the ones to follow. The questions arose in the initial attempt to define 

the Hebrew "wisdom tradition." Before proceeding with the proposed sociological 

analysis of this tradition, therefore, it is necessary to return to that problem. 

Toward a Definition of Hebrew Wisdom 

The Terminology of Wisdom 

One of the obvious disimilarities between wisdom in Israel and wisdom in the 

ancient near east, is that neither the Egyptian nor the Mesopotamian wisdom literatures 

possessed an explicit vocabulary of wisdom as such (Fohrer, 1971; Walton, 1989) 

comparable to the Hebrew term rpppp (hokmah). The Hebrew wisdom vocabulary 

is, in fact, remarkably full; but the key word is hokmah, translated almost always in 

the Old Testament simply as "wisdom." The term PUJpfl {hokmah) is the noun form 

of the verb Dpp (hakam, "to be wise"). These words, together with their cognates, 

occur just over 300 times in the Hebrew Bible (i.e., Old Testament). Of these 

occurrences, about sixty percent (180) appear in the three primary canonical wisdom 

books, Proverbs, Job, and Ecclesiastes. The Greek equivalents of hokmah and hakam 

occur only in the noun form, as oo<pos (sophos, "wise one") and oo<pta (sophia, 
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"wisdom"). These words translate the hakam word group in the Septuagint.1 These 

terms also occur over 100 times in the non-canonical, apocryphal wisdom books, 

written in Greek. (Fohrer, 1971). 

Portions of the Old Testament (Dan. 2.4-7.28; Jer. 10.11; Ezra 4.8-6.18, 7.12-

26) are written in Aramaic which, like Hebrew, is a Semitic language. These passages 

yield another 22 occurrences of the related terms in that language (Dpip, hakam, 

H)ppp, hokmah). Except for one instance in Ezra (7.25) where "wisdom" refers to the 

Torah, all of the Aramaic occurrences of the word group are in Daniel, and refer to 

"wisdom" (seven times) or "wise" persons (fourteen times) with reference to "occult 

knowledge" originating either with the "gods" (5.11, e.g.), or with Yahweh (2.20; see 

Brown, Driver & Briggs, 1907, p. 1093). The word-group for "wisdom," therefore, 

including both canonical and non-canonical literature, in Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek, 

numbers about 450 occurrences. 

But the word-group also has an extensive semantic range. Etymologically, 

hokmah denotes "skill" or "ability," and by extension "skillfully used reason" or 

"judiciousness;" but both the Hebrew and Greek roots occur in a fairly wide variety of 

contexts and meanings (Murphy, 1992). The diviners of Egypt (Gen.41.8; Ex. 7.11), 

and the soothsayers and dream interpreters of Babylon (Dan. 1.20) can be called 

"wise," along with those "wise men of the east" with whom Solomon is favorably 

compared (1 Ki 4.30). Craftsmen and artisans may be called "wise" (e.g., Ex. 36.2, 8; 

'The Greek translation of the Old Testament (c. 275 B. C.) The title, Septuagint, which means 
"seventy," was taken from the seventy scholars who, the story goes, worked on the translation. There 
were actually seventy-two (Rahlfs, 1935). The Septuagint is usually represented by the symbol LXX. 
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1 Chr. 22.15-16). Likewise, those may be called "wise" who employ cleverness and 

cunning, either to mischievous (2 Sam. 13.3) or to benevolent (2 Sam. 14.2) ends. 

Even the skill which enables small animals to survive can be labelled "wisdom" (Prov. 

30.24-28). The thread through these various meanings seems to be a certain capacity 

for successful living, or at least for success in some aspect of living. 

On this score, it is worthwhile to note the way in which these various 
# 

denotations of the word-group are distributed as well. In the historical books, hokmah 

typically denotes technical skill or artistic ability, or else cleverness and worldly 

knowledge, and occasionally cultic (magical) knowledge, or ethical or religious 

knowledge. In the prophetic books, the terms usually denote human ability as distinct 

from God-given ability (Fohrer, 1971). In the wisdom literature itself, the terms more 

commonly denote sagacity. They are usually associated with the formation of 

character, and almost always have positive connotations. 

In addition to the word group hakam/hokmah, a number of other Hebrew terms 

serve the concept of wisdom throughout the Old Testament. R. B. Y. Scott has drawn 

up a list of over 75 such terms, useful, he says, "in assessing wisdom influence in 

other parts of the Old Testament such as the prophetic writings and the Psalms" (Scott, 

1971, pp. 121-122). Scott's list includes words associated with counsel, intellectual 

activity, understanding, and the like. The list certainly shows a wide-ranging interest 

in what might be called "wisdom" activity. It is much less certain, however, that the 

list proves as much about "wisdom influence" as Scott believes it does. Aristotle's 

dictum about the desire of all men "to know" is sufficient reminder that Hebrew 
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thinkers might have cultivated an interest in knowledge with or without the influence 

of a "tradition." 

It still remains to be determined whether Hebrew wisdom constituted such a 

tradition; and, for that task, neither the various meanings of OpO/rDpDp 

(hakam/hokmah) and ootpos/ootpta (sophos/sophia), nor the existence of Hebrew 

parallel terms is conclusive. What is conclusive is (1) that n jpop {hokmah) carries the 

weight of the concept of "wisdom" in Hebrew thought, (2) that the term is distributed 

disproportionately in Proverbs, Job, and Ecclesiastes, and (3) that the term "wisdom" 

in this corpus of literature is used with more or less technical precision. There is, in 

short, a wisdom vocabulary clearly associated with a literary corpus. The question 

now is whether this vocabulary was also associated with a wisdom tradition; and, if so, 

how. 

The "Vocabulary of Wisdom" 

No one has investigated this question more assiduously than R. N. Whybray 

(1974). Whybray begins by observing that wisdom scholars have typically resorted to 

one or more of three criteria for distinguishing wisdom influence in the Old 

Testament: (1) Subject matter (i.e., topics supposedly characteristic of the wisdom 

genre); (2) Form (or style, i.e., rhetorical and other literary features characteristic of 

wisdom); and (3) Vocabulary. The use of either "subject matter" or "form" as a 

criterion presents special difficulties, says Whybray. With regard to "subject matter" 

as a criterion, wisdom literature is concerned with "universal human problems which 

are liable to occur, . . . in almost any writing . . . in which human beings and their 
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mutual relationships are discussed" (1974, p. 72). "Form" serves even less adequately 

as a criterion, since literary forms "belong to the common life of Israel" (1974, p. 73), 

not just to wisdom, or any other genre of literature. The masal, or "proverb," for 

example, frequently appears in the wisdom books, even giving its name to one of 

them. But the form appears in other books as well. Why bray concludes that a 

"certain degree of objectivity" (1974, p. 74), however, attaches to vocabulary as an 

indicator of wisdom; and this gives Whybray some confidence that language may hold 

the key to defining wisdom. 

To make his point, Whybray lists occurrences of the Hebrew (verb) root ODD 

(hkm) book-by-book through the Old Testament. He discusses and eliminates five 

types of occurrences which seem clearly unrelated to "wisdom" in any special sense of 

an intellectual tradition. The remaining occurrences appear—not counting Job, 

Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes—in ten significant Old Testament texts: (1) The so-called 

"Joseph Story" (Gen. chaps. 37-50); (2) The introductory section of Deuteronomy 

(chaps. 1-4); (3) The song of Moses (chap. Dt. 32); (4) The "Succession Narrative" (2 

Sam. 9-20; 1 Ki. 1); (5) The history of Solomon (1 Ki. 3-11); (6) A small group of 

Psalms (19, 37, 49, 51, 90, 107, 111, 119); (7) Isaiah (chaps. 1-39); (8) Jeremiah; (9) 

Ezekiel (chap. 28); and (10) The prophecy of Daniel. 

Whybray then extends his research to include what he calls the "vocabulary of 

wisdom" in the Old Testament (cf. Scott, 1971). By "vocabulary of wisdom," 

Whybray means terms supplemental to the word-group ODD (hkm) which (1) "are 

characteristic of [i.e., correlate with] the 'wisdom' or intellectual tradition as 
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exemplified by Proverbs, Job and Ecclesiastes" and which (2) "express a concern with 

the main interests of the intellectual tradition: that is, with the problems faced by 

mankind in society or as individuals" (1974, p. 122; cf. also Scott, 1971). Whybray 

some fifty such terms in relation to the ten texts mentioned above, and concludes that 

the distribution of hkm together with the "vocabulary of wisdom" confirm the 

influence of a wisdom tradition outside the wisdom books. In short, Whybray believes 

that linguistic evidence points to the real existence of a wisdom tradition. 

Whybray's research has value for this study; but his arguments require some 

clarification. First, and most importantly, Whybray does not actually define wisdom, 

he only traces "wisdom influence" through the Old Testament. Whybray actually 

seems to assume a kind of working definition of wisdom. It is an "intellectual 

tradition" expressed more or less explicitly in Proverbs, Job, and Ecclesiastes, and in 

the non-canonical literature mentioned earlier. Should anyone ask what is meant by 

"intellectual tradition," Whybray would reply, "a group of 'educated and literate men 

who were concerned more than the majority of their contemporaries in an intellectual 

way with the problems of human life"' (cf. Whybray, 1974, p. 70). Cautious, to be 

sure, especially for such a massive marshalling of evidence. But this work is not 

without value; and his caution may lend credibility to his most solidly grounded 

results: (1) The distinct Hebrew terminology for "wisdom" specifically and the Hebrew 

concept of "wisdom" generally argue for the existence of a self-conscious tradition in 

ancient Israel; (2) The center of this tradition is the so-called "wisdom literature," 

although the influence of this tradition extends to other parts of the Old Testament as 
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well; and (3) This "wisdom tradition" is properly an "intellectual" tradition, at least in 

the sense that an educated and literate class thought about, and (directly or indirectly) 

taught others to think about the nature and (especially) the problems of human life. 

The "Moment of Truth:" Hebrew Wisdom as "Tradition" 

Modes of Wisdom 

Whybray's argument for an intellectual tradition conforms remarkably well-

though probably unintentionally—with an extremely useful set of distinctions first made 

by H. H. Schmid (1966), and later popularized by J. L. Crenshaw (1969). Schmid 

distinguished between (1) wisdom literature, (2) a wisdom tradition, and (3) a wisdom 

way of thinking. 

The Hebrew "wisdom literature," as noted earlier, is usually thought to consist 

of (the canonical) Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes (also known as Qoheleth), and certain 

"wisdom" Psalms, including at least 1, 37, 49, and 112 (Scott, 1971), and others as 

well (but with no consensus as to which; cf. Hurvitz, 1988; Mowinckel, 1955; 

Murphy, 1963, 1983; Terrien, 1993). Still other scholars would extend the wisdom 

literature to include Ruth, Song of Solomon (also known as Song of Songs, or 

Canticles) and Esther (Murphy, 1981). 

The phrase "wisdom tradition" refers to the wisdom movement itself; 

Whybray's "intellectual tradition." Crenshaw (1969) prefers the term paideia for this 

tradition, since such a movement undoubtedly involved "educational curriculum and 

pedagogy" (p. 130). The wisdom tradition, then, might be regarded as more or less 

formally institutionalized, officially sanctioned, culturally significant, socially stratified, 
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or ideologically homogeneous. But for a tradition to exist at all, it must have some 

self-awareness as an enterprise (Bryce, 1979), some means of communication or self-

expression, and some self-imposed ideological parameters relevant to the enterprise. 

The Old Testament documents offer two types of evidence for the existence of 

a tradition of wisdom. One is the existence of a literary type. Gerhard von Rad is 

among the most prominent advocates for the view that such an obviously discreet 

literary type, especially one so different from other biblical literatures, argues strongly 

for, if it does not prove, the existence of a supporting intellectual community (Rad, 

1972). It is simply not easy to imagine that something like the wisdom literature 

could have come into being without such a community. Attributions to the authorship 

of Solomon in much of this literature, whatever one makes of them, argues even more 

strongly for a supporting tradition. 

Second, numerous biblical texts attest to (what appears to be) a class of 

"sages," both in Israel (Jer. 9.23; 18.18; Ez. 7.26; Eccl. 12.9, 11; Prov. 13.14; 15.12; 

22.17; 24.23) and in the nations (Jer. 50.35; Dan. 2.20; et al). The sages are 

distinguished from "priests" and "prophets" in many of these texts, and seem to 

constitute a recognized sphere of influence in Israelite society. 

Wisdom as a "way of thinking" or an "approach to reality" (Crenshaw, 1969, p. 

130) comes close to what modern people commonly mean by "philosophy." Few 

wisdom scholars have ventured as boldly as D. B. MacDonald (1965) did when he 

spoke of "conscious philosophical thinking" among the Hebrews; but if there is a 

wisdom "way of thinking," some sort of philosophical method is implied. MacDonald 
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understood full well of course that the Hebrews did not philosophize about their 

presuppositions as the Greeks did. They did not need to. The personality of Yahweh 

was the one philosophical Absolute. Still, the Hebrew thinkers did work out 

philosophical positions, according to MacDonald, by wrestling intellectually with the 

phenomena of human existence in light not of the existence of God (which they 

presupposed), but of his presence. 

Wisdom as an Intellectual Tradition 

Donn Morgan warns that "[a] 11 discussions of wisdom must at some point reach 

the moment of truth, a time when whatever is meant by this designation must be 

defined" (Morgan, 1981, p. 20). This is the moment of truth for the present case. The 

evidence adduced to this point makes possible at least a preliminary definition of 

Hebrew wisdom; viz., (what Schmid calls) a "tradition" or "movement" (what 

Whybray called an "intellectual tradition"), expressed through a "literature" (minimally 

Job, Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes), and distinguished from other Hebrew traditions by a 

self-conscious "approach to reality," a "way of thinking," or what might be called a 

philosophical method. 

Morgan is certainly right to add that, by any definition, a "tradition," must 

"have certain characteristics which distinguish it from others, which give it an identity 

and integrity of its own" (Morgan, 1981, p. 20). By "tradition," Morgan means 

"literary tradition," but his point holds as well for an intellectual tradition, which in the 

case of wisdom, gives rise to "particular teachings and literary forms" (Morgan, 1981, 
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p. 21). The point is that a tradition must have characteristics that distinguish it from 

other traditions, and thus give it identity and integrity. 

What is at issue in this dissertation is precisely the degree to which, and the 

way in which, a Hebrew tradition identified with "wisdom" was distinguished from 

other traditions, that is, formalized in Hebrew culture. That a "tradition" existed is 

now beyond doubt. But what was it like? Was it sanctioned, sponsored, or 

patronized; and, if so, by whom, and for what purpose(s)? Was it formally organized, 

structured, or regulated; and, if so, in what way, by whom, and to what ends? Was it 

self-aware; and, if so, to what degree, and by what means was such awareness 

sustained? To what, if any, institutions did it give rise? To what degree does the 

literature (canonical and non-canonical) express the purposes and practices of the 

tradition, whatever they were? 

Answers to all these questions—and there are others—will tend either to confirm 

or infirm the hypothesis that a wisdom tradition existed in ancient Israel that 

embodied, in the words of James Crenshaw, an "educational curriculum and 

pedagogy." If the evidence points to a formalized tradition, then there is some 

justification for proceeding to the more central question of this research, namely, 

whether the Hebrew wisdom tradition might have sponsored an educational enterprise 

functionally equivalent to contemporary higher education. 

Wisdom scholars argue very differently about the character of the tradition. At 

one end of the spectrum are those scholars who advance the notion that the "wise" 

constituted an office (like prophet or priest), that is, filled "a vocational post" (von 
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Rad, 1972, p. 21). At the other end are those who, with Whybray, regard the "wisdom 

tradition" as little more than a convenient label for the literary activity of an educated 

class. Whybray's lengthy conclusion deserves to be quoted in full. 

. . . there is no evidence of an institution existing through the centuries which 

acted as the vehicle for this [wisdom] "tradition". These three books [Job, 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes] themselves bear no marks of having been produced in a 

"school" of any description. Their authors were admittedly distinguished from 

the majority of their fellow-citizens by the fact that they were literate and 

educated; but there was clearly a not inconsiderable number of educated men in 

Israel who constituted the circle of their readers. These men did not set 

themselves apart from their fellow-citizens: they were familiar with, and 

participants in, the other "traditions" of Israel which were concerned with daily 

religious life. They constituted a separate "tradition" only in the sense that 

they concerned themselves more than the majority of their contemporaries in an 

intellectual way with the problems of human life. 

That there should have been some continuity, though of a completely 

informal kind, of this "intellectual tradition" is natural. It is reasonable to 

suppose that each generation of educated men will have been familiar with 

some of the written works—of which many have no doubt perished—of earlier 

generations, not to speak of the oral tradition ("what wise men have told;" Job 

15:18) which was handed down. 
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It is as a result of such informal transmission of the intellectual tradition that 

we find, in Proverbs, Job and Ecclesiastes, an element of common vocabulary, of 

which the frequent use of the root hkm is by far the most prominent, and, to some 

extent, though less evidently, of forms and style appropriate to the expression of 

thoughts on this particular range of subjects. 

Thus we are surely justified in regarding Proverbs, Job and Ecclesiastes 

as representing a distinct intellectual strand in Israel's life; but it was a strand 

which needed no formal, concrete vehicle for its transmission (Whybray, 1974, 

P-70). 

Whybray's conclusion raises several points for debate, his assured tone 

notwithstanding. Whybray suggests, for example, that the wisdom tradition consisted 

of an educated class and that "a not inconsiderable number of educated men . . . 

constituted the circle of their readers." But does the evidence bear out this reading of 

the social context of wisdom literature? Again, Whybray argues that Israel's 

intellectuals "were familiar with, and participants in, the other 'traditions' of Israel 

which were concerned with daily religious life." But surely familiarity with, and 

participation in religious life, do not preclude participation in an institutionalized 

intellectual culture. Presumably one could teach philosophy at the University of North 

Texas, hold membership in a learned society, and also participate in the religious life 

of his or her community. And when Whybray asserts that Job, Proverbs, and 

Ecclesiastes resulted from an "informal process of transmission" (emphasis added), one 

wonders if he has read them. However it is to be explained, the books as they stand 
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give every indication of quite formal processes of transmission, with explicit aims and 

purposes. 

Nevertheless, Whybray's point deserves careful attention, if only because 

evidence on the origins of the wisdom tradition is not only relatively scarce, but 

sometimes maddeningly ambiguous. And after all, as noted earlier, what is at issue 

here is precisely whether there is (or, is not, as Why bray contends) "evidence of an 

institution . . . which acted as a vehicle for [the wisdom] tradition." Before turning to 

that issue as such, it will be helpful to examine Hebrew wisdom in relation to wisdom 

traditions of other cultures of the ancient near east. There are striking similarities 

between and among these traditions, and striking anomalies in the Hebrew tradition as 

well. By analyzing more closely both the resemblances and the differences between 

Hebrew wisdom and other ancient near east wisdom, it may be possible to say 

something more definitive both about the nature of wisdom in general, about Hebrew 

wisdom in particular, and about the likelihood that an "institution" existed as a vehicle 

of the Hebrew tradition. 



CHAPTER III 

HEBREW WISDOM AND THE WISDOM OF THE ANCIENT NEAR EAST 

Introduction: The Tradition of the Wise in the Old Testament 

In an article that appeared over thirty years ago, John Priest set forth what has 

become a stock formulation about the place of wisdom in Israelite culture and religion. 

Wisdom, he said, is "rather awkwardly and uneasily related to what is commonly 

considered the main thrust of the biblical message" (Priest, 1963, p. 275). As proof, 

Priest pointed to the "striking neglect of Jewish history and religion by the canonical 

wisdom writers" which, following J. C. Rylaarsdam, Priest took to be a clear 

indication "that the Hebrew Wisdom movement had not yet been integrated into the 

national religion" (Priest, 1963, p. 275; cf. Rylaarsdam, 1946, p. 20). This "neglect [in 

Hebrew wisdom] of Jewish history and religion" probably explains why, as Leo 

Perdue puts it, "the dominant trend in Old Testament theology has been either to 

neglect wisdom literature or to consider it to be outside the mainstream of Israelite 

faith" (Perdue, 1994, p. 20). 

This same "neglect," however, probably also explains, at least in part, a 

growing scholarly interest in the relationship between Hebrew wisdom and the so-

called wisdom traditions of other ancient near eastern cultures. For the question 

naturally arises, if the Hebrew wisdom tradition "neglected" what was peculiar to 

Israel's national, cultural, and religious identity, why did it do so? And as naturally as 

54 
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the "why" quesiton arises, just as naturally arises one plausible answer: that wisdom 

identified itself, consciously or otherwise, with other learned traditions in the ancient 

near east. 

The existence of such traditions is well known from the Old Testament itself, 

specifically in the tradition of the "wise man." In the Joseph narrative, for example, 

Pharaoh is said to call for "all the magicians of Egypt, and all its wise men" (Gen. 

41.8), when troubled by a dream. In one justly famous passage, the wisdom of 

Solomon is said to have "surpassed the wisdom of all the sons of the east and all the 

wisdom of Egypt" (1 Ki. 4.30). From the perspective of Israel, "east" could refer 

either to Edom, a lace famous for its wisdom, or to Mesopotamia. In any case, the 

narrator places Solomon's wisdom head-to-head with major spheres of near eastern 

wisdom in the tenth century B.C., of which the two most important were Babylon 

(Mesopotamia) and Egypt. 

It is interesting to note in this connection a conflation of roles between the so-

called "magician" and the sage in a number of Old Testament references. "Magician" 

is in Hebrew O \D~»0 (hartom), denoting first a "writer" or "engraver," and by 

derivation, "one possessed of occult knowledge" (Brown, Driver, & Briggs, 1907, p. 

355). "Magicians" are often associated with the "wise" in the Old Testament, so that 

the terms seem often to be used more or less interchangeably (cf. Dan. 1.20, 2.2 with 

2.24; also Ex. 7.11). The book of Daniel is replete with references to hakamim 

(Hebrew, D ^DpO), the "wise men," and they are frequently associated with magicians, 

astrologers, and other groups and castes serving the Persian court. Daniel himself was 

said to have been elevated by Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon to a position of authority 
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over these groups, a position described first (2.48) as rab-signin al kol-hakamim 

("chief prefect over the wise men;" Hebrew, D *?)) 1 and later (by 

the queen of the Persian king Belshazzar, 5.11) as rab-hartumin ("chief of the 

magicians," Hebrew ) 13) 

The wisdom of other near east cultures, which is simply a point of comparison 

in the account of Solomon's accession (1 Ki. 3-11) and in Daniel, becomes in other 

texts, particularly prophetic texts, an object of scorn. This is because the prophets 

invest wisdom with immense moral significance. To the prophetic mind, human 

wisdom is always suspect; and to endow human wisdom with ultimacy is not merely 

to transgress a religious boundary, but to court disaster. The idolatry of wisdom is the 

supreme display of arrogance and foolishness (Lindblom, 1960). 

One could almost predict, therefore, that this prophetic judgment would fall 

heavy on the nations. In Isaiah's "oracle concerning Egypt," for example (Is. 19), the 

prophet extols the majesty of God in judgment, in part at least by exposing the 

ineptness and impotence of Egypt's vaunted wise men: "The princes of Zoan are mere 

fools; The advice of Pharaoh's wisest advisers has become stupid. How can you men 

say to Pharaoh, 'I am a son of the wise, a son of ancient kings'? Well then, where are 

your wise men? Please let them tell you, And let them understand what the Lord of 

hosts Has purposed against Egypt" (Is. 19.11-12). Again Isaiah can prophesy against 

Babylon, "Your wisdom and your knowledge have deluded you, For you have said in 

your heart, 'I am, and there is no one besides me.' But an evil will come on you 

Which you will not know how to charm away" (Is. 47.10-11 a; cf. Jer. 50.35). In the 
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same spirit, Jeremiah declares, "For among all the wise men of the nations, And in all 

their kingdoms, there is none like [Yahweh]" (Jer. 10.7). The prophets warn other 

nations as well against the pretensions of wisdom, among them Edom (Jer. 49.7; Obad. 

8), Assyria (Is. 10.13), and Tyre (Ez. 28.12-17). 

The prophets, however, reserve their most impassioned attacks on human 

wisdom for Israel itself. "Woe to those," Isaiah declares to Judah, "who are wise in 

their own eyes" (Is. 5.21). And again, "Woe, O Ariel [an ancient name for Jerusalem], 

the city where David once camped . . . . because this people draw near with their 

words And honor Me [Yahweh] with their lip service, But they remove their hearts far 

from Me . . . the wisdom of their wise men will perish" (Is. 29.1,13,14). Perhaps 

because he is situated closer in time to the fall of Jerusalem in 586/7 B.C., Jeremiah is 

even more strident than Isaiah, who prophesied some 100 years earlier. Against the 

scribes and their "lying pen," Jeremiah warns of impending doom: "The wise men are 

put to shame, They are dismayed and caught; Behold, they have rejected the word of 

the Lord, And what kind of wisdom do they have?" (Jer. 8.8-9). In Jeremiah's view, 

human wisdom (invested with ultimacy) yielded its harvest of ephemeral material 

success, followed by cultural ruin: "Who is the wise man that may understand this? 

And who is he to whom the mouth of the Lord has spoken, that he may declare it? 

Why is the land ruined, laid waste like a desert, so that no one passes through?" (Jer. 

9.12). So [declares Yahweh], "Let not a wise man boast of his wisdom, and let not 

the mighty man boast of his might, let not a rich man boast of his riches; but let him 

who boasts boast of this, that he understands and knows Me" (Jer. 9.23). 
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Of course, even in the less polemical texts, such as the Daniel prophecy, and 

the Joseph and Solomon narratives, cited above, a sharp contrast between the wisdom 

of God and mere human wisdom is implied. In each of these cases, the wisdom of 

God in the person of Yahweh's appointed representative excels the noblest human 

achievements. 

The attitude of the Old Testament toward wisdom is, therefore, to say the very 

least, ambiguous. On the one hand, an entire corpus of material, the wisdom 

literature, extols the virtue of wisdom. In that spirit, Israel's most glorious king is 

celebrated for his wisdom: (1) the desire for which God strongly approves (1 Ki. 3.7-

13); (2) the outworking of which enables him to rule effectively; and (3) the fulness of 

which compares Solomon superlatively with his contemporaries in other cultures noted 

for wisdom. Daniel is a hakam, and even the rab-signin al kol-hakamim ("chief 

prefect over the wise men"). On the other hand, the Old Testament generally, and the 

prophets particularly, regard wisdom with suspicion, and sometimes with outright 

contempt. Wisdom is at times merely empty and vapid, at other times dangerous or, 

worse, blasphemous; but at all times, wisdom is suspect. 

This curiously ambivalent attitude of the Old Testament writers toward wisdom 

reflects a profound tension. On the one hand, wisdom distinguishes Solomon as the 

greatest of Israel's kings. His glory consists precisely in his wisdom, wisdom which 

excels the wisdom of Egypt and the east, and which embraces the best of material 

culture along with the loftier Aristotelian pleasures of mind. On the other hand, 

wisdom stands in opposition to the cult of Yahweh. The prophets at any rate seem 
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unable to reconcile wisdom and piety; and, if it comes to a choice, then it is, in 

prospect, Tertullian's choice in the early third century A.D., framed in his famous 

question: "What indeed has Athens to do with Jerusalem? What concord is there 

between the Academy and the Church? what between heretics and Christians?" 

(Tertullian, 1979/c. 203, chap. vii). 

One way of interpreting this ambivalence is to assume an ancient version of 

today's so-called "culture wars" (Hunter, 1991). Perhaps different spheres of cultural 

influence produced different literary traditions in the Old Testament. These centers of 

influence might be supposed to differ widely in terms of cosmology, political 

orientation, values, and the like. There is certainly evidence that something like 

spheres of influence coalesced in ancient Israel around what might be called cultural 

paradigms, that is, grids for interpreting Hebrew life and faith. Jeremiah, for example, 

seems to recognize such spheres of influence in the boast of his opponents. They 

"devise plans" against the prophet with impunity, saying "Surely the law is not going 

to be lost to the priest, nor counsel to the sage, nor the divine word to the prophet" 

(Jer. 18.18). The prophet's foes appear confident that the main centers of power in 

Hebrew society will survive Jeremiah's lugubrious prognostications. The prophet's 

forebodings may be troubling, but not calamitous. "Life as we know it" will survive 

the ravings of Jeremiah, because the principal social institutions—law and priest, 

counsel (wisdom) and sage, divine word and prophet—will endure. 

Another way to interpret the Old Testament ambivalence toward wisdom is to 

distinguish between two (or more) types of wisdom. Perhaps the Old Testament 
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writers alternately praise one type of wisdom (that represented by the wisdom 

literature) and condemn another (that represented by the hakamim of the east). This 

reading of course raises new questions about the similarities and differences that might 

be thought to obtain between the two types of wisdom, and what difference the 

differences would be thought to make. 

Both interpretations of the ambivalence of the Old Testament toward wisdom 

(and there are others) are plausible, and, in fact, both probably contain some measure 

of truth. More important for present purposes, however, is that both the ambivalence 

and the interpretations call attention to the relationship of Hebrew wisdom to the 

wisdom of contemporary near eastern cultures. Whatever the explanation for it, the 

wisdom of Israel's neighbors is clearly important to Israel; sometimes, it seems, as a 

complement, sometimes as a foil. The task here is to delve more deeply into the 

nature and scope of this interaction, seeking answers to two rather involved questions. 

First, what was the character and role of wisdom traditions in non-Israelite near eastern 

cultures? Second, in what ways and to what extent did non-Israelite wisdom interact 

with and/or influence Hebrew wisdom? In general, the first of these questions is the 

subject for this chapter; while the next chapter will take up the question of Israel's 

interaction with the wisdom of the ancient near east. Both of these chapters are 

essential preparation for chapters five and six, dealing with the dominant research 

question of this dissertation, viz., whether a wisdom "school" existed in ancient Israel. 
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Wisdom in the Context of the Ancient Near East: An Overview 

If the "striking neglect of Jewish history and religion by the canonical wisdom 

writers" has sparked interest in the international context of wisdom, archaelogical 

discoveries over the last 150 years have fueled the fire. A notable example is W. 0. 

E. Oesterley's The Wisdom of Egypt and the Old Testament (1927), one of the first 

works of so-called "wisdom" scholarship. Oesterley set about to explore the affinities 

he observed between the biblical book of Proverbs and the Egyptian "Instruction of 

Amenemopet," a text purportedly discovered near Thebes, brought to the British 

Museum by Sir E. A. W. Budge in 1888 (where it still resides), and first published by 

Budge in 1923. The most important of these discoveries are documents originating in 

Egypt, and in Sumer, Akkad, Assyria, and Babylon (i.e., Mesopotamia), some dating 

from as early as the third millennium B.C. (and thus predating the Hebrew wisdom 

literature by several centuries). Following Oesterley, a number of scholars began to 

research these documents, detecting here and there, they believed, affinities to certain 

other Old Testament books or texts, as in the case of "Amenemopet" and Proverbs. 

The interest sparked by the discoveries of ancient near eastern texts was all the 

greater because of their number. There is, in fact, a striking disparity in number 

between the extant Israelite versus non-Israelite texts. Israel's wisdom corpus is 

scanty. By contrast, the literary artifacts of Israel's neighbors are numerous enough 

and diverse enough to present a fairly comprehensive picture of the sociocultural 

location of wisdom in these cultures. Archaeological finds, in other words, afford 

scholars the luxury of locating the wisdom texts of the ancient near east in 
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sociocultural contexts already well-known from years of research. Given the relevance 

of these contexts to the present research, it will be helpful to survey them briefly. 

Historical Survey 

The history of the ancient near east begins for all intents and purposes with the 

appearance of writing, about 3100 B.C. Written language appears simultaneously, or 

nearly so at any rate, in both Egypt and Mesopotamia, the two major spheres of 

ancient near eastern culture. It is an open question whether Egypt borrowed writing 

from Mesopotamia, though almost no one thinks the impulse moved in the other 

direction. Older scholars generally assumed simultaneity (Breasted, 1913), but most 

scholars today argue for Mesopotamian priority (Hallo & Simpson, 1971). Whatever 

the forms and lines of development, the two cultures developed more or less 

independently until the so-called "Amarna Age" (roughly the 14th-15th centuries B. 

C.; cf. Gordon, 1965), about which more will be said in chapter four. 

Survey of Egypt 

Of the two spheres of culture, Egypt was certainly the more homogenous and 

the more exclusivistic, partly, if not largely, as a function of its geography. Inhabited 

Egypt consisted in ancient times, as it does today, of a belt of cultivated land of either 

side of the Nile. The "Nile" in this case refers not to the entire length of the river-

some 4000 miles from its rise near the Equator—but to its 750 mile course from the 

first cataract near Aswan (and ancient Elephantine) northward to the Mediterranean. 

This segment of the Nile is almost entirely navigable, while the valley on either side 

varies in width from ten to about thirty-one miles, giving it an arable land area about 
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the size of the state of Maryland. The Egyptians called this arable land kemit ("black 

land"). The land beyond was dishret ("red land"), simply the desert: the vast Sahara to 

the west, and the Arabian desert to the east. With the delta and its marshes to the 

north, mountains to the south, and deserts east and west, Egypt lived in near-total 

isolation. 

Egypt also lived in near-total dependence on the Nile. And the Nile valley, 

though (in the words of James Breasted) "genial and generous," demanded "for its 

cultivation the development of a high degree of skill in the manipulation of the life-

giving waters [of the river]." In learning to "manipulate" the Nile, Breasted concluded, 

"Egypt became the mother of the mechanical arts" (Breasted, 1913, p. 9). 

The major obstacle to the large-scale development of Egyptian culture, other 

than the control of the Nile and its annual inundations, was die length of the river. 

Historians in fact usually mark the beginning of Egyptian civilization from the first 

successful unification of the entire Nile valley under Menes, a political achievement 

roughly coincident with the appearance of writing, about 3100 B.C. Until that time 

(and at various unsettled times later), Egypt was two lands: Upper Egypt (roughly 

from Aswan to the Delta) and Lower Egypt (the Delta), a division which may be 

reflected in the Hebrew name for Egypt, misrayim (literally, "two lands," cf. Brown, 

Driver, and Briggs, 1907, p. 595). But the achievement of Menes stamped Egypt 

forever. When Manetho, a third century B. C. Egyptian priest, wrote a history of his 
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country in Greek (Waddell, 1940), he commenced with Menes, and numbered the 

kingships that followed (rather arbitrarily it seems) into thirty "dynasties."1 

Making use of Manetho's scheme for convenience, and of other sources such as 

the Turin Royal Canon from the reign of Rameses II (c. 1300 B.C.; cf. Gardiner, 

1959), and various other king lists, modern Egyptologists usually divide the history of 

Egypt into major epochs, called "kingdoms," and alternating "intermediate periods." 

Egyptian history is thus interpreted to consist in "periods of stability and achievement 

[the Kingdoms] alternating with . . . eras of relatively weak political stance, 

interference from 'foreigners,' a decrease in monumental public building, a divided or 

multiple kingship in the land with rival, contemporary dynasties, and a restructuring of 

society [the Intermediate Periods]" (Hallo & Simpson, 1971, p. 192). 

Though most historians agree on this interpretation of the evidence, and on the 

divisions implied thereby, they disagree on where to draw lines between the divisions. 

Still, there is near unanimity on the following general scheme of periods, even though 

the dates, especially for periods prior to the Middle Kingdom, are less certain: Early 

Dynastic Period (dynasties 1-2; 3100-2686 B.C.); Old Kingdom (dynasties 3-6; 2686-

2181 B.C.); First Intermediate Period (dynasties 7-1 la; 2181-2040 B.C.); Middle 

Kingdom (dynasties llb-13; 2040-1633 B.C.); Second Intermediate Period (dynasties 

14-17; 1786-1558 B.C.); New Kingdom (dynasties 18-20; 1558-1085); Third 

Intermediate Period (dynasties 21-25; 1085-656 B.C.); Saite Renaissance (or, 

'The number thirty was a favorite with the Egyptians, being associated, it seems, with justice. 
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"Restoration," dynasty 26; 664-525 B.C.); Late Dynastic (Persian) Period (dynasties 

27-30/31; 535-330 B.C.). 

The struggle for a unified Egypt, occasioned by dependence on the Nile, the 

political configurations of the Nile valley, and intensified by various foreign 

infiltrations, thus defines the history of Egypt. All these factors together, the necessity 

of controlling the river, the land's isolation and richness, and Egypt's political 

struggles, provided the impetus for extraordinary achievements on which Egypt prided 

itself, and for the lack of which Egypt disdained "other civilizations and other people" 

(Gordon, 1962, p. 57). The most illustrious example of that achievement is, of course, 

the pyramids from the fabled Old Kingdom, and represented most nobly by Cheops, 

the only surviving ancient wonder of the world. But the "Age of the Pyramids" 

boasted countless other monumental and artistic splendors, and sponsored and inspired 

a vast literature in its own and later times. Subsequent dynasties failed to achieve the 

material success of the Old Kingdom, but they produced enough, both imitative and 

original, to sustain the Egyptian pride of place in the ancient near east. 

For the purposes of this research, however, these later dynasties may be even 

more important than the dynasties of the Old Kingdom. For from these dynasties, 

especially those of the Middle Kingdom and the New Kingdom (including the Second 

Intermediate Period) come the great bulk of extant Egyptian wisdom literature. During 

those dynasties as well, Egypt's interests moved beyond the Nile valley to engage 

other near eastern empires economically, culturally, politically, and intellectually. 

Furthermore, the dynasties of the New Kingdom coincided in time with the emergence 
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of the monarchic state in Israel (11th century B. C). Put another way, Egypt's 

wisdom tradition came to full flower just prior to and during the rise of Israel's 

kingship. And, since Egypt enjoyed a position of material preeminence and 

intellectual reputation during this period, it is to be expected that a nascent royal 

administration such as that in Israel, would look southwestwardly with respect, or 

longing, or, in darker times, with foreboding. 

Survey of Mesopotamia 

The geography of Mesopotamia, the other major sphere of ancient near east 

culture, presents a striking contrast to that of Egypt. The one similarity, of course, is 

the dominance of a river, or, more precisely, the two great rivers, Tigris (to the east) 

and Euphrates, the potamai between which (Greek, mesos) lay a fertile and expansive 

plain. Both the Tigris and the Euphrates rise in the Taurus Mountains of what is 

today eastern Turkey, and flow southeasterly at greater and lesser distances from each 

other, to the Persian Gulf, approximately 700 air miles distant. About fifty miles north 

of modern Baghdad, and some 160 miles from the ancient (and 325 miles from the 

present) shoreline of the Persian Gulf, the Tigris and Euphrates flow to within about 

forty miles of each other and thereafter remain nearly parallel through an alluvial 

plain. This is the "plain of Shinar" mentioned in Genesis (11:2); and it constitutes 

mesopotamia proper. An area approximately the size of New Jersey, it was home to 

the world's first great civilization, Sumer (Kramer, 1981), and thereafter to Akkad, 

Babylonia, and Mari. 
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In a larger sense, mesopotamia also includes the regions north of this plain, 

extending as far as Anatolia; taking in, in other words, the whole eastern side of James 

Breasted's famous "fertile crescent" (Breasted, 1944). The region northward from 

Shinar consists of an arid plateau to its north ending in the Taurus Mountains, with 

foothills and basins to the northeast, ending in the Zagros range. This region was 

home, in whole or part, to the ancient Assyrians, Mitannians, Hurrians, Urartus, 

Hittites, and others as well. 

As is true of the Nile Valley, Mesopotamia (at least Mesopotamia proper, i.e., 

Shinar), cannot support an agricultural economy without extensive irrigation. On the 

other hand, the land is exceedingly fertile; and once the requisite mechanical skills 

were mastered by people of the highland north, the area gave birth to a splendid 

civilization. These people (whose ethnic origins are obscure) have come to be known, 

of course, as the Sumerians, and their land, the plain of Shinar, as Sumer. They 

apparently infiltrated the region about 4000 B. C., and about 3100 B. C., or just as 

Menes first unified Upper and Lower Egypt, the Sumerian civilization arose, as 

already noted, in connection with the first appearance of writing on a large scale. 

The Sumerians, however, unlike the Egyptians, did not enjoy the advantages of 

physical isolation. Even in the splendid golden age of the Sumerians' culture, they 

shared the plain of Shinar with Semitic peoples, and early in the 25th century B. C. (c. 

2470 B. C.), Sumer fell to these people in the person of Sargon, the first king of the 

Akkadian2 empire. A brief Sumerian renaissance (c. 2100-2000 B. C.) was followed 

2Also spelled "Accadian." 
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by reversion to the old city states of early Sumer, after which arose the first (Old) 

Babylonian dynasties, beginning about 1900 B. C., and reaching their zenith with the 

fabled Hammurabi3 (c. 1792-1750 B. C. Hammurabi had scarcely passed from the 

scene, however, before Indo-European Hittites from Anatolia, making use of the most 

recent innovation in warfare—the horse—invaded the empire. Weakened by successive 

invasions over the next two centuries, Babylon fell easily to the nearly barbarian 

Cassites (Kassites) in 1507 B.C. 

Babylonian culture lapsed for almost a thousand years, as a result of which the 

center of Mesopotamian culture moved northward to Assyria Though (like the 

Sumerians) of unknown racial origin, the Assyrians spoke a Semitic language closely 

akin to classical Akkadian. Even though they were themselves challenged on many 

fronts, and at times even controlled by rival powers to the north and west, particularly 

the (Indo-European) Mitannians, the Assyrians slowly gained strength, and in the 12th 

century B. C. established their preeminence over the east, for a time even ruling proud 

old Babylon itself. In the late 7th century, Babylon reasserted itself under new 

Semitic rulers (of Chaldean, i.e., Aramean, stock), defeating the Assyrians in a battle 

for the city of Babylon in 626 B. C. The new empire was short-lived, however, 

falling to the Persians after less than a century. Yet in its luminous brevity, Babylon 

fashioned an extraordinary material culture, among which stood the legendary 

"Hanging Gardens" of Nebuchadnezzar. This New Babylonian empire was also the 

Babylon of the Old Testament, justly famous, as noted above, for its wise men. 

3Also spelled "Hammurapi." 
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Ancient Near East Intellectual Culture and Literary Traditionalism 

At the same time, Babylon's intellectual and non-material culture was a 

"remembered" culture. As Iraq's Saddam Hussein in modern times has aspired to the 

glories of ancient Babylon in his Islamic state, the Chaldeans claimed for their new 

empire the splendor of Hammurabi's reign. But the Akkadian and Old Babylonian 

empires were, in their turn, dependent on Sumer (Kramer, 1963). Sumerian language, 

literature, and even script, functioned as the "classical" tradition of ancient 

Mesopotamia (as do Greek and Roman literature for the modern West), and profoundly 

influenced intellectual culture throughout the ancient near east and beyond. 

The bulk of Mesopotamian literature now extant consists of copies from the 

Old Babylonian period (c. 1700 B. C.), both in the form of (then) new texts and of 

texts from much earlier periods, the Sumerian Renaissance (c. 2000 B. C.), the Old 

Akkadian period (c. 2300 B.C.), and classical Sumer (c. 2500 B. C.) That most of 

these texts were, unconsciously or (more likely) consciously, adaptations of classical 

Sumerian language and literature is suggested by the fact that the many finds of this 

literature consists "of tablets written when Sumerian was almost dead as a spoken 

language" (Lambert, 1960, p. 3), the writing of which was occasioned no doubt by "a 

sense of pending loss" (Lambert, 1960, p. 8). 

This sort of literary conservatism is met with also in Egypt (Gordon, 1965), 

though of course exhibiting quite a different form than the conservatism of the much 

more heterogeneous Mesopotamia. The literary traditionalism of both Egypt and 

Mesopotamia, however, does not mean that these ancient cultures merely revered old 
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works, and added little to them, nor does it mean only that they preserved the 

documents of the past, like the inveterate "pack rat" who "never throws anything 

away." The did revere and preserve old texts; but they also added voluminously to 

them, so that there are today literally hundreds of thousands of extant texts, preserved 

in the dry sands of Egypt and the hard clay of Mesopotamia. 

Literary traditionalism rather comes closer to what scholars mean by 

"canonization," a concept which itself is liable to be misunderstood and which 

therefore requires some elaboration. Etymologically, a "canon" (from Greek kanon 

[xavtov]; Hebrew qaneh [HJp]) is simply a "reed," then, a "measuring reed;" and, by 

derivation, a "rule" (of measure), that is, a "standard." In practice, the term and its 

cognates (such as "canonization") bear two rather distinct senses, one more or less 

explicitly religious, the other more broadly literary, or some would say "secular," 

though by no means necessarily "secular" in the modern understanding of that word 

(Hallo, 1991). The discussion of "canonical" literature in the previous chapter 

illustrates the former sense of the term. The latter sense is illustrated by the name 

Edward Parsons gave to a collection of Greek literary "classics" found in the fabled 

library at Alexandria. Parsons called this collection the "Alexandrian Canon" (Parsons, 

1952), by which he meant works considered by the scholarly community in Alexandria 

to possess enduring value. 

The principle difference between the two senses of "canon" seems to lie in the 

kind and degree of authoritativeness claimed for the canonized documents. 

"Canonical" in the religious sense implies that certain texts "which are reckoned as 
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Holy Scripture are those which are reckoned supremely authoritative for belief and 

conduct" (Bruce, 1963, p. 95). Orthodox Islam, to take one notable example, regards 

the Qur'an as "the direct expression of the divine will." As such, "it holds supreme 

authority for all men" (Morgan, 1958, p. 36). Strictly speaking, the Qur'an cannot 

even be translated from its Arabic original (even though some forty-five "translations" 

exist) since it is a copy of an Arabic archetype in heaven (Farah, 1970). Canonization 

in the more "secular" or literary sense implies authoritativeness as well, but of a 

different sort. The literary canon might still define or regulate a community or its 

institutions. But its claims are putatively empirical. It represents human wisdom 

distilled and crystallized; and its authority is that of reason. A literary canon might 

therefore be said to exercise "authority," not as a governor, but as an exemplar. 

The two senses of "canonization" share certain critical qualities, however. It 

might well be said, in fact, that while all canons in the literary sense are not canons in 

the religious sense, all canons in the religious sense are also canons in the literary 

sense. (Of course, it might also be possible to say that canons in the literary sense are 

also canons in the religious sense!) In any case, Nahum Sarna (1971) has reflected on 

the common features of canonization against the backdrop of Jewish rabbinic 

literature, and ends by defining "canonization" in terms of four particulars: (1) "the 

emergence of a recognized corpus of classical literature;" (2) "the tendency to produce 

a standardized text;" (3) "a fixed arrangement of content;" and (4) "an established 

sequence in which the works were to be read or studied" (Sarna, 1971, p. 411). 
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William Hallo (1991) has applied Sarna's definition to the literary history of 

Mesopotamia, and documented "twelve technical features . . . contributing to the 

creation, textual fixation, and sequential ordering of cuneiform literary texts, and . . . 

justifying their description as a cuneiform canon," adding that "[m]any of these 

features could also, mutatis mutandis, be said to characterize the Jewish canon in its 

masoretic shape, as well" (Hallo, 1991, p. 10). They could also be said to characterize 

the Egyptian canon. For in this case, the processes of canonization are even more 

explicit (Williams, 1972). Simply put, then, Hallo documents, in the terms Nama set 

forth, the existence of a literary canon in Mesopotamia corresponding to a well-known 

classical corpus in Egypt. 

Wisdom Literature and the Schools of the Ancient Near East 

Literary Traditionalism, Scribes, and the Schools 

The value for this research of these studies by Sarna, Hallo, Williams, and 

others will depend largely on locating the processes of canonization in some cultural 

milieu. Fortunately, this is not difficult to do. The literature tells its own story in this 

respect. The literature of the ancient near east is the concern of the scribes, within 

whose provence the literature falls. 

The Scribes 

In the ancient world, writing enjoyed professional status in its own right. This 

was true not only in Egypt and Mesopotamia, whose languages were extremely 

difficult to master, but also in Israel. In most cultures, the scribal profession was 

centered in families, though seldom as a closed system (Hillyer, 1978). The need for 
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records, accounts, official documents, communications, and the like, in the absence of 

print media, made scribes indisensable to every culture. For all intents and purposes, 

they constituted the civil service, functioning in various governmental capacities, often 

with considerable authority (Black, 1962; cf. 2 Kings 18.18; 22.3; Is. 36.3; Jer. 36.26, 

inter alia). 

Ultimately, of course, the scribal office had its own raison d'etre, as its name 

suggests, in the preservation of textual traditions. The scribes were for this reason the 

literati of these cultures (Jeremias, 1964). Because they copied texts, and otherwise 

bore responsibility for preserving and transmitting them, they were able to acquire 

expertise and knowledge unavailable to most lay persons, even of the upper classes. 

The texts, in other words, were, as books are now, vehicles for learned culture, and 

texts in the ancient near east belonged to the scribes. One has only to glance at an 

Egyptian text such as "In Praise of the Learned Scribes" (Pritchard, 1969) to see that 

most scribes were quick to recognize their privileged position. 

Scribe and School 

Equally importantly, the literary and sociological evidence for canonization 

makes clear that the scribes fulfilled their responsibility for preserving textual 

traditions in the context of the schools. And this evidence is overwhelming. In 

Mesopotamia, for example, archaeologists have unearthed hundreds of tablets with 

standardized lines of well-known literary works, evidently the writing exercises of 

school-boys (Vanstiphont, 1979). The Egyptian schools employed the same pedagogy, 

as numerous texts reveal, including this from the late (i.e., Demotic) work known as 
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"Instructions of 'Onkhsheshonqy." The speaker is a scribe in prison, who asks that he 

"be brought a palette and a papyrus-roll—because I happen to have a lad whom I have 

not succeeded in instructing—that I may write an Instruction for him and have it taken 

to Heliopolis to instruct him by" ('"Onkhsheshonqy," 4.10-12, Glanville, 1939). The 

writing of an "instruction" no doubt refers to a didactic text so familiar in Egyptian 

literature. 'Onkhsheshonqy proposes either to produce a copy of an earlier instruction 

or (more likely) a collection (canon) of several earlier instructions (Williams, 1972). 

A passage from the classic "Instruction for Meri-ka-Re" (Tenth Dynasty, First 

Intermediate Period, c. 2100 B. C.) is to the same effect: "Copy thy fathers and thy 

ancestors . . . . Behold, their words remain in writing. Open, that thou mayest read 

and copy (their) wisdom. (Thus) the skilled man becomes learned" (lines 35-38; 

Pritchard, 1969, p. 415; also Simpson, 1973, p. 182). Teaching in the scribal schools, 

in other words, consisted largely of writing, first the rudiments of the very complicated 

cuneiform or hieroglyphic script, then "words, and simple phrases, leading up to 

sentences and quotations from old documents" (Breasted, 1944, p. 176), the instruction 

carried out of course by the scribes, who preserved the old documents. Literally 

thousands of tablets from Mesopotamia, and ostraca (pottery fragments used for 

writing), wood, and papyrus from Egypt all attest to the value attached by the ancients 

to writing, value elegantly expressed in a proverb that adorns a tablet recovered from a 

Babylonian edubba: "He who shall excel in tablet-writing shall shine like the sun" 

(Breasted, 1944, p. 177). 
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Literature, Scribes, and Schools: A Problem 

Examples need not be multiplied; evidence for schools in the ancient near east 

is ample. So ample is it, in fact, that one might easily overlook a fundamental 

problem with the evidence, a problem which bears directly on the core problem of this 

dissertation, viz., whether a (wisdom) school existed in ancient Israel. 

As a way of refining the problem, consider the following assertions about 

literature and schools in the ancient near east. First, a vast literature is extant from the 

ancient near east. Second, it is clear that both Egyptian and Mesopotamian cultures 

prized the literature of their respective pasts, that is, they practiced literary 

traditionalism (canonization). Third, this literary traditionalism required a vehicle for 

text preservation, editing, and transmission; and the vehicle most suitable to these 

tasks in the ancient near east was the scribal office. Fourth, the preservation of textual 

traditions was carried on by the scribes in the context of education; that is, the scribes 

were both literati and educators. Fifth, schools (properly called "scribal schools") 

certainly did exist in the ancient near east, providing training from the most 

elementary to the most advanced levels of learning. 

Now consider two questions which define the problem: (1) Is there evidence to 

link the ancient near eastern wisdom literature, per se, with the scribal schools? and (2) 

Perhaps even more importantly, if there is such evidence, is there further evidence to 

link the wisdom literature with teaching at the highest level in the scribal schools? 

Stated in terms of the dissertation problem, is it possible to link ancient near eastern 

wisdom literature with what clearly seems to have functioned as the equivalent of 
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higher education in that cultural milieu? To appreciate the urgency of these questions, 

consider that a relatively small number of extant texts from the ancient near east 

belong to the wisdom genre. There are, moreover, problems involved in classifying 

non-Israelite wisdom literature as a bona fide literary type in the first place. Many 

scholars are reluctant to apply the term "wisdom" to extant extrabiblical documents, 

either because the term as such belongs to biblical studies (Lambert, 1960), or because 

the wisdom literature of the Old Testament presents such striking contrasts to the 

literature of Israel's neighbors (Murphy, 1992). 

The strategy for addressing these thorny questions must therefore resolve into 

two tasks. The first is to grapple with the problem of ancient near east wisdom 

literature as a viable genre. The second is to examine the evidence of a link between 

ancient near east wisdom literature, as such, and the scribal schools. 

Before taking up these tasks, a disclaimer is in order. Urgent as the questions 

are, affirmative answers will not prove that wisdom was institutionalized in Israel as it 

was in Egypt or Mesopotamia. But affirmative answers would demonstrate that as 

Israel formed its state and took its place in the international community, such models 

existed among Israel's near neighbors. It will be another question whether Israel 

ignored those models, adapted them, refined them, or embraced them. 

Ancient Near East Wisdom Literature as a Literary Type 

It will be helpful at this point to recall (from Chapter II) H. H. Schmid's 

distinction between wisdom as a literary genre, wisdom as a movement or tradition , 

and wisdom as a way of thinking, as well as the application of his distinction to this 
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research. As noted earlier, a fundamental question here is whether the Hebrew 

wisdom literature was connected with a "tradition" that would have expressed and 

transmitted its ideals through an educational apparatus functionally equivalent to 

higher education. It is not only possible, but necessary, to pose the same sort of 

question with respect to wisdom in Egypt and Mesopotamia. But in the latter case, 

the answer depends on the answer to yet another question, namely, whether there was 

in the ancient near east a true wisdom literary genre at all. 

Put simply, the answer is a qualified "yes." But the qualifications are serious, 

and demand attention. They were anticipated in an earlier citation of W. G. Lambert's 

judgment about applying the term wisdom to certain Babylonian documents. A noted 

Assyriologist, Lambert collected and edited the major wisdom texts of Mesopotamia in 

a standard reference work entitled Babylonian Wisdom Literature (Lambert, 1960), 

later updated with new finds (e.g., Lambert, 1995). But in an essay entitled "The 

Development of Thought and Literature in Ancient Mesopotamia," introducing the 

major collection, Lambert warned that "'wisdom' is strictly a misnomer as applied to 

Babylonian literature" (p. 1). He based his warning not merely on the fact that "the 

term belongs to Hebraic studies and is applied to Job, Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes," but 

on the more troubling fact that in the Hebrew tradtion, wisdom is a virtue, denoting 

piety and moral content, while in the Mesopotamian literature, by contrast, wisdom is 

usually just "skill" (which is one, but not the most important, category of meaning for 

the Hebrew hohnah), even though the skill might be of a highly refined sort, such as, 

for example, skill to perform exorcism or cult ritual. 
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If Lambert's problem had to do mostly with nomenclature, there are other 

problems waiting in the wings. One particularly intractable problem is that of text 

recovery. As many high schoolers might know, the predominant script of 

Mesopotamia was cuneiform, together with Egyptian hieroglypic one of the two 

principal scripts of literate culture for nearly 3000 years (Walker, 1987). What is not 

nearly so well known is that both cuneiform and hieroglypic were only scripts, not 

languages. All the major people groups in Mesopotamia (Sumer, Akkad, Babylon, 

Assyria), for example, employed the cuneiform script, but they did so in many 

different ways. Merely deciphering the thousands of clay tablets and inscriptions has 

thus proved extraordinarily difficult; and, though much progress has been made, doubts 

remain about the readings of texts in many cases. Even when the reading of texts can 

be established with reasonable certainty, the interpretation and classification of ancient 

near east texts rubs up against numerous critical problems, such as dating, the 

denotations of terms, the social contexts of the writings, and more. All of these 

problems, to greater and lesser degress, apply to the literary artifacts of Egypt as well. 

This state of affairs is in stark contrast to the situation with respect to Hebrew wisdom 

literature. Whatever the difficulties of defining Hebrew wisdom, there is at least a 

fairly easily identifiable wisdom corpus. Theoretically at least, such a corpus lives, 

like the Loch Ness monster, within the vast literary remains of Egypt and 

Mesopotamia as well, but sightings are rare and descriptions unreliable. 

The question remains then whether or not there is an ancient near eastern 

wisdom literature. And the answer is still a qualified "yes." It may be helpful to 
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recall yet another distinction noted in the previous chapter, this time having to do with 

the nature of literary genre. As noted there, genre is simply a "literary convention that 

permits writers and readers to share a thought world" (see above, p. 31). Or, more 

fully, a genre is a "grouping of literary works based, theoretically, upon both outer 

form (specific meter or structure) and also upon inner form (attitude, tone, purpose-

more crudely, subject and audience)" (Welleck & Warren, 1956, p. 219). The question 

then is whether there are texts from Egypt and Mesopotamia which collectively exhibit 

properties of inner and outer form with sufficient consistency to be called a genre, and 

in particular, to be called a wisdom genre. 

Inner Forms of Ancient Near East Wisdom Literature 

As to inner form, there are strong arguments in the affirmative. First, there is a 

body of ancient near eastern literature concerned primarily with what might be called 

the subject-matter, or theme, or wisdom, viz., the "business of living successfully." 

The vast majority (about ninety-five percent) of the 250,000 or so cuneiform tablets so 

far discovered in Mesopotamia are simply records: economic and administrative 

records, lists, bills of sale, contracts, and the like. But the remaining texts (some 5000 

from Sumer alone) constitute literature "in the restricted sense of belles lettres" 

(Kramer, 1979, p. 251). And of this literature, a portion, albeit a small portion, 

consists of self-conscious reflection on life and living. The same is true of the 

Egyptian papyrus finds (Lambdin, 1979), which provide a striking example in the 

well-known "Instruction of Amenemopet," which occupied W. O. E. Oesterley (see 

above, p. 28), and which bears some striking resemblances to the Old Testament book 
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of Proverbs. The text opens with the extraordinary claim that it presents "[t]he 

beginning of the teaching of life." The writer, who calls himself a "scribe of Egypt" 

(with responsibilities, it seems, for managing royal lands) later exhorts his son to "hear 

what is said," for the words of the father "shall be a mooring stake for thy tongue" 

when "there is a whirlwind of words." In the end, Amenemopet assures his son, 

"Thou wilt find my words a treasury of life, And thy body will prosper on the earth" 

(lines 1-9, III.9-IV.2; in Pritchard, 1969, pp. 421-422). 

This reflective literature comes in a variety of formats. There are works of 

practical advice on living, similar to the biblical Proverbs. There are collections of 

fables and sayings. And there is literature that, like Job and Ecclesiastes, assumes a 

more philosophical and intellectual stance with regard to human problems or 

cosmological questions. Still, there is a unifying theme running through it; that is, a 

concern with the nature of life, and the problems of living as such. 

A second "inner form" argument for a wisdom genre in the ancient near east is 

the rationalistic, empiricistic approach these texts bring to the problems of living. It is 

crucial to note here that the term "rationalistic" does not mean "naturalistic," and still 

less "secular," in the modem Enlightenment sense of those terms. C. S. Lewis once 

observed that modern culture is demarcated most clearly from all previous cultures 

precisely by it newfound penchant for thinking without the aid of religious categories 

(Lewis, 1963). Modern interpreters of ancient literature must keep that difference in 

mind; for as a description of ancient near eastern literature, "rationalistic" bears the 

commonsense meaning of reflective, thoughtful, or reasoned. The ancient writers 
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thought about life and living—not of course outside the (largely religious) framework 

of their respective cultures—but within that framework, they made observations, 

applied principles, and drew conclusions. 

One striking illustration of this rationalism is the absence in the old Sumerian 

edubba (school) of overt religious affiliations (Kramer, 1963; Gadd, 1956). No 

evidence has been found to date linking the school directly with temple or cult. 

Likewise, no materials known to have been used for school instruction have been 

found in temples, though numerous religious texts have been found among the artifacts 

of the schools. It will be necessary to investigate the Mesopotamian edubba more 

fully a bit later; and of course to establish more securely the link between wisdom 

literature and the school. It should also be noted that the evidence adduced here is 

negative. Later finds might change the picture somewhat. But the archaeological 

record is sizeable, and to date certainly suggests that, though religion is never far from 

any ancient institution, the edubba existed primarily to serve the needs of the state 

(precisely, the court) and not the temple. More simply, the school served culture not 

cult. 

Third, again as to "inner form," a wisdom genre in the ancient near eastern is 

suggested by the existence of self-consciously imitative texts. A term such as 

"adaptive," or, alternatively, "paradigmatic," might describe such texts more accurately. 

But whatever the label, the so-called wisdom texts of the ancient near east are marked 

by frequent reworkings of earlier works, or of older themes and motifs. 
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One such case of reworking emerges from the literary history of a famous 

Sumerian text now known as Ludlel bel nemeqi ("I Will Praise the Lord of Wisdom"). 

Published in Lambert's Babylonian Wisdom Literature (1960), with fragmentary 

additions published by Lambert in 1995, the work in its present form dates from no 

earlier than about 1300 B.C., during the Cassite period in Mesopotamia. Its principle 

theme, however, appears in Sumer 800 years earlier, in names and descriptions of the 

god Marduk, who is the "Lord" of Ludlel. In a good deal of earlier literature, Marduk 

is described as "savage and relenting." The famous creation epic, for example, known 

to most Westerners as Enuma Elish, lists some fifty names for Marduk one of which is 

Mir-sa-kusu; that is, precisely, "savage-relenting." 

Ludlel elaborates the theme embodied in that name (Mir-sa-kusu) through the 

torturous experience of a certain Subsi-mesre-Sakkan. The first half of the work is 

taken up with Sakkan's reflections both on the experience of suffering as such 

(depression, treacheries of friends, loss of esteem, injustice, et al.) and on its 

inexplicability. In Tablet HI, the writer comes close to blaming Marduk, but stops just 

short of naming him as the culprit, opting instead for a pronoun: "His [Marduk's] hand 

was heavy upon me, I could not bear it. My dread of him was alarming . . . ." (Lines 

1-2; in Lambert, 1960, p. 49). Following his lament, Sakkan has three dreams which 

prepare him for restoration and, eventually, for renewed praise of Marduk. The whole 

story, then, is a conscious elaboration of the well-known theme that Marduk, the 

"Lord," appears to human experience as "savage" and "relenting." The same theme 

appears elsewhere as well, in other literatures and inscriptions. 
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In Egypt, there is evidence that certain literary works similarly coalescenced 

around key themes, although the themes differ quite markedly from those popular in 

the east. Suffice it to say that Egyptian writers stressed the values that, in the 

Egyptian mind, set Egypt distinctively apart, or that were thought to contribute to 

"success" in the sense of influence and social grace. Among these were prudence, the 

ability to recognize and conform onesself to the order of things, and, above all, powers 

of speech and of disciplined quietness. 

Outer Forms of Ancient Near East Wisdom Literature 

These literary works, both Mesopotamian and Egyptian, also exhibit forms and 

structure that seem to mark them as a literary type. For almost all the Mesopotamian 

literature, the "outer form" is poetic (Kramer, 1963). But the literature in question 

(i.e., whose "inner form" involved reflections on life and living) typically employed 

poetic forms differently than did Mesopotamian literature of other types. As one might 

expect, given the rationalistic character of this literature, poetic forms were often 

turned to essays, collections of proverbs, instructions, or, most popularly of all, to 

disputation or argument. In the words of Samuel Kramer, the Mesopotamian wisdom 

writers often engaged in a "battle of words" (Kramer, 1963, p. 217). 

The Egyptians also favored poetic forms, and as is true of Mesopotamian 

literature, the lines between poetry and prose in Egyptian literature are often blurred. 

The Egyptian "wisdom" writers employed the poetic forms somewhat differently, 

however, than did their counterparts in the east. The most familiar Egyptian wisdom 

form is the "instruction," from a term (Egyptian sb3yt [usually transliterated sebayit]) 
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which denotes something like "enlightenment" (Ray, 1995). The sebayit was 

essentially a manual for (upper-class, or court) behavior, usually represented as the 

work of a sage, such as the venerable Hardedef, or the (unknown) sage who wrote to 

Kagemni (an official under King Sneferu, c. 2550 B. C), or as the words of a court 

official (usually a king) to his son. The sebayit form extended beyond sapiential 

wisdom or court rules to include several sub-types of literature, notably funerary 

compositions (e.g., The Book of the Dead), culture commentaries (usually called 

"admonitions"), and essays extolling the scribal profession, or some quality thought 

essential to success, such as, for example, eloquence, in the so-called Tale of the 

Eloquent Peasant (Simpson, 1972, pp. 31-49). 

The inner forms which mark wisdom literature in the ancient near east were 

hinted at in the earlier argument for the wisdom genre, that is, subject matter, a 

rationalistic, empirical outlook, and so forth. That discussion of inner forms, however, 

did not exhaust the subject. There are a number of concepts, themes, and emphases, 

which characterize wisdom writing in Egypt and Mesopotamia. While a full length 

treatment of these forms lies far beyond the scope of this research, and is, in any case, 

unnecessary, it will be useful to return to them later in order (1) to help clarify the 

wisdom way of thinking (Schmid) in ancient near eastern cultures, and (2) to help 

distinguish between Hebrew wisdom and the wisdom of Israel's neighbors. 

For now, it is enough to affirm the evidence for a wisdom genre in ancient 

Egypt and Mesopotamia. Even though "literature" as such (Kramer's belles lettres) 

constitutes a relatively small percentage of the ancient near eastern textual finds, a 
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portion of this "literature-as-such" belongs together. This literature displays certain 

features of "inner" and "outer" form. And even though these works comprise a still 

smaller part the total, there is sufficient number and variety of these literatures, and in 

the terse judgment of R. Murphy, "there is enough similarity in the works of 

international wisdom to justify this convenient term" (Murphy, 1992, p. VI:928). 

Wisdom Literature and Wisdom Schools in the Ancient Near East 

Granted, then, that there was a wisdom literary genre in the ancient near east, 

and granted that there were scribal schools in Egypt and Mesopotamia, were those 

schools in some way responsible for, identified by, or otherwise vitally connected 

with, the wisdom literature of the east? Or to make use of Schmid's distinctions again, 

was the educational tradition embodied in the apparatus of schools precisely a wisdom 

tradition, producing (and also perhaps utilizing) the wisdom literature? Or, put still 

more simply, were die ancient near east schools in some sense wisdom schools? 

What, if anything, qualifies as a link between the school and the wisdom literature? 

The importance of this question for the main problem of the research lies in 

three particulars. First, as noted earlier, wisdom literature is not, by any means, the 

most extensive literature extant from the ancient near east; nor is wisdom the only 

kind of literature known to have been used pedagogically in the schools. The question 

being posed here, then, concerns the role of this particular literature in the schools. 

Second, investigation of this questions requires criteria which should prove 

helpful in examining the evidence for a wisdom school in Israel The data relative to 

schools and wisdom literature in Israel compared with the rest of the ancient near east 
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is, quite simply, disproportionate. To put the matter starkly: Israel certainly had a 

wisdom literature, and possibly a wisdom school. Israel's neighbors, on the other 

hand, certainly had wisdom schools, and possibly a wisdom literature. Having argued 

for a wisdom genre in the ancient near east, it is now necessary to examine the 

evidence of a connection between the literature and the school. The critieria required 

for such an effort should be, in principle at least, transferable to the case in Israel. 

The question is also important sociologically. The Amarna tablets and other 

documents make it clear that by the time kingship emerged in Israel (c. 1050 B. C), 

and likely much earlier, vectors of influence in the near east moved in all directions, 

and especially from Egypt and Mesopotamia to the smaller kingdoms and city-states in 

Syro-Palestine and elsewhere (Gordon, 1965). Though it is still an open question at 

this stage of the research, it is reasonable to assume that educational practices and 

paradigms in the two major spheres of near eastern influence would find their way, 

along with political, economic, and other practices, into the life of Israel. 

Wisdom Literature and Knowledge about the Schools 

The most striking evidence of a link between ancient near east wisdom 

literature and the schools, that is, between literature and the academy, is that most of 

what is known about the schools comes from this literature, at least in the case of 

Egypt. In the "Instruction of Prince Hardedef1 from the Fourth Dynasty (Old 

Kingdom), the venerable sage entreats the prince for "a [noble's river] barge that it 

may bring me [my] children and my books" (Williams, 1972, p. 215). The "children" 

are pupils (the sage is 110 years old), recalling an analogy of relationships between 
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father-son and teacher-pupil familiar throughout the ancient near east (Sjoberg, 1973), 

and in parts of the world today (as in European universities where one's doctoral 

professor may bear the informal title "doctor father"). The same analogy occurs in yet 

another Old Kingdom text, the "Instruction of the Vizier Ptah-hotep [or Ptah-hotpe]," 

who served the Fifth Dynasty King Izezi (c. 2450 B. C.). Ptah-hotep records that his 

"Majesty" commanded him to teach the king's successor (whom the vizier later refers 

to as his "son"). The Vizier was commanded to teach "first about speaking. Then he 

may set an example to the children of the officials. . , . Speak to him, there is no one 

who has been born wise" ("Ptah-hotep," lines 38-39; in Pritchard, 1969, p. 412). 

Another sebayit, the Eighteenth Dynasty (New Kingdom) "Instruction of Amunnakhte," 

opens with a detailed account of the "preceptive teaching" (pedagogy) of the school. 

The instruction attaches immense value to scholarly qualities of mind, and encourages 

students to develop skills of listening, attentiveness, memory, and discipline 

("Amunnakhte," lines 1-12; in Simpson, 1973, pp. 341-342). A classic sebayit from 

the Tenth Dynasty (First Intermediate Period, c. 2100 B. C.) provides yet another 

illuminating glimpse into the Egyptian school. A king admonishes his son Meri-ka-

Re, the heir to the throne, not to mistreat those "with whom [he] once sang the 

writings," ("Meri-ka-Re," line 50; in Pritchard, 1969, p. 415), that is, others in the 

royal school who shared with him in his study of the classics of Egyptian literature. 

As to the classics, the king continues: "Emulate your fathers, your ancestors . . . . 

See! Their words remain in writing, open, read, and emulate (their) knowledge. An 

expert becomes a teacher" ("Meri-ka-Re," lines 30-35; in Pritchard, 1969, p. 415). 
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Wisdom Literature and the Ideals of the Schools 

This last citation about the classics points to another evidence of a link 

between the schools and wisdom, which applies both to Egypt and Mesopotamia; viz., 

that wisdom literature embodied the highest ideals of the schools. This is rather a 

bold claim. As noted earlier, wisdom literature, per se, occupies no more prominent 

place than other literature in the curriculum of the ancient near eastern schools. The 

ancient scribes preserved hundreds of thousands of texts, the great majority of which 

did not belong to the genre of wisdom. They preserved law codes and medical texts, 

plus myths, hymns, poems, laments, histories, king lists, and onomastica, collections of 

proverbs and precepts, and philosophical treatises. In short, they maintained libraries. 

They preserved texts thought useful for education, choosing to that purpose, in Sarna's 

words, "a corpus of classical texts." Such evidence as there is indicates that the 

scribes employed other kinds of literature much more extensively than wisdom. 

Further, again as previously noted, wisdom literature is quite a small part of the 

ancient near eastern literature as a whole. Still further, as already noted, wisdom 

material was marked by fairly narrow ranges of concerns, and not, in any case, 

concerns shared by most people in the cultures of the ancient near east. So what does 

it mean to say that wisdom literature embodied the highest ideals of the schools? 

The way to an answer lies in the raison d'etre of the school itself. Simply 

stated, the schools in both Egypt and Mesopotamia served the court. Ancient near 

eastern scholarship can affirm without hesitancy the judgment of Adam Falkenstein 

that the edubba was im koniglichen Dienste ("in the royal service," Falkenstein, 1948, 
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p. 174). In Egypt, schools were attached for logistical and administrative reasons to 

temples. In Mesopotamia this does not seem to have been the case, though the 

situation is far from clear. There appear in fact to have been many different venues 

for the edubba, and several types of these (Sjoberg, 1976). Nevertheless, in both 

Egypt and Mesopotamia, whatever its locus , the institution of the school served the 

court. 

The importance of this fact lies in the peculiar ancient philosophy of kingship. 

In both Egypt and Mesopotamia, the king was thought to embody in his person and/or 

his office, certain cultural ideals, which are best summarized under the rubric of 

wisdom. On this point, no one has spoken more authoritatively that Leonidas 

Kalugila. In 1980, he published his doctoral dissertation (Uppsala) under the title The 

Wise King: Studies in Royal Wisdom as Divine Revelation in the Old Testament and 

Its Environment. A thorough analysis of wisdom texts from Egypt, Mesopotamia, the 

western Semitic near east, and from Israel, convinced Kalugila that Israel and Israel's 

neighbors shared a basic philosophy of kingship, and that the key concept in this 

philosophy was wisdom. 

The starting point for this philosophy of kingship, according to Kalugila, was 

the belief that wisdom had its source only in divine revelation. The gods alone were 

(or, in the case of Israel, Yahweh alone was) thought to give wisdom. Egypt 

actualized this belief by its practice of deification; the Pharaoh claimed (and was 

claimed) to be a god. In most Mesopotamian and western Semitic cultures, kings 

generally claimed only to be sons of the gods. Israel, by contrast, made far less 
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extravagant claims for its kings with respect to Yahweh. But, as the record of 

Solomon's reign makes clear, the Hebrews were not averse to calling the king a Mson" 

of God (1 Chron. 22.10), though the label was far more relational than ontological. In 

any event, they exalted the fabled wisdom of Solomon precisely as a gift from 

Yahweh (1 Kings 3.5-9). In some sense, all the ancient near eastern cultures shared 

this belief. Wisdom, as they saw it, was Ha gift from the gods" (Kalugila, 1980, p. 

133). 

On the other hand, while wisdom was a "gift," and while some ancient near 

east kings (though none in Israel) claimed to receive wisdom in the womb, none of 

these ancient cultures gave the slightest hint that kings possessed wisdom, as it were, 

sui generis. Wisdom had to be acquired—hence the necessity of a school. 

Further, and this is a critical point, according to Kalugila, the tie between 

kingship and wisdom served a vital social function. In the ancient near east, the king 

is absolute monarch, not a ceremonial or titular functionary. As such, the ruling 

sovereign in effect creates the social order. His decrees, his judgments, his values, his 

ideals largely determine the sort of life his people live. But the king is also divine 

representative. The gifts, powers, blessings, influences, and moral imperatives of the 

gods on the one hand, and the aspirations, needs, and conditions of the people on the 

other, are met in the king. He must not rule by whim; and hence the need for the 

gods' gift of wisdom. For "without wisdom a king would plunge his country into 

chaos" (Kalugila, 1980, p. 132). 
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Wisdom as the Raison d'etre of the Ancient Near East School 

Wisdom Literature and Primordial Wisdom 

Now it is precisely the ideal of wisdom so essential to the ancient near east 

philosophy of kingship, that the school was intended to serve. The scribes, as noted 

earlier, preserved the literary traditions of wisdom, and made use of them in their 

teaching. But the scribes did not preserve the "old documents" merely to provide 

writing exercises for the young. Almost any text might have served well enough to 

acquaint students with principles of grammar and style, and to help them develop 

powers of expression. But no ancient scribe would ever have employed texts so 

indifferently. Skills and knowledge, or, better perhaps, skills and character, could 

never be dichotomized. The ancient student must learn to write and to speak precisely 

in order to acquire the wisdom, and to actualize that wisdom in personal and 

professional life. In short, scribal education was education for wisdom. 

By way of example, consider first the encouragement of "the King of Upper 

and Lower Egypt" (probably Wah-ka-Re Khety II; cf. Scharff, 1936) to his son Meri-

ka-Re. The lad is reminded that in copying "thy fathers and thy ancestors" he would 

also copy their "wisdom" (lines 35-36; Pritchard, 1969, p. 415). The extant fragment 

of another sebayit, specifically labelled a "teaching instruction," carries the same 

exhortation. The author is a scribe by the name of Amunnakhte, writing sometime 

during the period of the Eighteenth Dynasty to his son Hor-Min. In characteristic 

Egyptian fashion, the elder scribe urges Hor-Min to learn good speech, and (just 

before the text breaks off) calls him anew to the scribal office with this benediction: 
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"May you become a scribe and visit the House-of-Life. Become like a chest of 

writings" (Simpson, 1973, p. 342). In the same spirit, the vizier Ptah-hotep asks 

permission of his king (probably Izezi, Old Kingdom) to train his (i.e., Ptah-hotep's) 

own son as a scribe, by which training Ptah-hotep means that he may "speak to [his 

son] the words of them that listen [other scribes?] and the ideas of the ancestors, of 

them that hearkened to the gods" [or, perhaps, "served the forebears," i.e., served 

earlier kings as scribes] (lines 30-35; Pritchard, 1969, p. 412). 

This reference to "the ideas of the ancestors" recalls the subject of 

canonization, and in particular to the claim that wisdom somehow epitomized the 

ideals which the processes of canonization were intended to serve. For the valuing of 

"ideas" implies a process of recognition, which in turn implies some criteria for 

judging the worth of the ideas in question. But this process simply amounts to 

canonization, or at least that phenomenon of canonization described by Sarna as "the 

emergence of a recognized corpus of classical literature" (see above, p. 71). 

The criterion of canonization expressed by Ptah-hotep as the "ideas of the 

ancestors" finds expression in the long literary history of Mesopotamia as well. A 

single example will illustrate. In 1957, W.G. Lambert published an article entitled 

"Ancestors, Authors and Canonicity" in which he weighed the evidence for 

canonization in Mesopotamian texts by examining the colophons of several previously 

unpublished texts. Among them were two texts which claimed to have originated in 

what might be called primordial wisdom. One text, written about 1860 B.C., claimed 

the indirect authorship of "the old sages from before the flood." The other text, dating 
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from about 1300 B.C., claimed to have been prepared "according to the seven s[ages]" 

(Lambert, 1957, p. 9). Lambert found in these materials evidence of a Babylonian 

belief "that the sum of revealed knowledge was given once and for all by the 

antedeluvian sages" (Lambert, 1957, p. 9). 

What makes this finding so illuminating is that, even though the texts were not 

wisdom texts (one was a medical text, the other a hemerology), they based their claims 

to authoritativeness precisely on an old wisdom, on a primal and thus (presumeably) 

unassailable wisdom. The same sort of claim appears in the much more accessible 

law code of Ur-Nammu (published in Pritchard, 1969, pp. 523-525). Ur-Nammu 

founded the Third Dynasty of Ur (c. 2112-2095 B. C.), and in the words of J. J. 

Finkelstein (1969), his "reign inaugurated the last great period of Sumerian literary 

creativity" (p. 523). The extant text was collated from two tablets recovered in the 

scribal schools of Nippur and Ur. Both tablets were apparently inscribed by students. 

The text commences with what is probably (the first 23 lines are largely 

unreadable) an account of Ur-Nammu's preparations of the site that would house the 

stela containing his code. The king also describes the inauguration of his rule "in 

accordance with [the god Nanna's] principles of equity and truth" (lines 41-42). Ur-

Nammu then (line 73) claims to have "set up the seven [. . suggestive of the 

"seven sages" mentioned above. Perhaps the king meant to say that he represented the 

ancient sages in some material fashion; but, the text breaks off at that point, and the 

reference is obscure. What is not obscure is that the text clearly intends to ground Ur-

Nammu's rule in an ancient, primordial wisdom, derived ultimately from the gods. 
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These illustrations serve to reiterate the point made earlier by N. Sarna that one 

phenomenon of canonization is the emergence of a literary corpus that might be called 

classical. Clearly, the Egyptian and Mesopotamian scribes recognized such a corpus. 

Equally importantly, however, these illustrations show that these ancient scribes 

established, de facto, a criterion for determining what literature deserved to be 

considered classical, namelyj literature they believed to be founded on some primordial 

wisdom, whether called the "wisdom of the seven sages" "the ideas of the ancestors," 

"Nanna's principles of equity," or something else. 

The Actualization of Primordial Wisdom in the Wisdom Tradition 

In the minds of the ancient scribes, however, this primordial wisdom was no 

mere abstraction. The school existed to actualize that wisdom in the aspiring youth of 

the court. And the curriculum of the school consisted largely of studies in classical 

literature, an important part of which was the wisdom literature. 

In truth, however, the wisdom literature was a great deal more than "an 

important part" of the curriculum. It occupied a unique place in the classical 

literature. For in both Egypt and Mesopotamia, the "wisdom of the ages" found 

expression in certain bedrock principles of wisdom; that is, of royal wisdom, the 

wisdom that would guide the king in forming a just and orderly society. Call them 

cultural ideals, perhaps, or principles of royal wisdom or of social order, they were 

uniquely the provence of wisdom literature. In this corpus, the principles were 

extolled and revered, but also defined and applied in the complexes of human life. In 
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short, therefore, what the schools existed to inculcate, the wisdom literature existed to 

preserve intact, and to adapt. 

Owing in fact to the wealth of wisdom literature available, these principles are 

well-known and well-understood. In the case of Egypt, it is literally possible to 

summarize them in a single word. The word is ma'at, variously translated as "order," 

"truth," "right," or "justice," and quite simply, the divine order of things. Ma'at is the 

fundamental principle of cosmological order (Schmid, 1966), and by extension, of 

social order administered by the king as divine agent. Not surprisingly, ma'at 

occupied a place in the Egyptian pantheon, as the goddess of values like "justice" and 

"order;" (Westendorf, 1966) but, in practice, it constituted the categorical imperative of 

the Egyptian ethic, an ethic, it was supposed, which "consists in acting, in all 

circumstances, in accord with one's awareness of this universal order" (Epsztein, 1986, 

p. 18). So to act is the wisdom of Egypt; and the outcome of wisdom is life, peace, 

happiness, prosperity, in short, success. And even though ma'at has its source in the 

gods, the success it brings is primarily material. 

The Egyptian instructional (sebayit) texts, therefore, counsel success on the 

basis of ma'at. Most often this is conceived as material success for those of noble 

birth, or otherwise of upper-class standing. The evidence is so extensive as to render 

proofs superfluous. A single example will suffice, from the classic "Instruction for 

Meri-ka-Re," cited earlier. As successor to the throne, Meri-ka-Re the student is 

encouraged: "Be skillful in speech, that you may be strong; [. . .] it is the strength of [. 

. .] the tongue, and words are braver than all fighting; none can circumvent the clever 
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man [. . ]on the mat; a wise man is a [school] for the magnates, and those who are 

aware of his knowledge do not attack him. [Falsehood] does not exist near him, but 

ma'at comes to him in full essence, after the manner of what the ancestors said" 

("Meri-ka-Re," lines 32-34, in Simpson, 1973). 

Ma'at did not imply in Egypt, as did the somewhat comparable Hebrew term 

s'daqah "[executed] righteousness, justice," Brown, Driver & Briggs, 1907, p. 

842), anything like "social justice" (Epsztein, 1983). As in most cultures, concern for 

social justice waxed and waned in Egypt; but nothing in the concept of ma'at as such 

had anything directly to do with those cycles. Ma'at was to that extent elitist. For 

though it was the central principle of social order, and while social order thus 

depended on the king's conformity to the principle, and while, in theory at least, ma'at 

served the interests of the culture as a whole, it remained the provence of the social 

elite, that is, kings, nobles, and the upper-classes. 

Cultural ideals in Mesopotamia differed from those in Egypt just as the social 

contexts and political systems differed. Scholars often observe that the primary 

difference between Egyptian social order and Mesopotamian social order was very 

nearly the difference between monarchy and democracy, or more specifically, between 

a law of rulers (Egypt) and a rule of law (Mesopotamia). There were, of course, laws 

in Egypt just as there were kings in Mesopotamia; but Egyptian social order seems to 

have depended rather directly on the central power of the throne, while Mesopotamia 

seems to have installed early on what Thorkild Jacobsen once called a "primitive 

democracy" (Jacobsen, 1943), with governmental authority vested in community 
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councils under a king, and, especially in later periods, in law codes. The outstanding 

example, of course, is the law code of the great Old Babylonian king Hammurabi (c. 

1750 B.C.). Principles of social order in Mesopotamia reflect the characteristic 

political and culturl structures of that region, owing partly to the succession of 

regimes, and partly to the nascent vox populi of the east (Kramer, 1964). Not 

surprisingly, the social principles were much more diffuse than in Egypt. 

The most dominant principle of social order—and, in that limited sense, 

corresponding to the Egyptian ma'at—is embodied in the concept of the me. The most 

thorough description of this concept appears in the Sumerian myth known as "Inanna 

and Enki: The Transfer of the Arts of Civilization from Eridu to Erech." Inanna is the 

goddess of Erech. Enki is the god of wisdom, intelligence, and creativity. The 

importance of Enki to the myth lies in the logic which undergirds the whole 

Mesopotamian pantheon. Enki is one of four primary gods who rule the cosmos. Anu 

and Enlil are powers of the sky, and command, respectively, "authority," and "force" 

or "power." Nintu and Enki are earth powers embodying, respectively, the fertility 

(productivity) of nature, and the wisdom to manage that productivity (Jacobsen, 1946). 

Therefore, when Inanna the goddess of Erech decides to journey to Eridu to seek from 

Enki the decrees of civilization, she is in effect seeking the wisdom by which the 

extraordinary fecundity of the earth may be turned to human advantage. The divine 

decrees, that is, the wisdom(s) by which the powers of nature are usefully managed, 

are the me's, which according to the myth, Inanna secures by making Enki drunk, and 

which, through numerous trials, she delivers to her city Erech (Kramer, 1961). 
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While not wisdom literature as such, the myth of Inanna indicates the exalted 

state of wisdom in Mesopotamian culture, and something of its character. Whereas 

ma'at denoted the fundamental principle of order in Egyptian society, the concept of 

the me's seems to have embraced a whole system of principles of order. According to 

Samuel Kramer, the term me seems to have denoted "a set of rules and regulations 

assigned to each cosmic entity and cultural phenomenon for the purpose of keeping it 

operating forever in accordance with the plans laid down by the deity creating it" 

(Kramer, 1963, p. 115). Apparently, the institutions, offices, rites, attitudes, beliefs, 

paraphernalia, in short, every important component of the Sumerian cultural apparatus, 

had its own me, from metalworking and other crafts, to the throne itself. So wisdom 

in Mesopotamia is a kind of possession of the me's appropriate to the cultural 

components of one's own station in life. To possess the me is to understand the 

character and function of each cultural component, together with the power of 

employing this knowledge to advantage for the order of the culture as a whole. And, 

it must be emphasized, like ma'at in the Egyptian traditions, the me's are in a unique 

way the provence of kingship, where responsibility for the social order implied by 

these principles finally resides. So, on the one hand, ma'at and the me's embody the 

ideals of culture. On the other hand, they define the task of kingship. 

Conclusion 

What should be clear from this analysis of the data is that the wisdom 

traditions of Egypt and Mesopotamia occupied a place in those cultures functionally 

equivalent to modern higher education. The wisdom tradition consisted of a learned 
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scribal culture, primarily responsible for institutionalized education in the royal 

schools. While these schools offered education at the most rudimentary level of 

writing and reading, such mechanical training did not exhaust the scribal philosophy of 

education. The scribe was first and always a devotee of wisdom. Acquiring 

understanding, knowledge, wisdom, was the desire of every scribe, and ultimately the 

aim of all scribal pedagogy. Only the privileged classes, of course, had access to the 

schools; and not all who entered the schools had either the inclination or the ability to 

become scribes. And, the schools themselves probably offered fairly specialized 

studies for professionals other than scribes, such as engineers or physicians. These 

studies should likely be considered equivalent to higher education as well. But 

education for the scribal office clearly was. Students who became scribes at the same 

time assumed cultural leadership, because they were masters of the principles of 

wisdom. If, as Elton Trueblood has said, one can define a college as a "pumping 

station on the pipeline of civilization" (1959, p. 2), the scribal school, in its upper 

reaches at least, must certainly have been a "college." 

Before leaving this chapter, it may be worthwhile to comment that the interplay 

between king, wisdom, scribe, and school in the ancient near east finds its analogue in 

modern philosophy of higher education. Secularization in the West, fostered not only 

by Enlightenment rationalism, but also by democratic political institutions (Martin, 

1978), has collapsed the specifically religious frameworks for ordering higher 

education, a process now thoroughly documented by George Marsden (1994) and 

others. But no culture can function without defining ideals, vested in some cultural 
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institution(s) (Jaeger, 1945). What is perhaps most striking from this preliminary 

research is the degree to which the ancients apparently thought about the connection 

between ideals and higher education. It is a question worth pondering whether the 

collapse of religiously-based higher education makes it more difficult even to talk 

meaningfully about cultural ideals, and therefore, more difficult to be clear about the 

purposes and aims of higher education itself. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE RISE OF THE SOLOMONIC STATE IN INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT 

Introduction: Old Testament Perspectives on the Wise Revisited 

As noted in the previous chapter, the Old Testament valuation of wisdom taken 

as a whole is, to say the least, ambivalent. On the one hand, there is strong 

approbation for the wisdom tradition, reflected not least in the existence of a corpus of 

wisdom literature; but also reflected in attributions of wisdom to such outstanding 

Hebrew figures as Solomon and Daniel. Such attributions set the imprimatur of the 

Old Testament itself on wisdom as such, not merely on wisdom conceived in 

theological or religious terms. If "Solomon's wisdom was greater than the wisdom of 

all the men of the East, and greater than all the wisdom of Egypt" (1 Ki. 4.30), then 

their wisdom at least merited attention, even if it was thought to lack the purifying and 

salutary influence of Israel's ethical monotheism. It could not simply be dismissed. 

Solomon excelled in wisdom precisely because he bested the vaunted wise of the 

ancient near east on their own turf. On the other hand, die prophets stand at the 

forefront of those who regard wisdom much less sanguinely, indeed, with skepticism 

and, at times, with outright contempt. 

At the risk of becoming tedious with repetition, it is worth noting again in this 

chapter that the ambivalence of the Old Testament as a whole toward wisdom helps to 

explain, at least in part, why modern Old Testament scholarship in general, and 

101 
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wisdom scholarship in particular, has taken renewed interest over the last generation in 

the relationship between the wisdom of Israel and the wisdom of Israel's neighbors in 

the ancient near east. In the previous chapter, this interest was indulged by way of 

describing the wisdom of Israel's neighbors in broad outline. In this chapter, the 

relationship between Hebrew wisdom and ancient near eastern wisdom will be 

examined more closely. The concern here is two-fold: (1) To identify lines of 

influence between Israel and the rest of the ancient near east; and (2) To explore the 

similarities and differences between wisdom in Israel and wisdom in the rest of the 

fertile crescent. 

Of course, it will come as no surprise that Hebrew wisdom resembles die 

wisdom of Egypt and Mesopotamia in some important ways, and differs in others. 

The value of this exercise lies, therefore, not in the familiar hermeneutic of 

comparison and contrast, but in the interpretation of results obtained thereby. For the 

similarities and differences between Israelite and non-Israelite wisdom suggest links 

between the respective cultures that are germane to the question whether there was a 

wisdom school in Israel. At the risk of running too far ahead, it might be said already 

at this point (1) that the similarities argue for the institution, per se, of a wisdom 

school in Israel, while (2) the differences point toward a distinctive curriculum for the 

school. 

The work of this chapter will be organized, though very loosely, around the 

notion of similarity between Hebrew and non-Hebrew wisdom traditions. The work 

will consist largely in a study of the Israelite monarchy, the emergence of which 
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enabled Israel to take its place, however briefly, in the international affairs of die late 

second and early first millennium B. C. The records of this period indicate vectors of 

influence running in new and surprising directions; no longer exclusively from Egypt 

and Mesopotamia to vassals and other petty states in Syro-Palestine. In this new 

internationalism, the Israelite state emerged. And out of this pluralistic, multinational 

mix, not unlike Marshall McLuhan's ballyhooed "global village" (McLuhan, 1964), 

syncretisms were bound to develop, commonalities which one would expect Israelite 

culture to share. * 

As it turns out, the Hebrew wisdom tradition constitutes the single most 

important source for identifying these similarities, a fact which, it will be seen, argues 

for the existence of a wisdom school in Israel. But that is getting a bit ahead. This 

chapter must lay some groundwork for the next, which will be devoted to an 

exploration of the social setting, the Sitz im Leben1 (the "setting in life") of Hebrew 

wisdom. The work of this chapter will prepare the way by examining the rise of 

Israel's monarchy at the dawn of the first millennium, B. C. 

The Amarna Age: Israelite Statehood and International Relations 

Introduction: Internationalism and the Rise of the Monarchy in Israel 

Near the beginning of his classic History of Israel (1972), John Bright makes a 

telling point about reconstructing the history of Israel: "No other ancient near east 

people had traditions in any way comparable [to those of Israel]. Indeed, for wealth of 

'The expression Sitz im Leben has acquired a quasi-technical meaning in theological literature. C. 
H. Dodd popularized it a generation ago in his book The Parables of the Kingdom (1961), wherein 
Dodd treated at length the original social setting of the parables of Jesus recorded in the gospels. 
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detail, literary beauty, and theological depth they are without parallel among their kind 

in all of history." "In view of this," Bright continues, "it might seem simple to write 

the story of Israel's origins, . . . [b]ut such is not the case" (Bright, 1972, p. 67). The 

problem, as Bright went on to explain, is precisely the documents themselves. They 

are not intended to serve as the basis for reconstructing history, but to present a 

theology in narrative form. The task here, however as for John Bright, is to do just 

that, to reconstruct part of Israel's history, namely, the history of the emergence of 

Israel's state in the eleventh and tenth centuries B. C. 

But why this portion of Israel's history? What significance does the rise of the 

monarchy in Israel have for the relationship of Hebrew wisdom to the wisdom of the 

ancient near east, over other events or epochs in Israel's history? 

One answer to the question is that the rise of the monarchy coincided with 

certain developments in the rest of the levant, thus in a special way linking Israel with 

the rest of the ancient near east. For various reasons, the hoary kingdoms of Egypt 

and Mesopotamia became for the first time truly international during the 500 or so 

years preceding the late eleventh and early tenth centuries, or just at the time Israel 

assumed its place at the table of nations. Cyrus Gordon (1965) has bestowed the 

name "Amarna Age" on those times because they are documented in a vast library 

from the New Kingdom of Egypt (c. 1558-1085 B. C.) discovered at Tell el-x Amarna, 

about halfway between modern Cairo and Luxor. El-'Amarna was the site of ancient 

Akhetaten, briefly the capital of Upper Egypt (Campbell, 1960). 
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Written in Akkadian cuneiform, the texts consist mainly of letters to and from 

the court of Akhenaten (Amenophis IV) and his father Amenophis HI, kings of the 

Eighteenth Dynasty (c. 14th century, B. C). The correspondence thus comes just after 

or just before the so-called exodus2 which marks the beginning of Israel as a nation. 

What tiie tablets reveal about Egypt's relatively weak position in international politics 

is less important than what they reveal about the internationalization of politics 

throughout the region. They reveal imperialistic intentions throughout the near east, 

energized by the consolidation of powers in centralized administrative structures. 

They reveal, in short, the first great age of empire building (Gordon, 1965). Into this 

changed world, the Israelite monarchy was born. 

A second answer to the question follows on the first: die monarchy itself was a 

new thing in Israel. And if the monarchy, beginning with Saul, was a new thing in 

Israel, the so-called "united kingdom" of David and Solomon was utterly unique. 

After the death of Solomon (c. 922 B. C ), the northern tribes seceded from Israel (1 

Ki 12). As a result, the Davidic state (Judah) shrank to paltry insignificance, even 

though the dynasty itself survived until the fall of Jerusalem in 586/7 B. C. For its 

part, Israel's first (Saulide) monarchy suffered not only from the fits and starts of 

formative organization, but from the inconsistencies of its troubled and unstable king. 

Before the Davidic-Solomonic empire, Israel's monarchy looked less like a kingship 

2Biblical scholars are divided on the date of Israel's migration into Palestine. The more traditional 
dating is early, c. 1445 B. C. (cf. Robinson, 1931; Wood, 1970) Modem critical scholars typically 
favor a later date, c. 1230 B. C. (cf. Finegan, 1946). The exact date is simply indeterminable on the 
basis of available evidence (Kitchen,1966). A consensus would locate the event sometime before the 
13th century (cf. Harrison, 1969) 
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and more like a large scale version of the charismatic tribal leadership which 

characterized the period of the soperim (or "judges") for 200 years previous. After 

Solomon, "the structure erected by David fell precipitously apart" (Bright, 1972, p. 

225). Israel divided into northern and southern kingdoms, politically indistinguishable 

from the scores of other petty kingdoms in constituted Syro-Palestine, neither 

thereafter a major player in international relations. 

A third answer to the question, following on both previous answers, is that the 

Old Testament attributes much of the wisdom literature to Solomon's kingship. As 

already noted, the writer of Solomon's accession narrative (1 Ki. 3-11) regarded 

wisdom as the distinguishing quality of his reign. Most of Proverbs is attributed to 

Solomon's authorship, and nearly all to his influence (cf. Prov.10,1; 25.1). 

Ecclesiastes (or, Qoheleth) lays claim to his authorship as well, though the words "son 

of David, king in Jerusalem" (1.1) could be intended only to associate the work with 

Solomon. The "Song of Songs," often included in the wisdom corpus (Murphy, 1981), 

is called "Solomon's;" and some have even suggested that Solomon wrote or edited the 

book of Job (Cheyne, 1887). Beyond these canonical evidences, Solomon is venerated 

as the paradigm of wisdom in the apocryphal "Wisdom of Solomon," written in the 

second century B. C. as a Judaistic foil to the influence of Hellenism. 

The role Solomon actually played in the development of the wisdom tradition 

lies of course at the heart of this present research. It is also, as one might expect, the 

subject of fairly intense scholarly debate, the terms of which must await further 

research in this chapter and the next. However, even at this stage of investigation, it 
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is possible to say of the debate over Solomon's role what C. S. Lewis somewhere says 

of debates over the person of Jesus: "That which called forth so many theories, must 

itself have been a very great fact." 

The "Great Fact:" Solomon's New State 

The analysis in this section will center on this "great fact" of Solomon's new 

state. The immediate concern is not yet whether Solomon's state was the milieu of 

Hebrew wisdom; the concern is rather with the role of the state in international 

relations of the tenth century B. C. The primary question here has to do with the kind 

and degree of influence that passed between Solomon's empire and the much more 

ancient powers of Egypt and Mesopotamia. How much about these cultures would 

Solomon's new Israel know? How much would Israel embrace? In short, how, and in 

what ways, would foreign influences come to bear on Solomon's administration and 

Israel's national life? Obviously, any attempt to answer these closely related questions 

depends on an adequate knowledge of Solomon's reign and of the sort of culture his 

reign brought into being. To that subject the research now turns. 

Saul and David: The Foundation of the State in Israel 

Sociologically speaking, that is, setting aside for the moment any theological 

reasons which the Old Testament gives, the rise of Israel's monarchy doubtless 

illustrates the old adage that "necessity is the mother of invention." The necessity in 

this case was the threat of the Philistines to the survival of the Hebrew people. The 

Philistines (from whom the land of "Palestine" takes its own name) were, like the 

Hebrews themselves, relative newcomers to the region. Originating most probably 
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somewhere in the Aegean coastlands, they made their way in the second millennium 

B. C., probably by way of Crete, to the southeastern shore of the Mediterranean. 

Owing no doubt to the precarious hold they had on their narrow stake of coastal land, 

the Philistines matched their native tenacity with military skill. They soon 

overwhelmed the other so-called (in ancient annals) "Sea Peoples" of the region, as 

well as the native Canaanites. Perhaps the Philistines felt threatened when Israelites 

displaced many of these Canaanites and settled in the land to the east. In any case, by 

the mid-eleventh century B. C., Philistine raids and border skirmishes against Hebrew 

settlements gave way to full scale war and eventual occupation of Israelite territory 

(cf. 1 Sam. 4). To counter the threat, the tribes of Israel, led by an aged prophet 

named Samuel, elected a proven military leader named Saul as Israel's first king. 

From the election of Saul by Samuel, kingship in Israel developed through 

three distinct phases: (1) From Saul to the early reign of David (c. 1020-993 B. C); 

(2) The later reign of David (c. 993-961 B. C ); and (3) The Solomonic Empire (c. 

961-922 B. C.).3 An analysis of the social changes that accompanied these political 

transformations reveals a not unexpected tendency toward complexity. Frank S. Frick 

(1985) and others (e.g., Athens, 1977) have surveyed the interrelationship between 

changing settlement patterns, economic intensification, and the like, and such social 

developments as socioeconomic stratification, economic specialization, and the growth 

of governmental bureaucracies. Frick has summarized the most significant of these 

developments through the period of Solomon's monarchy, which developments seem to 

3The dates here are those of Bright, 1972. Cf. also Thiele, 1965. The dates are approximate. 
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fall into three broad classifications: (1) "Differentiation in wealth due to limited access 

to strategic resources," that is, social stratification and the creation of a large upper 

class; (2) "increase in need for information flow" due to a number of factors, including 

"distance between administration and population," "increase in settlement size and 

hierarchy," and "tensions in large population aggregates;" and (3) "long distance trade" 

effected not only by the "need of raw materials," but also by surplus production (Frick, 

1985, p. 195). 

For all of Saul's reign and for the first seven years of David's, these conditions 

do not yet obtain in Israel. During this period, the new state was less like a monarchy 

than (in Frick's language) a "chiefdom." The so-called "tribes" of Israel had 

heretofore—in the period covered by the Old Testament book of Judges—formed only a 

loose confederacy, sometimes called an amphictyony (Noth, 1960). During this period, 

the tribes, or usually certain of the tribes, had on occasion rallied around the leadership 

of a sopet ("judge") to meet some clear and present danger (cf. Jud. 4). But as the 

writer of Judges frequently, and disparagingly, points out, "in those days there was no 

king in Israel" (17.6; 18.1; 19.1; 21.25). The Philistine threat, and, it seems, the 

prospect of Samuel's passing (1 Sam. 8.5-6), served to break down the tribal system 

and weld the different clans together around the dynamic personality of Saul. But 

Saul was in actuality little more than the head of a large tribe. 

Obsessive and paranoid, Saul failed to meet the threat. Such successes as he 

enjoyed were sporadic; and Saul and his sons (except Ethbaal) finally perished at the 

hands of the Philistines at Gilboa. David's more conspicuous success against the 
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Philistines as a warrior (cf. the proverb, "Saul has slain his thousands, And David his 

ten thousands," 1 Sam. 18.7), coupled with the survival of Ethbaal, divided the loyalties 

of the tribes. The northern tribes supported Saul's son, while David ruled over Judah 

at Hebron (in the south) for seven years (2 Sam. 2.1-4). The nascent monarchic state 

still faced the Philistine threat of extermination without, and within, the threat of 

disintegration. 

David and the New Israelite State 

Israel entered a new phase of kingship with David's acclamation as king by all 

the tribes of the nation (1 Chr. 12; 2 Sam. 5.1-5). In rapid succession, David 

consolidated his power, achieved a stunning victory over the Philistines, moved his 

capital to the Jebusite stronghold Jerusalem, and began systematically to extend Israel's 

control over the old Canaanite city-states, and territories beyond. Only a little smaller 

in size than Egypt, the territory ultimately controlled by David extended from the 

Mediterranean east to the Euphrates valley, northward to Tyre, Damascus, and the 

Anti-Lebanon range, and southward to the Wadi el-'Arish (the biblical "river of 

Egypt") and the Gulf of Aqabah. In the words of John Bright: "With dramatic 

suddenness David's conquests had transformed Israel into the foremost power of 

Palestine and Syria. In fact, she was for the moment probably as strong as any power 

in the contemporary world" (Bright, 1972, p. 200). 

"With it all," Bright continued, "she was irrevocably committed to the new 

order" (p. 200). What can be known about David's administration from the relatively 

limited sources available confirms Bright's judgment. The biblical materials include 
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two lists of David's state officials, one in 2 Samuel 8.15-18 (=1 Chr. 18.14-17), the 

other 2 Samuel 20.23-26. There are in addition a number of references in 2 Samuel 

and 1 Chronicles to other officials (notably overseers of property [e.g., 1 Chr. 27.25-

31], and various counselors [e.g., 1 Chr. 27.32-33]), and to David's administrative 

policies and procedures. 1 Chronicles also contains detailed accounts of David's 

appointments for Israel's cultic life, as well as his preparations for the temple to be 

built by Solomon. Similar lists of officials appear in the biblical accounts of 

Solomon's administration (cf. 1 Ki. 4.1-6). That such lists do not appear in the annals 

of any later kings, probably speaks to die utter uniqueness of the David-Solomonic 

dynasty. The very inclusion of these lists in the Bible, which invariably shows more 

interest in a ruler's religious and moral dispositions than his administrative program, no 

doubt indicates how dramatically Israel changed under David's rule. 

The primary lists provide a rough outline of the change, by naming the 

principle officials of David's administration: 

So David reigned over all Israel; and David administered justice and 

righteousness for all his people. And Joab the son of Zeruiah was over the 

army, and Jehoshaphat the son of Ahilud was recorder. And Zadok the son of 

Ahitub and Ahimelech the son of Abiathar were priests, and Seraiah was 

secretary. And Benaiah the son of Jehoiada was over the Cherethites and the 

Pelethites; and David's sons were chief ministers (2 Sam. 8.15-18=1 Chr. 

18.14-18). 
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The later list differs only at a few places from the earlier: 

Now Joab was over the whole army of Israel, and Benaiah the son of Jehoiada 

was over the Cherethites and the Pelethites; and Adoram was over the forced 

labor, and Jehoshaphat the son of Ahilud was the recorder; and Sheva was 

scribe, and Zadok and Abiathar were priests; and Ira the Jairite was also a 

priest to David (2 Sam. 20.23-26). 

As one would expect, the lists have the commander over the army first. Both lists 

also have a commander over "the Cherethites and Pelethites" probably foreign 

mercenaries (Noth, 1960; "Cretans and Philistines"? cf. Bright, 1972). Jehoshaphat is 

named "recorder" (Heb. mazkir), Shavsha (Sheva) is called "secretary" (Heb. soper), 

and in the later list (2 Sam. 20), Adoram has charge over the corvie. In both lists, 

Zadok and Abiathar are priests. In the earlier (2 Sam. 8=1 Chr. 18) list, David's sons 

"were chiefs at the king's side" (1 Chr. 18.17). 

The organization of the court which is reflected in these lists and in the other 

references probably represents an adaptation of Egyptian patterns. Even though the 

Bible gives no direct evidence of Davidic contacts with Egypt or appropriation of 

Egyptian leadership styles and formats, there are nevertheless several clues that this is 

the case. For one, the offices of mazkir ("recorder") and soper ("scribe," or 

"secretary") probably represent adaptations of Egyptian prototypes. David would 

doubtless have encountered such models in the administration of Canaanite city-states 

(Begrich, 1940), which had been vassals of Egypt for centuries before the rise of 

Israel's monarchy (Gordon, 1965). The term mazkir has no exact lexical equivalent in 
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English. Its verbal root is zkr (*Ot), "to remember." The mazkir, then, is literally "one 

who remembers." But as Begrich (1940) shows, the equivalent office in Egypt was 

not that of a mere record-keeper, as the etymology might suggest, but a high-ranking 

official responsible, among other things, for drafting and publicizing royal decrees. 

The mazkir thus served as a counselor on all matters of state, internal and external 

(Begrich, 1940; also Mettinger, 1971). 

The soper comes close to the office known in modem times as secretary of 

state. As is frequently the case in the development of words, the term designating this 

office has a semantic range that extends far beyond its original meaning of "scribe." 

Even in David's age, a soper might have been engaged in any number of functions, 

from legal interpretation to teaching. 

It is worth noting as well that the name of the scribe in David's administration 

is one Seraiah (2 Sam. 8.17). The name of the same man in 1 Chronicles 18.18 is 

Shavsha, a variant of which is the spelling Sheva in 2 Samuel 20.25. The last two 

forms are likely of Egyptian origin, as is Elihoreph, the name of Shavsha's son who 

also served as soper in Solomon's administration (1 Ki. 4.3). 

The reference in 2 Samuel 15.37 (repeated in 16.16) to Hushai, David's "friend" 

may also be to an office having links with Egyptian administrative paradigms (Donner, 

1961). The Hebrew term re eh (nyt)), in any case, seems to have a technical sense in 

every Old Testament occurrence, except one in Proverbs (27.10). The re 'eh was 

apparently a close advisor, and specifically, a counselor. The office appears in the 

lists of Solomon's officals as well (cf. 1 Ki. 4.5; 1 Chr. 27.33). It is instructive to 
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note that Hushai's greatest recorded contribution to David's kingship was to thwart die 

"counsel" (wisdom) of Ahithophel, during the rebellion of David's son Absalom (2 

Sam. 16). 

One other facet of David's administration also deserves mention, not only as a 

possible evidence of Egyptian influence in the Israelite court, but as quite possibly the 

only direct evidence of an instructional program at the level of (what would today be 

considered) higher education in Israel. Both the author of 2 Samuel (8.18) and the 

Chronicler (1 Chr. 18.17) mention a role played by David's sons in the government. 

In the Samuel text, they are kohanim. Etymologically, kohen {kohanim is plural) 

usually has the simple meaning "priest," a fact sufficient to convince some scholars 

that David's sons did in fact serve as priests (Begrich, 1940; Bright, 1972). The word 

is sometimes used, however, in civil contexts, much like the modern word "minister" 

(Brown, Driver & Briggs, 1907). In view of David's care in organizing the Levitical 

priesthood, die religious sense of kohen seems out of place here. The priesthood was 

limited by the Torah to members of the tribe of Levi (Nu. 8.18-26; cf. 1 Ki. 12.31-33), 

making it a hereditary office. Since, as the records indicate, David observed this law 

meticulously, organizing the Levites for their cultic duties (1 Chr. 15.15-28; 16.37-43); 

it seems highly unlikely that, David belonging to the tribe of Judah, his "own sons 

were made priests" (Bright, 1972). So, a civil rather than a religious sense for kohen 

is in order here, an interpretation enhanced by a periphrastic construction in the 

Chronicler's parallel. There the sons of David were har'isnim ("the chiefs") by the 

"side [literally, the Tiand'] of the king." 
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Later in his account, in another series of references to various officials, die 

Chronicler mentions "Jehiel, the son of Hachmoni," who "tutored the king's sons" (1 

Chr. 27.32). This constitutes the only reference in the Old Testament to an organized 

educational apparatus; or, speaking very broadly, an educational institution. It is 

impossible to know precisely of course how these two references (to the king's sons as 

"chiefs," and to Jehiel who "tutored the king's sons") might be connected, if at all. 

The citations are tantalizingly brief; and they occur in documents that are not arranged 

chronologically (Ackroyd, 1973). Furthermore, the Chronicler's purpose is widely 

agreed to be much more specifically theological than even other Old Testament history 

writers (Williamson, 1972). It is not possible to say, for example, whether the tutelage 

given to David's sons was pursuant to their civil careers, at what level Jehiel gave 

instruction, whether Jehiel "gave instruction" personally, or perhaps headed an 

educational program, on the analogy of other officials in David's administration who 

apparently did oversee large civil or cultic operations (e.g., 1 Chr. 28.1), or whether 

there were other tutors at other levels. Again, the evidence is too scant for precise or 

comprehensive answers. 

The most that can be said is that the evidence here is consistent with the 

existence of a royal scribal school similar to those known in Egypt and Mesopotamia. 

In light of evidence that David adapted Egyptian court patterns to his own 

administration, there is no reason to doubt that he might have adapted Egyptian 

patterns of royal schooling as well. Quite apart from a Egyptian prototype, however, 

it is reasonable to suppose that, with the expansion of his empire and its attendant 
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bureacratic needs, David would have provided for the aducarion-at-court of his sons. 

David is known to have provided for the training of certain cultic officials (1 Chr. 

25.5-8). Of course, even if these citations point to a school, there is nothing in them 

to connect the school with a wisdom tradition. So the data here, paltry as they are, 

can only be said to accord well, ceteris paribus, with the existence of such an 

institution. 

Solomon: Empire and Enlightenment 

The grandeur of David's empire was surpassed by that of Solomon's. Both 

kings are said to have reigned for forty years (2 Sam. 5.4; 1 Ki. 11.42), but Solomon 

began his reign with the considerable advantage of experience at court, and an 

administrative machinery which, if not well-oiled, was at least highly functional. 

Development and refinement being easier than creation ex nihilo, Solomon turned his 

resources and his native shrewdness to enormous advantage, making of David's 

remarkable new empire a world power to be reckoned with. To paraphrase a biblical 

proverb which extolled David's military prowess over Saul's ("Saul has slain his 

thousands, And David his ten thousands," 1 Sam. 18.7; 29.5), David had his splendor, 

Solomon had sybarism. 

The Solomonic dynasty did not, however, merely enlarge the dynasty of David. 

Solomon's kingdom was, in many respects, qualitatively different from his father's. 

The culture created by the Solomonic state had a different character than the culture 

created by David's kingship. For one tiling, Solomon's state enjoyed relative peace for 

its duration. David had to contend not only with foreign threats, but with internecine 
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strife likely fostered by the domestic transformations he had effected (Cohen, 1971). 

Thus, while Solomon probably (though not certainly) engaged in some military 

expeditions (cf. 1 Ki. 11.14-25), and certainly enlarged the nation's defenses with 

fortifications, weaponry, and a large standing army, he was not, as David was said to 

have been, a "man of war" (1 Chr. 28.3). Relatedly, Solomon made no efforts to 

extend his territory. He rather consolidated the domains of his father, and poured his 

energies into refining the organizational apparatus of die empire, enhancing Israel's 

position vis-a-vis other ancient near east powers, and withal, producing wealth. On all 

counts, Solomon enjoyed phenomenal success, as testified by the account of a visit 

from an Arabian noblewoman, the fabled "Queen of Sheba" (1 Ki. 10; 2 Chr. 9). 

Culturally, the difference between Solomon and David was very nearly the 

difference between aristocracy and the nouveau-riche. David amassed power and 

wealth; Solomon grew up with it. David organized his administration from the ground 

up, with those who had served with him in the years before becoming king. 

Solomon's expansive bureaucracy fostered the growth of a large upper class with a 

class-consciousness, and with leisure, thanks to the pax Salomos, to indulge interests 

other than imperial interests. David conquered foreign territory, and adapted foreign 

practices as necessary. Solomon pursued a vigorous program of trade and international 

relations, not only for economic and political purposes, but for cultural purposes as 

well. Under Solomon, Israel became a truly cosmopolitan state, maintaining close 

relationships with most of the other near east powers, especially with Egypt. All this 

amidst the general internationalization of near east relations during the period. 
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It is well to observe, given the concerns laid out by this research, that 

Solomon's reign made possible, for die first time in Israel, the rise of a social class 

with sufficient leisure and means to cultivate whatever scholarly interests they might 

have. Solomon's reign also introduced, again for the first time in Israel, contact with 

the scholarly world of Israel's neighbors. The Sitz im Leben of this scholarly world 

outside Israel was, as observed in the previous chapter, ipso facto, the wisdom school. 

These are preliminary observations, and none of this proves that Israel ever established 

a wisdom school, in Solomon's or any other time. At the same time, however, even 

these preliminary observations suggest changes in Hebrew culture from Solomon 

onward that would have created an environment suitable to die establishment of such a 

school. What remains in this chapter is to probe more carefully into the culture 

created by Solomon's reign~in particular (1) the nature of international influence on 

Israel's culture and (2) the emergence of the new patrician class—and to begin to 

explore die connections of both these cultural phenomena with the wisdom movement. 

Solomon's New Culture in International Context 

The Amarna Age: Israelite Culture and the Influence of the Near East 

It may well be said that Solomon's new state was the product of the king's 

astuteness in international trade. Like modern Japan, Israel had, then as now, very 

limited natural resources, and thus had to depend for the production of wealth almost 

entirely on agriculture, trade, and such industries as trade could support. The Old 

Testament traditions as well as extant non-canonical sources make clear that Solomon 

prosecuted a program of international trade with singular success; success attributable 
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not only to Solomon's legendary skill but also to historic developments in die 

international relations of the ancient near east. 

As noted earlier in the chapter, the single most important source of knowledge 

about this sudden internationalization in the near east is a collection of clay tablets 

discovered by an Egyptian peasant woman in 1887 at Tell el-'Amarna, which 

bequeathed its name to the fourteenth century in Egypt as the "Amarna Age" (Gordon, 

1965). The Amarna texts, and later documents, reveal a new parity in the near east, 

brought about largely by the failure of Egypt's imperial designs beyond western Asia 

into Mesopotamia. 

For all intents and purposes, during the two centuries immediately preceding 

the Amarna Age, a period sometimes known as the "Egyptian Empire" (New 

Kingdom, dynasty 18, c. 1558-1364), Egypt "ruled the world" (Steindorff & Steele, 

1942). But the Empire was short-lived. Owing partly to the radical (and largely 

unpopular) religious innovations of Akhenaton (Amenophis IV, c. 1364-1347 B. C), 

the son of Amenophis III (Wilson, 1951), partly to opposition from emerging and re-

emerging powers to the north and east (Hittites, Humans, et al ), and partly to success 

that outstripped Egypt's organizational resources (Bright, 1972), Egypt's Empire began 

to founder. It survived more or less intact until about 1200 B. C., the period of 

Israel's settlement into the land of Palestine; but by then it had long since abandoned 

its pretensions of world domination. 

The age of the empire transformed Egypt's cultural ethos, however, for all time. 

The Empire had resulted only in part from concerns for self-protection, partly also 
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from expansionism pure and simple (Steindorff & Steele, 1942). The "impulse to 

dominate," as Gottwald explained, was itself partly a passion for revenge against the 

Asiatic Hyksos who had ruled as foreigners in Egypt for 100 years (cf. Seters, 1960), 

and partly the lure of the exotic (Gottwald, 1964). Other powers were in no position 

to check Egypt's designs, and with a swiftness that calls to mind die rise of the 

Davidic-Solomonic empire, the Pharoahs of the Eighteenth Dynasty (notably 

Thutmosis III, c. 1502-1450 B. C.) managed to gain control over most of the levant. 

The result, very nearly the same as in Solomon's administration 500 years later, was a 

vastly expanded state bureaucracy, radical changes in socio-economic class structures, 

and "a cosmopolitanism [Egypt] had never known" (Gottwald, 1964, p. 16). 

The Amarna letters, however, reveal changes in this cosmopolitanism already in 

the fourteenth century. The Egypt of the Empire was still the proud master of all it 

surveyed, enjoying the prestige of its singular preeminence. As the Amarna tablets 

reveal, however, hardly a century after Thutmosis in, the situation is vastly different. 

The very script of the tablets demonstrate that the hoary prestige of Egypt has melted 

away! The Amarna letters are scripted in cuneiform on clay tablets (as if from 

Mesopotamia), and written in the Akkadian (Mesopotamian) lingua franca. As 

Gottwald phrased it, "the proud Egyptians bowed to the conventions of western Asia, 

as symbolized in their use of the Semitic Akkadian language as the diplomatic tongue" 

(Gottwald, 1964, p. 30). Apparently there was even a school at el-1 Amarna teaching 

Akkadian! And when one considers that most of the Amarna letters are to and from 

vassal states in Canaan/Palestine, the story of Egypt's demoralization is complete. 
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The Amaraa letters depict a good deal more than Egypt's disintegrated empire. 

They also reveal a vastly altered set of relations in the near east as a whole. For the 

first time there was a synthesis, a "fusion of cultures from Babylonia in the east to 

Egypt in the west, and from Anatolia and the Aegean in the north to die Arabian 

border and the Upper Nile in the south" (Gordon, 1965, p. 86). In the land of 

Canaan/Palestine, unidirectional influence of Egypt's former hegemony gave way to 

the rather diffuse cultural influences of the new amalgam, though tinctured by the still 

considerable prestige of Egypt, Palestine's greatest near neighbor. 

The Hebrew monarchy emerged in this cultural milieu. Since Israel had no 

precedents of its own for establishing a monarchy, one would thus expect to find 

elements of Israelite statecraft borrowed from the available sources, especially 

Egyptian sources. Some scholars assume in fact that the likelihood of such borrowing 

actually demands the existence of a scribal school in Israel (Olivier, 1975) from die 

time of the monarchy onward. If true, assumptions like these would render this 

research superfluous. However, such assumptions ignore some important qualifications 

about the nature of influence in the ancient near east during the Amarna Age, and in 

particular, the way in which Solomon's Israel would have postured itself vis-a-vis its 

neighbors. 

The "Fusion of Cultures" 

For one thing, the influence of Egypt was no longer, in the age of David and 

Solomon, direct influence. Put another way, from Israel's perspective, the 

achievements of David and Solomon empowered the new Israelite empire to choose its 
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influences, much as Egypt had been able to do in the days of its own empire. What is 

perhaps the most striking, but by no means the only, evidence of Israel's prerogative in 

this regard appears almost as a footnote on Solomon's regency: "Then [when 'the 

kingdom was established in the hands of Solomon,' 1 Ki. 2 46] Solomon formed a 

marriage alliance with Pharoah king of Egypt, and took Pharoah's daughter and 

brought her into the city of David" (1 Ki. 3.1). The narrator attested this alliance no 

less than five times (1 Ki. 3.1; 7.8; 9.16, 24; 11.1). It was clearly a matter of 

considerable significance; but significance for what? 

To answer, one must return to the Egyptian Empire. As in most places and 

times of the ancient near east, Egypt's pharoahs established marriage ties with other 

royal families. The pharoahs of the Empire, however, never gave Egyptian princesses 

to such arrangements. Like Thutmosis IV (c. 1422), who married one Mutemuya, a 

princess from the Mesopotamian kingdom of Mitanni, the pharoahs would take a wife 

to seal a treaty or to cement relations, but they would never give a wife. Steindorff 

and Steele in fact cite a letter from a certain Kassite King Burnaburiash chiding an 

unnamed pharoah for his refusal to give a daughter in marriage, and urging him to 

break custom and thus show himself truly a "brother" (Steindorff & Steele, 1942, pp. 

111-112). 

Hence the significance of Solomon's marriage to Pharoah's daughter! The 

Pharoah had broken the custom of Egypt for Solomon. In doing so, he no doubt 

betrayed Egypt's weakness as much as he confirmed Solomon's strength; but, in any 

case, the marriage record renders false the naive assumption that Egypt's influence on 
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Israel was either uni-directional or thoroughgoing (cf. Greely, 1978). The idea that 

Israel could, as it were, select its influences, has extremely important implications for 

the study of Hebrew wisdom literature and its possible links with the wisdom 

literatures and educational practices of Egypt and the rest of the ancient near east. 

Synthetic Influences 

These possible links point to a second and related qualification about the 

vectors of influence in the Amarna Age; this time having to do with the character of 

the influence as such. While Cyrus Gordon (1965) may have overstated his case for 

the "fusion of cultures" in this period, at least with respect to Palestine, it is true 

nevertheless that the influences to which Israel would have been exposed from the 

time of its migration into Canaan, would have been themselves synthetic influences. 

There is no doubt, for example, that a number of Hebrew wisdom texts bear 

resemblances to certain non-Israelite wisdom texts (or types of texts), especially texts 

from Egypt. It is not true, however, as some wisdom scholars claim, that Israel's 

wisdom writers simply atomized Egyptian texts with the scent of Judaism. There are 

"decisive differences" (Crenshaw, 1976, p. 212) between the Hebrew and Egyptian 

literature. The combination of similarities and "decisive differences" is best explained 

by the dynamics of influence in the ancient near east from the Davidic-Solomonic 

period onward. 

Harold Washington (1994) puts these dynamics well in order. It is true, he 

observes, that, for hundreds of years before Israel's entrance into Syro-Palestine, 

Egypt's language and literary heritage permeated the entire region. A celebrated line 
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from the "Instruction of Ani" (dating from the period of the Empire) revels in this 

influence: "One teaches the Nubian to speak Egyptian, The Syrian and other strangers 

too" (Lichtheim, 1976-1980, p. 2:144). With the rise of cultural powers to Israel's 

north, notably Ugarit, and with Egypt's own declining fortunes in the Amarna Age, 

however, it seems likely, Washington argues, that Hebrew writers would have known 

the forms of Egyptian classical literature indirectly, through centers of learning in 

Canaan itself: "[after the destruction of Ugarit, c. 1200 B. C.] the educated class of 

other principle Canaanite urban centers would have had . . . familiarity with the 

Egyptian didactic texts, and . . . the tradition could then have been inherited by the 

Israelite successors to the Canaanite city-states" (Washington, 1994, p. 152; cf. also 

Albright, 1960). Scholars have long known of such indirect influence from studies of, 

among other literary remains, the fourteenth century B. C. Ras Shamra library found at 

Ugarit (Cross & Freedman, 1952). 

It is "even more likely," Washington goes on to say, that writers in the 

monarchic period would have had "direct access to Egyptian Instructional texts" 

(Washington, 1994, p. 153). Even under these conditions, however, the Hebrew 

writers would not slavishly have borrowed from the Egyptians. Take, for example, 

Washington's case-in-point, the "Instruction of Amenemope." Almost all wisdom 

scholars, Washington included, believe that the writer of Proverbs made use of this 

text for one part of his work, namely, Prov. 22.17-24.22. But "Amenemope" itself was 

circulated in several versions, suggesting that even though it was part of Egypt's 

wisdom "canon," there was some diffusion of its influence, even within Egypt. And, 
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in any event, at the time "Amenemope" would likely have been adapted by the 

Proverbs author, "the social location of the Egyptian and Hebrew tradents would have 

been comparable" (Washington, 1994, p. 154), suggesting that the latter would have 

found "Amenemope" stylistically useful, but not philosophically compelling. The 

tenuousness of influence in this case led W. O. E. Oesterley (1927) to argue in fact 

that "Amenemope" borrowed from Proverbs, a minority view, to be sure, but not 

without supporters since his time (cf. Williams, 1961), despite evidence to the 

contrary. It seems best to say that "Amenemope" formed part of the reservoir of 

wisdom texts and forms accessible to Israel's wisdom writers. Since the 

correspondences between Proverbs and "Amenemope" are closer than between any 

other biblical and non-biblical wisdom text, there is no reason to assume direct or 

extensive borrowing of Egyptian texts by Israel's writers, and every reason to suppose 

that the wisdom of the ancient near east merely provided some raw material for Israel's 

sages. 

Social Stratification in Solomon's New State 

Washington's point about the comparable social location of the tradents of 

Proverbs and "Amenemope" introduces the second major change wrought in Hebrew 

culture by Solomon's new state; viz., the rise of a patrician class. In this heretofore 

unheard of classism, Solomon's empire mirrored developments in the old Egyptian 

Empire. Born out of the exigencies of imperial progress, the new upper-class of 

bureaucrats, administrators, and intelligentsia, were ultimately legitimated by the 

encrustations of longevity, and so came to transform the social identity of Israel. 
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Sociologically, such developments are familiar enough. R. N. Adams (1975), 

for example, has proposed a theory about growth sequences in evolutionary social 

processes that would explain the emergence of Solomon's state very well. According 

to Adams, social systems advance through phases of identification, coordination, and 

centralization The first phase obviously corresponds to Israel in die wilderness, being 

formed by covenant into die "people of Yahweh" (Ex. 19.3-6). The second phase just 

as obviously corresponds to Israel's amphictyonic period, through die Saulide and early 

Davidic monarchies. The centralization phase would thus correspond to Israel as 

empire. In the biblical history of Solomon's reign as recorded in 1 Kings 3-11, 

however, this phase of Israel's statehood is subject to a theological reading. And, odd 

as it might seem, this theological judgment on Solomon's kingship may in the end 

provide a better vehicle for understanding his domestic policies, and the culture they 

helped to create, than sociological theory. 

On a casual reading, die history appears to lavish on Solomon praise without 

alloy. He is unequalled in all the measures not only of material achievement, but of 

culture and refinement. At die same time, Solomon fulfills his father's dream of a 

magnificent temple for the worship of Yahweh. Most important of all, and 

undergirding all, Solomon rules in wisdom, that is, in justice and righteousness (1 Ki. 

3.12, 18). The Queen of Sheba seems to speak, then, not only for all Israel, but for all 

the world: 

behold, the half has not been told me. . . . You exceed in wisdom and 

prosperity the report which I heard. Blessed be the Lord your God who 
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delighted in you to set you on the throne of Israel; because the Lord loved 

Israel forever, therefore He made you king, to do justice and righteousness (1 

Ki. 10. 7, 9). 

To borrow from Adams' language, the national life of Israel had already 

become centralized in the person of David, to whom, as the writer of 2 Samuel saw it, 

Yahweh had promised a "house," that is, a royal succession through which Israel 

would be established "as [Yahweh's] own people forever" (2 Sam. 7.24). The promise 

was couched in different language, but nowhere more dramatically than in a kingship 

appointment formula that goes back to die first king, Saul: "Then Samuel took the 

flask of oil, poured it on [Saul's] head, kissed him and said, Has not the Lord anointed 

you a ruler over His inheritance?'" (1 Sam. 10.1; cf. also 9.16). The formula is 

actually quite striking, since the word for "ruler" here is not the usual Hebrew word 

for "king," which is melek (Heb."l^)p ). The term here, and in the kingship formulas 

for David (2 Sam. 6.21; 7.8), Solomon (1 Ki. 1.35), and later kings as well is nagid. 

To add to the strangeness, no satisfactory explanation for die etymology of nagid has 

yet been produced. Scholars are divided over meanings that stress, variously, 

Yahweh's "designation" of the king (-'king-designate," Noth, 1960), the king's military 

skill (="commander," Albright, 1961), or the king's charismatic leadership (-'savior-

judge," Richter, 1965). 

After painstaking analysis of the linguistic and documentary evidence in his 

doctoral thesis, Baruch Halpern concluded that while all these other associations are 

present in the term, the primary thrust of nagid is in the direction of a "royal idealogy" 
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(Halpern, 1981, p. 251). This idealogy turned on two foci. First, the king was indeed 

Yahweh's "designate," in die sense that Yahweh chose him and appointed him to his 

kingship. But second, and more importantly, Yahweh entered into covenant with his 

designate, obligating the king thereby to obey God's commandment that he seek justice 

in his administration. At his coronation as nagid, in other words, the king received 

both a crown and a "covenant of dynasty" (Halpem, 1981, p. 49; cf. on King Joash, 2 

Ki. 11.12). 

Halpern goes on to trace connections between the ideology of kingship in Israel 

and in the rest of the ancient near east. The ideology seems to have been much more 

explicit in Israel than among Israel's neighbors. K. A. Kitchen (1966) had earlier 

suggested that a Judean king, at least in the years after David, "was crowned at his 

accession and was given a copy of the essence of the national Sinai covenant (so-

called 'ten commandments') to which—like the people—he was subject (cf. Dt. 17:18ff), 

possibly on two small tablets like those in the Ark [of the covenant]" (p. 109). 

Egyptian kings, by contrast, received a crown and titulary. The philosophy of 

kingship (see above, Chapter IE) by which they were to govern was rather implied 

than mandated. In Israel, however, it was mandated, by Yahweh himself. And no one 

seems to have come closer to actualizing the mandate than Solomon. 

On closer inspection, however, the account of Solomon's reign (again, 1 Ki . 3-

11) is much less idealistic. The author of the history appears, in fact, deliberately to 

juxtapose aspects of Solomon's reign in order to make the theological point that 

Solomon is precisely not the ideal "son of David," or the paradigmatic nagid. 
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Without undertaking a detailed exegesis of the text, it can be noted that the 

narrative divides naturally into two sections (1 Ki. 3-8; 1 Ki. 9-11), each controlled by 

a dream iheophany (Noth, 1981). In the well-known first dream account (1 Ki. 3.5-

15), Yahweh allows Solomon to ask whatever he will, in reponse to which Solomon 

asks for wisdom. In the second (1 Ki. 9.1-9), Yahweh appears to Solomon with a 

conditional promise: 

As for you, if you will walk before Me as your father David walked, in 

integrity of heart and uprightness, doing according to all that I have 

commanded you and will keep My statutes and My ordinances, then I will 

establish the throne of your kingdom over Israel forever, just as I promised to 

your father David, saying, "You shall not lack a man on the throne of Israel." 

But is you or your sons shall indeed turn away from following Me . . . then I 

will cut off Israel from the land which I have given them (1 Ki. 9.4-5, 6a, 7a). 

As K. I. Parker points out, the first theophany sponsors a portrayal of Solomon as the 

ideal king, in that (a) "he renders justice throughout the realm," (b) he lives "according 

to the law of Yahweh," and (c) he "is wise, that is, one who 'fears Yahweh'" (Parker, 

1992, pp. 76-77). The second theophany, by contrast, is "an intimation of disaster" 

(Parker, 1992, p. 83), the harbingers of which already appear in the history. Solomon 

traded for horses (10.28), multiplied gold and silver (10.24, 27), and took numerous 

foreign wives (11.1-4). Such ventures might impress visitors of foreign courts, but 

they violated the Deuteronomistic principles of kingship: 
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When you enter the land which the Lord your God gives you, . . . you shall 

surely set a king over you whom the Lord your God chooses, one from among 

your countrymen you shall set as king over yourselves; . . . he shall not 

multiply horses for himself, nor shall he cause the people to return to Egypt to 

multiply horses . . . . Neither shall he multiply wives for himself, lest his heart 

turn away; nor shall he greatly increase silver and gold for himself (Dt. 

17.14a, 15a-b, 16a-b, 17). 

The most serious intimation of impending disaster for Solomon is the account of his 

enormous harem through which religious pluralism was introduced into Israel (1 Ki. 

11.1-2), pluralism to which Solomon himself seems to have given way (1 Ki. 11.4-8). 

In the mind of the historian, however, Solomon's violations had important 

theological implications precisely because they represented stark social realities. The 

phenomenal wealth that poured into Solomon's treasuries4 supported an unimaginably 

lavish court. Estimates of its size, based on the account of daily provisions (1 Ki. 

4.22-23) range from 10,000 to 34,000, all kept in an extraordinary manner. In what 

may be subtle irony, the historian has the Queen of Sheba marvelling at "all the 

wisdom of Solomon," a wonder elicited, as the writer immediately explains, by the 

accoutrements of wealth: "the food of his table, the seating of his servants, the 

attendance of his waiters and their attire, his cupbearers, and his stairway [private 

entrance] by which he went up to the house of the Lord" (1 Ki. 10.4-5). Again, 

41 Ki. 10.14 mentions "666 talents of gold" that came to Solomon in one year, besides 
additional revenues from other sources (1 Ki. 10.15). The first figure alone would amount to 
more than $250,000,000 based on current prices. 
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Solomon's ambitious building program required the efforts of thousands of skilled 

artisans and laborers (1 Ki. 5. 13-18). On the one hand, as John Bright wisely 

observes, the projects must have produced something of an economic boom: 

Solomon's projects, though state monopolies, must have given employment to 

thousands and stimulated others to private enterprise, thus raising the 

purchasing power of the entire nation and inducing a general prosperity (Bright, 

1972, p. 213). 

But there was a darker side. At least some of the projects seem to have been 

motivated by a desire for prestige as such; and they were undoubtedly completed at 

the cost of still greater social stratification (Gray, 1970; Montgomery, 1950) 

This point hangs on what is most probably yet another subtlety of the Kings 

historian. His account contains two summaries of Solomon's forced labor policies. In 

the first (1 Ki. 5.13-14), Solomon is said to have exacted levies of 30,000 workers 

(Heb. mas) "from all Israel" (1 Ki. 5.13). In the second summary (1 Ki. 9.20-22), he 

is said to have levied workers "who were not of the sons of Israel" (5.20), and again, 

that "Solomon did not make slaves of the sons of Israel" (5.22). It is entirely possible 

that the first summary includes later building projects, when Solomon's resources were 

being stretched beyond their limits (Hubbard, 1962). But the writer also draws a 

subtle, but telling contrast between the two corvie summaries. In the first, the 

laborers are simply mas, "task-workers for public service" (Brown, Driver, & Briggs, 

1907, p. 586). The second corvfee, however, is denoted by mas- obed, technically, 

"slaves." In juxtaposing these terms, the writer appears to be saying that Solomon 
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violated the spirit, if not the letter, of the law forbidding the enslavement of Hebrews 

(Lev. 25.39-46). The bitter feelings engendered thereby may be gauged from the fact 

that after Solomon's death angry northern Israelites executed Adoniram (Adoram; 1 Ki. 

12.18), who had had charge over Solomon's forced labor. 

It is also clear that Solomon's administrative organization tended to break down 

the relational ties of Israelite clans. In place of the twelve tribal divisions, Solomon 

set up twelve administrative districts (Wood, 1970), responsible for Solomon's 

provisions month by month (1 Ki. 4.7-28). It has been suggested that this was a 

deliberate attempt to launder Egyptian or Canaanite forms of government in the 

sanctified memory of the old tribal system (Redford, 1984; Gray, 1964). Whatever the 

motive, the effect was (employing Weber's familiar typology) to transform Israelite 

culture from Gemeinschaft to Gesellschaft. Solomon replaced ties of ethnicity and 

religion with ties of politics and economics (Neufeld, 1960). 

The rebellion of the northern tribes under Jeroboam, an exiled official of 

Solomon's court (1 Ki. 12.1-20), bears eloquent testimony to the social divisions and 

dislocations Solomon's domestic policies had fostered. When Solomon's son 

Rehoboam travelled from Jerusalem to Shechem to be acknowledged as king by the 

northern tribes, he was met with an ultimatum: He must reduce the oppressive burdens 

(taxation, forced labor) of his father, or face the secession of most of his kingdom. 

Refusing the counsel of "the elders who had served his father" (1 Ki. 12.6) urging him 

to show leniency and thus preserve the united monarchy, Rehoboam received instead 

the advice of "the young men who grew up with him and served him" (12.8), and 
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promised even harsher measures. Jeroboam was as good as his word, and the northern 

peoples acted decisively: 'To your tents, O Israel [here, the northern tribes]. Now 

look after your own house David [the southern tribes]" (12.16). In desperation, 

Rehoboam committed an incalculable blunder, sending Adoniram (Adoram), head of 

the corvee, to demand submission. The result was predictable: "all Israel [northern 

peoples] stoned him to death" (12.18). Thus ended the empire of David and Solomon. 

"We are indebted to Rehoboam," says William Irwin, "for his clear statement 

of the issue" represented by the older counselors, on the one hand, who retained some 

memory of Solomon's wisdom at its best, and Rehoboam's "boon companions reared, 

like himself, in the diseased artificiality of the harem-infested court and doubtless for 

long anticipating the day when with [Rehoboam's] enthronement they should do as 

they pleased" (Irwin, 1946, p. 348). To this extent, Rehoboam was "a victim of 

circumstances" produced by the "dogma of the divine right of kings" that "had grown 

apace through Solomon's reign" (Irwin, 1946, p. 348). 

Underlying its dissolution, of course, was a profound social stratification. The 

peasants of the north resented the ambition of Solomon's court, and the 

heavyhandedness of his domestic policies which kept them in economic vise grip. For 

their part, Rehoboam and his advisors—a cohort of young aristocrats who had likely 

never known any life outside the court—displayed either hopeless ignorance of, or 

inexcusable contempt for, the workaday world of their subjects. 
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Conclusion: Observations on Solomonic Society and the Wisdom Tradition 

Social Stratification and the Wisdom Movement in Israel 

One is a little hard pressed to see a connection between this kind of social 

stratification and polarization, and the lofty and unmistakably egalitarian ideals of the 

canonical wisdom literature. It should be clear from the discussion in this chapter that 

these social effects of Solomon's kingship were deeply felt. Indeed, the relevant Old 

Testament documents, taken as a whole, seem to view them with distinct ambivalence. 

One the one hand, Solomon's court was a source of pride. It seemed to betoken the 

blessing of God himself; and certainly it augured well for Israel's security vis-a-vis the 

great world powers of the age. On the other hand, Solomon's splendor, at least in its 

later extravagances, came at the expense of Israel's peasantry. It enlarged both the 

"haves" and the "have nots;" which in turn fostered neglect of the poor among the 

upper classes, which later prophets like Hosea, Amos, and Joel found it necessary to 

condemn in no uncertain terms. 

There is some ground for believing that the court itself may have felt this 

ambivalence as well. There is a celebrated passage in Qoheleth, for example, which 

advises the reader not to "be shocked" at the sight of "denial of justice and 

righteousness in the province," since "one official watches over another official, and 

there are higher officials over them." Without excusing it, the text goes on to suggest 

that injustice is the price a society pays for prosperity: "After all, a king who cultivates 

the field is an advantage to the land" (Eccl. 6.8-9). Certainly, Solomon's reign 

illustrated the paradox embodied in this text. 
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The very existence of a wisdom tradition, as such, may be taken to illustrate 

the paradox too; but in another way. For while the creation of a large upper class 

certainly resulted (in the later years of Solomon's dynasty) in large scale injustice and 

disenfranchisement, it also fostered a learned culture, an "intellectual tradition," as 

Whybray called it, that produced such a splendid sapiential literature. It is precisely 

the emergence of this upper class, coupled with the impetus provided by Solomon's 

personal scholarly interests, that could account for the development of a coherent 

wisdom tradition in Israel. One is left, then, with the question how a tradition owing 

its origin to the social dislocations of Solomon's empire could produce the wisdom 

literature; and further, how this literature could be connected to a wisdom school. 

Hebrew Wisdom and Solomonic Historiography 

These questions about the social character of Solomon's new state cannot but 

lead to questions about the monarch himself; questions which will lead in turn to 

paradoxical answers. On the one hand, Solomon is extolled as both wise king par 

excellence, and as the patron of wisdom. So lavish is this praise of Solomon that a 

number of scholars, in fact, suspect Solomon's historians of nostalgia. Solomon was 

lionized as the paradigm of wisdom, the argument goes, perhaps four to six centuries 

after he lived, and made the patron of what then was then an emerging wisdom 

tradition. In the words of H. Wheeler Robinson, Solomon acquired "a posthumous 

reputation for wisdom" so that "it is not easy to decide just where the historic 

Solomon ends and the legendary accretions begin" (Robinson, 1938, pp. 69-70). The 

usual concomitants of this argument are (1) that literary accounts of Solomon's wisdom 
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are gross idealizations, (2) that the ascriptions of Solomonic authorship in the wisdom 

literature are pseudonymous, and (3) that while older materials may indeed be present 

in the wisdom literature, they have been reworked and adapted to fit the purposes of 

later writers (Pfeiffer, 1941). In short, Solomon could not have been the patron of 

wisdom he was claimed to be. 

Many wisdom scholars are happy to grant that Solomon must have been a 

remarkable figure, who probably had some influence on the development of the 

wisdom tradition. Contemporary critical scholars have in fact shown increasing 

reluctance to dismiss the accounts of Solomon out of hand. As Scott puts it, "[m]ost 

historians of Israel and commentators on the wisdom books allow a greater or lesser 

degree of historical substance to the Solomonic tradition" (Scott, 1960, p. 266). At the 

same time, however, they have shown continuing reluctance to accept the wisdom 

books as reliable guides to the history of the period. It is simply not possible, they 

say, to know very much about Solomon's influence (Scott, 1960; Scott, 1971; Weeks, 

1994). The role of Solomon and of his new patrician class on the development of 

Hebrew wisdom is made therefore to depend on the historicity of the canonical 

accounts. 

The historicity of the biblical materials, especially of historical texts, has of 

course dominated Jewish and Christian biblical scholarship for more than a century, 

polarizing scholarly communities and whole denominations. The terms of the debate 

lie far beyond the scope of this research; but they are not without relevance. Unless 

some explanation for Solomon's portrayal as the patron of wisdom is forthcoming, the 
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roots of wisdom must remain hidden, and the institutional form of the wisdom 

tradition must remain anybody's guess. 

Solomon and the Emergence of the Wisdom Tradition 

However, the theological judgment of Solomon's reign, considered earlier in 

this chapter, casts doubt on scholarly notions about nostalgia in the history of 

Solomon. His reign was not idyllic. He was not the "philosopher-king" (Parker, 

1992). He was not the fulfillment of the Davidic ideal. For all his genius, grandeur, 

and achievement, the reign of Solomon was badly flawed. The historical account of 

Solomon's new state is, as noted, ambiguous; and this very ambiguity argues for the 

authenticity of the record. It suggests, in short, that Solomon's historians told the truth 

about his kingship. 

The historians' judgment also suggests something about the character of 

Solomon's reign as such. Solomon, it seems, began well and ended poorly. He 

undertook his father's throne determined, like his father, to rule wisely, that is, 

according to the righteousness of Yahweh's law. He ended his reign with overreaching 

ambition and debasement of principle. In the end, he compromised his integrity and 

oppressed his own people. 

This negative theological judgment on Solomon has led a number of 

contemporary scholars to suppose the the biblical historians judged wisdom as a whole 

negatively as well (Whybray, 1968, 1974; Mendenhall, 1974). According to George 

Mendenhall, the biblical historians viewed wisdom with suspicion because they could 

find no control for it "other than the limitation of technology or power" (Mendenhall, 
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1974, p. 331). Wisdom was not a good in itself. In the service of ambition, and in 

the absence of critical judgment, it could turn dangerous. Thus even as Solomon's 

kingdom gorged itself in opulence at the expense of the peasantry, the Queen of Sheba 

could still be said (ironically, perhaps?) to marvel at the king's wisdom\ 

Once again, however, the scholarly judgment is dubious. Despite his 

criticisms, Solomon's historian still makes wisdom the chief virtue of his subject. 

Whatever may have been the failures of Solomon in die later years of his reign, he 

embodied, at least in part, and for part of his reign, the vision of the wise king. He 

had at one time epitomized die ideal of wisdom. To repeat, the canonical 

historiography is not uncritical, exposing as it does serious flaws in die later 

development of Solomon's kingship; and the very ambivalence of the biblical judgment 

argues for the veracity of the documentary evidence. But the ambivalence also 

suggests that early Jewish culture nurtured a good deal of self-conscious and self-

critical reflection on its ideals, its values, its norms, and its intellectual, spiritual, and 

moral roots. 

For die canonically-formed community, at least, die wisdom of Solomon's early 

reign is clearly paradigmatic. Indeed, it appears that Solomon's later failings are 

measured against his own standard. Solomon may then have institutionalized a 

wisdom tradition in Israel, but he surely did not invent it. It might be more accurate 

to say that Solomon represented wisdom in a striking way, and set about to foster 

wisdom explicitly in his court. The canonical wisdom literature must be interpreted in 

this light. As noted in Chapter II, canonicity implies cultural or community identity. 
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The wisdom literature then, represents that identity, and the reflection which sustains 

and refines that identity. On the other hand, Solomon's patronage of the wisdom 

literature suggests that his own interests and abilities inspired Jewish cultural reflection 

in dramatic new ways. 

The Wise King: Wisdom in Israel and in the Ancient Near East 

Solomon's association with wisdom in the canonical documents, therefore, is 

fully consonant with reflection on the ideals that ought to define a culture. The 

historical accounts of Solomon as well as of the wisdom literature attributed to his 

influence, all bear the marks of this reflection. There is here a self-conscious 

awareness that Solomon (or any king) ought to stand in the tradition of the "wise 

king" (Kalugila, 1980). 

As Kalugila has demonstrated, it is precisely the ideal of the wise king that 

establishes the strongest links between Israel's monarchy and wisdom tradition on the 

one hand, and the older wisdom traditions of Egypt and Mesopotamia on the other. 

For these traditions likewise sustained visions of the wise king, and they did so 

primarily by way of the wisdom school and the wisdom literature. 

It almost goes without saying that this kind of cultural reflection, borne along 

by a scholarly community, is philosophically the basis for an enterprise of higher 

education. Elton Trueblood's definition of a college makes this point with almost 

poetical drama. A college, he says, is a "pumping station on the pipe line of 

civilization . . . designed to do what cannot be done naturally . . . a conscious effort to 

avoid the decay of civilization" (Trueblood, 1959, p. 2). Higher education involves a 
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"conscious effort" to uphold cultural ideals—by refining, clarifying, adapting, reworking 

them, or by retrieving them and reviving them. 

In the cultures of the ancient near east generally, wisdom is clearly the Sitz im 

Leben for (to speak anachronously) this philosophy of higher education. But what of 

Israel? For all the undoubted similarities between Israel and its near east neighbors, 

there are significant differences, significant enough to cast doubt on the thesis of a 

wisdom school in Israel along the lines of Egypt or Mesopotamia. This then is a 

critical question. 

These four observations that grow out of the research in this chapter will form 

the basis for the rest of the dissertation. Chapter V will be given to a detailed 

examination of each of the four concerns raised in this chapter In each case the aim 

will be to deal thoroughly with the evidence, documentary and otherwise, and draw 

conclusions relevant to the thesis of a higher education enterprise in Israel. Chapter 

VI will summarize the findings of the entire work, and address a final critical point 

about the Hebrew wisdom tradition and its relation to higher education. 



CHAPTER V 

SOLOMON AS WISE KING AND PATRON OF WISDOM 

The Solomonic Enlightenment 

The Social Location of Wisdom 

There could hardly be more compelling evidence that Solomon's monarchy 

created necessary and sufficient social conditions for the development of a learned 

culture than the wisdom literature itself. For despite its unquestionable lay-orientation-

-on which more later—it betrays a distinctly patrician origin. In an important study, 

published half a century ago, Robert Gordis demonstrated that Hebrew wisdom, both 

canonical and non-canonical, "was fundamentally the product of the upper classes in 

society, who lived principally in the capital, Jerusalem" (Gordis, 1943/1944, p. 81). 

Gordis might disclaim his use as an authority here, of course; for he argued that 

wisdom "reached its apogee" some 500 or more years after the reign of Solomon, that 

is, from the early second temple period (c. 500 B. C.) to the incursions of Hellenism 

into Palestine (c. 300 B. C ). His date for the wisdom literature thus conflicts with the 

position taken here. Nevertheless, his work has immense value for this study. 

Gordis based his conclusions about the origins of wisdom entirely on an 

inductive analysis of the relevant texts. Dating is another matter. The emergence of a 

patrician class in Solomon's new state, and with it the cultivation of scholarly interests, 

in no way precludes later developments, refinements, adaptations, collations, 
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collections, or other modifications of Solomonic material. That is, the final form of 

the wisdom literature might be late, while preserving, in substance, the outlooks and 

values of a much earlier period. Harold Washington (1994) argues that this is 

precisely what happened with the Hebrew Proverbs and that, in fact, these dynamics 

explain "the diversity of teachings" in the book (Washington, 1994, p. 185). Indeed, 

Gordis himself acknowledges early dates for some of the wisdom collections. Suffice 

it for now then to summarize some, specifically four, of Gordis* main points about the 

social location of wisdom. 

A Familiar Upper-Class Environment 

One indicator of wisdom's patrician background, according to Gordis, is the 

obvious familiarity of wisdom writers with the upper-class environment. Qoheleth, for 

example, claims as his own a splendid lifestyle made possible by the advantages of 

wealth and power (Eccl. chaps. 1-2). Proverbs is replete with warnings against the 

sorts of vices available only to upper-class people, such as gluttony (23.1-2; 30.8-10; 

et al), failure to pay workers (3.28), or adultery with a married woman whose husband 

is away on business, and whose home stimulates the senses with Egyptian tapestries 

and expensive fragrances (Prov. 7.6-23). And Job, of course, was renowned for his 

greatness (1.3), and part of his lament is the loss of his former status (Job chaps. 29-

30). 

A Cosmopolitan Outlook 

Another and related indicator is the cosmopolitan outlook of the wisdom 

literature. The non-canonical writer Ben Sira claims to have made many journeys, and 
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declares that travel is necessary for an "educated man" (34.9-12). Qoheleth collected 

for himself "silver and gold, the treasure of kings and provinces" (2.8). The pigment 

of foreign influences colors the adulteress warning, cited above (Prov. 7.6-23). The 

cosmopolitanism in Job is less explicit, but present nonetheless in, for example, the 

comparison of Job to "the sons of the east" (1.3), in poetic analogies between wisdom 

and the fabled "gold of Ophir" (28.16) or the "topaz of Egypt" (28.19), and in 

numerous allusions to foreign places, such as the reference to "papyrus" from the 

"marshes [of Egypt]" (8.11). 

Names for Deity 

The three Job references not only link Hebrew wisdom to an upper class social 

environment, but to the wisdom of the ancient near east generally. This link is 

strengthened by the use of divine names. Scholars have long observed a tendency 

among Hebrew wisdom writers to use general names for the deity, such as 'el, 'eloah, 

'elohim, or shaddai, rather than personal or national names, such as (especially) 

Yahweh (Toy, 1902). Gordis finds the same tendency in the literature of known 

patrician groups in Israel (notably the Sadducees) which may well have originated in 

the environment of the court (Manson, 1938); but were, in any case wealthy and 

influential. This preference for appellative divine names appears in wisdom literature 

outside Israel as well. In the wisdom literature of the ancient near east generally, by 

contrast with more peculiarly religious literature like myths, individual god-names 

typically give way to generic names or to stock phrases incorporating generic names. 

The "Instruction of Amenemopet" provides many such examples, including the 
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following: "God [rather than the more specifically cultic /{a] desires respect for die 

poor" (Pritchard, 1969, p. 424). 

Distinct Wisdom Terminology 

Finally, Gordis observes that the very existence of a distinct wisdom 

terminology suggests an upper class context for wisdom literature. Gordis notes that 

Greek culture in the fifth century B. C. developed a similarly specialized vocabulary 

for its version of wisdom, that is, philosophy. Terms like ooqua, oo<p6$, and 

oo<piotai became part of an intellectual tradition, much as terms like "interface," or 

"prompt" have become technical terms in the computer age. It is scarcely possible to 

argue, Gordis goes on to say, that one tradition (Hellenistic or Hebrew) influenced the 

vocabulary of the other; nor is it necessary. For the "principle being invoked 

[comparing the Hebrew njppp with the Greek oo<pio]," he says, "is that similar 

material conditions in different societies will produce similar spiritual and intellectual 

tendencies, mutatis mutandis" (Gordis, 1943/1944, p. 84). 

If Gordis is right, it follows that one should expect to find similarly distinct 

wisdom terminology elsewhere in the ancient near east. Most of Chapter III was 

devoted to just this concern, of course. As noted there, neither Egypt nor the various 

Mesopotamian cultures maintained the kind of precise wisdom vocabulary one finds in 

Hebrew wisdom and in Greek philosophy. Nevertheless, there was a vocabulary, 

including such terms as ma at (Egypt) and me (Mesopotamia), and other wise "enough 

similarity in the works of international wisdom to justify this convenient term" 

(Murphy, 1992, p. VI: 928). On literary grounds, then, the wisdom traditions in all 
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these cultures—Mesopotamian, Egyptian, Greek, and Hebrew—despite differences, in 

some cases significant differences of form, all bear the marks of upper class 

sociocultural location. 

The Educational Interests of Wisdom 

It is important to note not only that the ancient near eastern wisdom literatures 

arose in upper class contexts, but that these literatures, in every case, served 

educational interests. This point has already been made in connection with the royal 

schools in Egypt and Mesopotamia; and the connection between the Greek sophistic 

tradition and the training of upper class youth hardly requires documentation (Barclay, 

1959; Gadd, 1957; Jaeger, 1945). No less a figure than Plato provides evidence 

enough of such a linkage when he outlines the educational practices of Protagoras: to 

teach youth, among other things, the art of rhetoric and the ability to understand and 

direct affairs of state, all for a fee (Plato, 1924/c. 400 B. C ). The Hebrew wisdom 

literature exhibits a similarly explicit educational purpose. 

Ben Sira 

The most celebrated evidence of this phenomenon is a passage from the 

apocryphal Ben Sira (c. 190-180 B. C ). The author's famous warning—"Come to me, 

you who need instruction, and lodge in my house of study" (51.23)—implies that Ben 

Sira was himself a schoolmaster. Moreover, the book itself (Ecclesiasticus) was in all 

probability a school text, as evidenced by such features as encyclopedic lists (e.g., 

chaps. 44-50; Jacob, 1978). Ben Sira's disparaging comparison of the trades with the 

scribal office, reminiscent of the Egyptian "Satire on the Trades," further demonstrates 
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that the author intended his bet hamidras for the youth of affluent families (38.24-

39.11). A fine study by Nathan Drazin (1979) concludes, in fact, that reform in 

Jewish education just at the beginning of the common era represented a reaction to 

exactly the sort of exclusiveness Ben Sira thought necessary for scholarship (38.24). 

The reform movement embraced educational ideals—such as the nobility of work, and 

the desireabiilty of education for all--" exactly the opposite of [those] of ben Sira and 

of the Greek philosophers" (Drazin, 1979, p. 21; cf. Burkill, 1962). 

Proverbs 

Though it is less explicit than in Sirach (Ben Sira, Ecclesiasticus), an 

educational purpose is near the surface in the canonical wisdom literature as well. The 

book of Proverbs announces its educational design at the outset: 

To know wisdom and instruction, To discern the sayings of understanding, To 

receive instruction in wise behavior, Righteousness, justice and equity; To give 

prudence to the naive, To the youth knowledge and discretion. A wise man 

will hear and increase in learning, And a man of understanding will acquire 

wise counsel. To understand a proverb and a figure, The words of the wise 

and their riddles (Prov. 1.2-6). 

The writers and compilers of Proverbs enact this stated intention explicitly and 

frequently. The familiar teaching formula beni ("my son") occurs, for example, 

twenty-two times in the book; and the writers make constant reference to teaching and 

learning (23.12, e.g.), and to the extraordinary value of getting wisdom (chap. 9, e.g.). 
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Job 

Job also appears to advance a pedagogical design, but by way of artful subtlety 

rather than by discourse or precept. To be sure, Job's final discourse (chaps. 26-31) 

deals quite explicitly with the human search for wisdom (chap. 28), a search frustrated 

in Job's mind by human experience, which rubs hard against the boundaries of the 

unfathomable. There is "a mine for silver" (28.1), Job observes, "but where can 

wisdom be found?" (28.12). The very location of Job's wisdom speech, however, 

sandwiched between the cycles of speeches by his three friends on one side and the 

speeches of Elihu followed by God's answer to Job on the other side, suggests a 

pedagogical method at work. The incongruity that arises between Job's experience of 

suffering and the explanations of stock wisdom intensifies through the cycles of (the 

friend's) speeches and (Job's) responses (chaps. 4-25), to the point of Job's plaintive 

question, "where can wisdom be found?" The question, however, is met with two 

answers, one human (Elihu, chaps. 32-37), the other divine (chaps. 38-42). Unlike the 

first speeches, which Job answers himself, the last speeches have no rejoinder. They 

are themselves answers to Job's question. As such, the Elihu cycle seems to legitimate 

the search for wisdom as a moral enterprise; while the Elohim cycle warns against the 

pretensions of knowledge (cf. Perdue, 1993). 

Qoheleth 

Qoheleth's educational aims are nearly as explicitly stated as those of Ben Sira, 

and also seem, like those of Ben Sira, to be motivated by more specifically scholarly 

interests. Unlike other canonical wisdom books, Qoheleth defines hokma not only as a 
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kind of moral achievement, but also as a faculty of the intellect. Wisdom is at times, 

as in other wisdom literature, an end to be sought; but at other times, wisdom is a 

means to an end, to be "used in an open-ended search for new understanding" (Fox, 

1993). Thus the writer declares, "I set my mind to seek and explore by wisdom 

concerning all that has been done under heaven" (1.13, emphasis added). The goal of 

this search, however, is not merely to satisfy curiosity, that is, merely to acquire 

knowledge for its own sake. The aim is rather to educate, as the epilogue of the work 

makes clear: 

In addition to being a wise man [hakam], the Preacher [Qoheleth; Ecclesiastes] 

also taught the people knowledge; and he pondered, searched out and arranged 

many proverbs. The Preacher sought to find delightful words and to write 

words of truth correctly (12.9-10). 

Social Class and the Solomonic Enlightenment 

Returning to the main topic of this chapter, it is clear that the Hebrew tradition 

arose among the upper strata of Israel's culture, and that the wisdom literature had a 

pronounced didactic purpose. It is likewise clear that Solomon's new state created the 

first true patrician class in the history of Israel, the bulk of which was directly or 

indirectly in the service of the state. The administration of so vast an empire required 

an enormous coterie of civil servants, well-trained in a wide range of subjects and 

professional skills, and also, given the state of international relations at the time, 

acquainted with the courts and cultures of the near east generally. Moreover, as noted 

earlier, Solomon was certainly regarded as a paradigm of wisdom, and as the chief 
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patron of wisdom. And while this hypothesis still requires some unpacking, it is 

reasonable to infer that Solomon was possessed of strong and personal scholarly 

interests. 

These phenomena prompted Gerhard von Rad to describe the age of Solomon 

as "an Enlightenment" (Rad, 1962, p. 1:53). According to von Rad, the "new spirit" 

engendered first by David's and then by Solomon's empire expressed itself, above all, 

intellectually, and more than anywhere else, by way of the wisdom tradition. The 

"new spirit" of the Solomonic age created for the first time in Israel a capacity for 

genuine historical reflection. Israel was at last able "really to present [its] history in 

its broad historical connexions, including all the many events which cannot be made to 

fit with complete consistency into any teaching and taking in also its reverses, and, 

above all, its terrible and splendid humanity" (Rad, 1962, p. 1:49). It was, in Rad's 

thinking, a "momentous" intellectual advance. And it "was certainly," he said, "only 

made possible through a whole galaxy of favorable circumstances" (Rad, 1962, p. 

1:50), including the luxury of a secure peace, contact with an international scholarly 

community, and, withal, "a brilliant court which, for its time, stood at the zenith in the 

cultivation of the things of the mind" (Rad, 1962, p. 1:49). 

Hebrew Wisdom and Solomonic Historiography 

These conclusions would seem to constitute prima facie evidence that Solomon 

and his new state provided the impetus necessary to institutionalize wisdom in some 

formal way, viz., to found a wisdom school. But as noted in Chapter IV, objections 

have been raised against such a reconstruction. The most significant objection is that 
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the wisdom literature is the product of a much later period in Israel's history 

(Crenshaw, 1976; Gordis, 1943/1944; Blenkinsopp, et al., 1995). Ronald Clements 

(1992), for example, makes the case that wisdom served as a kind of Jewish apologia 

in the disoriented years following the crisis of exile (i.e., after c. 538 B. C.). Wisdom 

was Israel's self-justification in the face of the excruciating loss of national symbols 

such as temple and cult. Again, as noted in Chapter IV, late dating of the wisdom 

literature usually carries with it at least the following concomitant hypotheses: (1) that 

literary accounts of Solomon's wisdom are gross idealizations, (2) that the ascriptions 

of Solomonic authorship in the wisdom literature are pseudonymous, and (3) that while 

older materials may indeed be present in the wisdom literature, they have been 

reworked and adapted to fit the purposes of later writers (Pfeiffer, 1941). 

It is worthwhile to recall as well, however, that while much of the wisdom 

literature is attributed to Solomon, and while the biblical historians (2 Chr. 1-9; 1 Ki. 

3-11) extol Solomon's wisdom, the theological judgment on him and his reign is 

ambiguous (Parker, 1992). Neither Solomon nor his new state enjoy unqualified 

approbation, even in the largely favorable accounts of his reign. The judgment of later 

periods likewise does not mythologize Solomon. As with the histories, post-exilic 

(after c. 538 B. C.) accounts from what is in all probability a developing scribal 

community (Williamson, 1985) held Solomon in high esteem; but also accused him 

explicitly of "sin" (Neh. 13.4). What is significant about these accounts is that they 

originated in the mid- to late fifth century B. C., when according to many scholars, the 

wisdom literature was just taking shape. It is beyond doubt that Solomon was revered 
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as sovereign over Israel's only world empire; but it is naive to say that an 

"impregnable mountain called Fantasy stands between biblical interpreters and the 

historical Solomon" (Crenshaw, 1976, p. 44). 

Even more to the point, however, is to show that Solomon might have been 

directly involved in the wisdom literature which bears the ascription of his patronage. 

To that purpose, several highly technical studies are ready at hand. Of particular 

interest are studies on the date of the book of Ecclesiastes and on the literary history 

of the book of Proverbs. 

Test Case: The Date for Ecclesiastes (Qoheleth) 

Among several studies having to do with die date of Ecclesiastes, one 

especially interesting study is by Gleason Archer. Archer began by observing what 

has by now become a commonplace in wisdom scholarship, namely that the attribution 

of Solomonic authorship to Ecclesiastes (1.1) is spurious, "a sort of historical fiction" 

(Archer, 1969, p. 167). The putative reason for this skepticism is the language of the 

book, which is typically regarded as late, and therefore anachronistic in a work 

supposedly written by Solomon. Franz Delitzsch, a highly respected nineteenth 

century evangelical scholar still represents the scholarly consensus: "If the Book of 

Koheleth were of old Solomonic origin," he boldly declared, "then there is no history 

of the Hebrew language" (Delitzsch, 1872/1976, p. 2:190; cf. also Gordis, 1968). 

In part at least, Archer conceded die point about die language of Qoheleth. it is 

different, he said, even unique in the Old Testament Hebrew text. It should be 

observed, he says, "that a comprehensive survey of all the linguistic data, including 
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vocabulary, morphology, syntax and style, yields the result that the text of Eccles. fits 

no known period in the history of the Heb. language" (Archer, 1969, p. 168). But if 

the language of Ecclesiastes "fits no known period" of Hebrew, then it does not fit 

the Hebrew of post-exilic Israel any better than it fits the Hebrew of tenth century 

(Solomonic) Israel. In other words, the linguistic problems involved in dating die 

book late are just as numerous and serious as the problems involved in dating it early! 

Archer offered an alternative to the late date hypothesis of Ecclesiastes by 

resorting to an earlier study by M. J. Dahood (19S2). Dahood did not himself argue 

for Solomonic authorship; but he did note the linguistic peculiarities of Ecclesiastes, 

and suggested they might be explained in terms of Phoenician influence. The highly 

technical nature of these (Archer's and Dahood's) studies precludes a full rehearsal of 

their arguments here. Suffice it to say that they agree on four basic types of linguistic 

evidence for Phoenician influence in Ecclesiastes: (1) Phoenician orthography (i.e., the 

way words are written in a language); (2) Phoenician inflections, pronouns, and 

particles; (3) Phoenician syntax; and (4) Phoenician lexical borrowings and analogies 

(Archer, 1969, p. 171). 

Lexical borrowings constitute the most obvious of these evidences. The 

famous "under the sun" phrase, for example, which occurs twenty-nine times in 

Ecclesiastes, occurs also, and only (outside of Israel) in Phoenician inscriptions. 

Dahood also cited eleven "distinctively commercial" Phoenician terms, occurring 

altogether eighty-two times in Ecclesiastes, a phenomenon that "is thoroughly 

consonant with what is known about the commercializing Phoenician culture" 
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(Dahood, 19S2, p. 220). It might be added that such a phenomenon is also thoroughly 

consonant with what is known about Solomon's own commercial interests, which, as it 

happens, depended heavily on shipping (1 Ki. 9.26-28), supply (1 Ki. 5.7-11), and 

other commercial agreements (1 Ki. 5.18) with Hiram, the Phoenician king of Tyre. 

It might be added further that William F. Albright undertook a similar sort of 

linguistic analysis in order to examine the relationship thought to exist between 

Proverbs and the Egyptian "Instruction of Amenemope." Albright drew very nearly 

the same conclusions about dating Proverbs that Archer reached about Qoheleth, 

though he expressed them more cautiously. "Since we have seen," he said, "that the 

Maxims of Amenemope are probably to be dated in or about the twelfth century B. C., 

and since many of the Canaanite [meaning Phoenician] items in the Book [of 

Proverbs] have their extra-biblical analogies in the Bronze Age [3100-1200 B. C], I 

should regard a Solomonic nucleus [i.e., to the book of Proverbs] as probable" 

(Albright, 1960, p. 13). 

The hypothesis of a Phoenician connection may not solve the riddle of 

Qoheleth's odd vocabulary. The theory certainly has its detractors (e.g., Gordis, 1955; 

Whitley, 1979). But it is not necessary to prove Phoenician influence in order to cast 

doubt on the late-date hypothesis. A more recent, but also highly technical study by 

Daniel Fredericks comes to exactly that conclusion: "All evidence presented in favor 

of the later date can be countered either by alternate considerations (as caused by 

Qoheleth's genre or dialectical idiosyncrasies) or by a more thorough search of BH 

[biblical Hebrew] which shows adequate precedent for Qoheleth without recourse to 
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MH [Mishnaic, i.e., rabbinical Hebrew], or by inquiring in EBH [early biblical 

Hebrew] for precedents for Qoheleth apart from LBH [late biblical Hebrew] influence" 

(Fredericks, 1988, pp. 262-263). Fredericks himself does not find Dahood's hypothesis 

completely convincing; but, his analysis persuades him at the same time that nothing 

in the language of the book requires a late date for its composition. 

Test Case: The Explicit Literary History of Proverbs 

The second technical study to consider also, like Albright's study (1960), 

concerns Proverbs. In this case, however, the author, K. A. Kitchens, examined "die 

basic forms of the book," rather than, as in the Dahood, Archer, Albright, and 

Fredericks studies, language as such. In other words, this was a study of literary 

rather than linguistic forms. 

Kitchen began, as Archer did, by summarizing the scholarly consensus on 

dating the book of Proverbs. Only a few parts of die work are typically allowed to 

Solomon himself despite the attributions in 10.1 and 25.1. The bulk of the main 

collections (that is, chaps. 10-24, and 25-29) are thought to have begun "to accumulate 

during the Divided Monarchy onwards [i.e., from 922 B. C.]." During the Babylonian 

exile (6th century B. C ), or more likely after, chapters 30-31 were added. Last of all, 

probably no earlier than the fifth century B. C., "chapters 1-9 were prefixed to the 

whole" (Kitchen, 1977, p. 72). Thus the conventional wisdom of Proverbs scholars, 

with allowances for slight differences between them. 

However, the "explicit literary history of the existing book of Proverbs" is quite 

different. Here is Kitchen's summary: 
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In the 10th century BC, Solomon produced a work ([chaps.] 1-24 [of the 

present book of Proverbs]) with overall title, prologue (introductory discourses), 

sub-title and main text, incorporating some data from other sages (22:17ff.; 

24:23ff ). He would also have left behind further such 'wisdom'. This, 

Hezekiah's scribes recopied as a collection, giving it a title. It may even have 

been appended to Solomon's main work. At some date(s) unknown, the Words 

of Agur and to Lemuel were composed, and at some later date(s) added to the 

two Solomonic collections—evidently not before Hezekiah's time [d. c. 686 

B. C], but in theory at any time from his day onwards (Kitchen, 1977, p. 71). 

Kitchen's study, like those cited above, is highly technical, intended for the 

specialist; but the main features of his argument are clear enough. First, all four 

constituent works (from the "explicit literary history") of Proverbs belong to the genre 

of "instructions," which is one of the two main types of wisdom literature in the 

ancient near east. Of these instructions, there are again, two main sub-types, which 

Kitchen calls "Type A" And "Type B." Type A instructions have a formal title, 

followed immediately by the main text. Type B instructions have a formal title, a 

prologue, then the main text (Kitchen, 1977, p. 73). Second, each of the four 

constituent works of Proverbs fits easily as a unit and without ambiguity into one or 

the other of these literary classifications: Prov. 1-24 ("Solomon I") is Type B; while 

Prov. 25-29 ("Solomon II"), Prov. 30 ("Agur"), and Prov. 31 ("Lemuel") are all Type 

A. Third, an analysis of the instruction literature of the ancient near east reveals a 

fairly even distribution of Type A and Type B in all historical periods, with no 
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indication of development from one type to another over time. In short, the available 

literary evidence does nothing to infirm the "explicit literary history" of Proverbs. 

Kitchen pursues the question of literary history a bit further, however. He 

conducts painstaking analysis of the constituent elements of die known instructional 

texts; such elements as titles (type, content, length), sub-titles, forms of personal 

address, commands, prologues, main texts, and the social location (status, role, etc.) of 

named authors. According to Kitchen, die testimony gathered from this analysis is 

unequivocal, namely, that die attribution of authorship for each of the four works of 

Proverbs is entirely consistent with the comparative data. 

Without attempting to summarize the mass of data from this analysis, it will 

suffice to illustrate Kitchen's line of reasoning by examining specifically the 

comparative data on "named authors." Kitchen observes that all of the thirty-five (or 

so) extant instructional works from both Mesopotamia and Egypt "are assigned to 

named human authors" (Kitchens, 1977, p. 93). Furthermore, in Egypt at least, "all 

the named authors and recipients . . . are presented as real people, and in many cases 

their historical existence is known from first-hand data . . . or is beyond rational 

doubt" (Kitchen, 1977, pp. 93-94). In the less extensive Mesopotamian literature, 

there appear two exceptions to the Egyptian pattern, viz., the instructions of 

Shurruppak (cf. Lambert, 1960, pp. 92-95). and of Shube-awilim (cf. Schaeffer, 1963, 

pp. 273-290). In the case of the former, the son of Shurruppak is identified as one 

Ziusudra, whose name is associated with the hero of the Sumerian deluge myth. 

Ziusudra is the name of the "Sumerian Noah," to whom, after the flood, the gods Anu 
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and Enlil gave "life like that of a god" (line 257, Pritchard, 1969, p. 44). The latter 

figure, Shube-awilim, remains, Kitchen concludes, "an enigma at present" (Kitchen, 

1977, p. 94). Both Shurruppak and Shube-awilim seem to belong to the shadowy 

realm of primordial mythology; but, again, these are the only exceptions to the usual 

pattern in Mesopotamia (as in Egypt). Other named authors in Mesopotamian 

instructions certainly are to be taken quite seriously as historical figures. The best-

known example is Ahiqar, whose name and work appear in die apocryphal Hebrew 

work Tobit (1.21-22; 2.10; 11.18; 14.10-12), and allusions to whose work are thought 

by some to appear in Proverbs as well (Day, 1995). 

Given that most books of the Old Testament are anonymous, the attribution of 

authorship in the Hebrew wisdom books is itself quite remarkable. The fact that the 

same phenomenon is met with in Egyptian literature (Williams, 1981) suggests that 

wisdom literature was the product of self-conscious literary effort, that is, the product 

of a literary community. Clearly, such a community flourished in most periods of 

Egyptian (and Mesopotamian) history. The Hebrew literary parallels to Egyptian 

wisdom suggest that such communities flourished in Israel as well. 

There is no way to know of course precisely how much Solomon himself might 

have composed of the works attributed to him. Kitchen points out that "authorship" 

of wisdom-compositions of this kind does not necessarily imply personal 

invention of everything that is presented. Given the highly traditional and 

'international' nature of ancient Near-Eastern wisdom, authors of such works 
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were as often collectors and reformulators of treasured lore as actual inventors 

(Kitchen, 1977, p. 71). 

It is enough to be able to say that the attributions are not flights of fantasy or pious 

frauds. The literary and material evidence demonstrate that wisdom literature of the 

Old Testament belongs to a luminous intellectual culture never known in Israel before 

Solomon, and never after him known in such brilliance. 

Solomon and the Emergence of the Wisdom Tradition 

Solomon's court then appears to have been not so very different from cultural 

institutions of other times and places. On the one hand, Solomon's court achieved 

remarkable if not astonishing success on a number of fronts, not the least of which had 

to do with cultivation of the tilings of the mind. On the other hand, Solomon's court, 

at least in its later transformations, displayed the kind of "diseased artificiality" which 

William Irwin (see above, Chapter IV) blamed on the "dogma of the divine right of 

kings" that "had grown apace through Solomon's reign" (Irwin, 1946, p. 348). Irwin 

might have said the same sort of thing, mutatis mutandis, about modern higher 

education in America. Its accessibility, its resources, its cutting-edge research 

capabilities, its pioneering scientific ethos, have all helped to make America the envy 

of the world. On the other hand, insiders know that American higher education suffers 

from identity crisis, politicized governance structures and procedures, curricular 

fragmentation, and internecine conflict. There is another side to every story told. 

The very ambivalence of cultural institutions, however, implies some 

underlying unity—a philosophy, one might say, or ideals, or at least motifs. Irwin's 
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otherwise fine analysis of Solomon's court and its disintegration seems to miss this 

crucial point. What Irwin calls "the dogma of the divine right of kings" seems 

originally to have served not (as Irwin suggests) to justify the rapacious intentions of 

Solomon and his retinue, but to guide Solomon in fashioning a culture in harmony 

with the righteous purposes of Yahweh. The "dogma" (if dogma is the right term) 

underwent a metamorphosis during his reign, not merely an extended application. 

To begin with, there is no reason to doubt the biblical association of Solomon's 

early kingship with wisdom. By all accounts, Solomon took seriously his appointment 

as nagid (see above, Chapter IV). His prayer for wisdom and his remarkable 

achievements in wisdom, recorded by the historians, bespeak not only superlative 

intellectual gifts and favorable scholarly dispositions, but a self-conscious awareness 

that he stood, and ought to stand, in what Kalugila called the tradition of the "wise 

king" (Kalugila, 1980). To say that the "wise king" ideal was later transmogrified by 

ambition and excess is one thing; to say that a skewed vision (the "dogma of divine 

right") had gained its logical outcome is quite another. The documentary evidence 

certainly sustains the former judgment; but not the latter. 

Philosophy of Kingship in Israel and in the Ancient Near East 

This judgment matters a great deal, for as Kalugila demonstrated, the ideal of 

the "wise king" linked Israel's monarchy with the much older traditions of Egypt and 

Mesopotamia. The writer of David's history (1 and 2 Samuel) had observed, with 

tantalizing ambiguity, that the institution of the monarchy made Israel "like all the 

foreign nations" (1 Sam. 8.5; cf. also 8.20; 10.18-19). The likeness included (what 
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amounted to) a political and social theory, a shared set of assumptions, which the 

respective cultures legitimated on the basis of metaphysical sanction or sanctions. In 

brief, the characteristic assumptions of this theory were: (1) That the god appointed the 

king, who then served as the deity's agent or viceregent, a function expressed by 

deification in Egypt and by royal titulary in Mesopotamia (cf. Frankfort, 1948; 

Engnell, 1943); (2) That the divine appointment of the king to rule served to order 

society itself, that is, that the king in some sense embodied the order of society; (3) 

That a primordial order underlies the present order—this ur'ordnung being centered in 

Egypt around the concept of ma at, and in Mesopotamia conceived as the product of 

ancient experience with the peculiar order of each individual phenomenon; (4) That 

wisdom is the means by which the king conforms his rule to die primordial order and 

achieves for his society the good life which such conformity anticipates; and (5) That 

the god gives wisdom for rule to the king as a gift, in the form of divine revelation. 

Again, as Kalugila shows, Israel incorporated these same basic assumptions into its 

own political and social theory. Israel differed from its neighboring cultures, as they 

differed among themselves, primarily in the peculiar metaphysics that sanctioned the 

theory, namely the strict ethical monotheism of Yahwism. 

The Hebrews not only shared with other ancient near eastern peoples the 

outline of a metaphysically (i.e., theologically) sanctioned sociopolitical theory, they 

shared also in self-conscious reflection on the theory itself, and on the theology that 

informed it. The Egyptians, for example, not only ordered their social life on the basis 
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of ma at, but they also thought about ma at itself and about die implications of ma at 

under this or that social condition. 

An Illustration: The Revolution of Akhenaton 

Perhaps the outstanding example of this kind of reflection from the ancient near 

east is the ill-fated "revolution" of Akhenaton (c. 1350 B. C.; cf. Gordon, 1965). For 

reasons not fully understood, Akhenaton (Amenophis IV) sought to replace the 

numerous cults of Egypt with a single cult devoted to the sun disc Aten. The king 

changed his own name ("Akhenaton" means "favored by Aten") and built a new 

capital, "the horizon of Aten" (Akhetaton), the ruins of which are today Tell el-

Amarna. And he sponsored a literature as well, extolling the greatness of Aten as 

sustainer and provider (cf. Pritchard, 1969, pp. 369-371). The revolution was short-

lived, however; for the "force of tradition," as Martin Noth says, "showed itself as 

superior to the will of the king" (Noth, 1962, p. 290). But both the revolution and the 

counterrevolution demonstrate the seriousness with which the ancients regarded the 

metaphysics of kingship. The metaphysics of kingship were, after all, the metaphysics 

of social order. It should be noted as well that, in this case, the king himself, "the 

'theologian' on the throne" (Noth, p. 289), undertook the reflection; surely a parallel to 

Solomon as patron of wisdom. 

An Illustration: Royal Building Patterns in the Ancient Near East 

To take another example, G. W. Ahlstrom has shown by way of painstaking 

research, that all the cultures of the ancient near east reflected on the interrelationship 

of god-king-national life through building programs. In emerging nations (as opposed 
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to city-states, or kinship groups), building patterns were determined, not only by 

economic and military exigencies, but by the felt need to legitimate the cultural 

authority of a kingship. Thus "in administrative centers it was necessary to build a 

house for the prefect or governor and a house for the god, that is, a temple" 

(Ahlstrom, 1982, p. 2). 

This particular pattern (and Ahlstrom documents numerous other building 

patterns) appears also in die histories of David's and Solomon's accession. The 

histories indicate that David first built the "city of David" in Jerusalem for his own 

dwelling (2 Sam. 5.9; 7.1-2), then prepared a tent for the "ark of covenant" 

(symbolizing the presence of Yahweh, 2 Sam. 6.17), and expressed a longing to build 

a permanent house (temple) for Yahweh (2 Sam. 7.1-2), though he was prevented from 

doing so (2 Sam. 7.4ff). For his part, Solomon built his own house as David had done 

(1 Ki. 7.1) and the "house of the Lord" which his father had planned to build (1 Ki. 

7.51). In both cases, as in Egypt and Mesopotamia, these two buildings together 

expressed the "basic ideology of the king's position; he ruled over the country of the 

god" (Ahlstrom, 1982, p. 2). 

Ahlstr5m goes on to point out, however, that, while Solomon's building 

patterns resembled royal building patterns in other parts of the ancient near east 

generally, there is no evidence of direct outside influence on Israel. The temple of 

Solomon provides a striking example of Israel's originality and integrity with regard to 

its material culture. Despite several theories that the temple was patterned after 
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Egyptian or Canaanite prototypes, the archaeological record provides no support 

whatever for such theories. Ahlstrom concludes that 

it is . . . possible that Solomon's architects (or the king himself) created a 

temple, the exact parallel of which has not yet been found. Consequently, 

Solomon's temple may be an Israelite contribution to die architecture of the 

ancient Near East (Ahlstrom, 1982, p. 36). 

Outer Forms and Inner Forms 

Ahlstrom's findings on this point are consistent with earlier findings in this 

research about vectors of influence in the ancient near east (see above, Chapter IV). 

The Israel of Solomon's empire shared, in general, die thought world of the ancient 

near east. That thought world revolved around the king as the embodiment or symbol 

of a primordial order which was sanctioned by the deity, and considered essential to 

die life of die society. But Israel did not slavishly imitate any of its neighbors in any 

of its own cultural practices (any more than Israel's neighbors slavishly borrowed from 

each other). 

Recalling the dimensions of literary genre discussed earlier ("outer form" and 

"inner form"), Israel shared much of the outer form of ancient near eastern culture. 

Donald Redford has identified, for example, four types of Egyptian influence on Israel: 

(1) Government mechanisms; (2) Linguistic borrowings; (3) Literary motifs; and (4) 

Philosophical concepts (Redford, 1984, p. 197). And numerous studies—from Adolf 

Erman (1924) to more recent interpreters (e.g., Fontaine, 1993; Day, 1995)~have 

traced influences of one sort or another in Israelite culture to Mesopotamian, other 
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Semitic, or (especially) Egyptian sources. But Israel did not share the inner forms of 

any other ancient near east culture. 

Robert Gordon discerned this very tension in fact in the biblical account of 

Solomon's construction of the temple. Gordon did not trace out the political 

implications of the Temple project, as Ahlstrom had done, but he did examine the 

project as an important symbol of one facet of Hebrew (and other ancient near east) 

kingship theory, viz., the concept of the "wise king." To summarize, Gordon 

interpreted the historical account of Solomon's temple "in the light of this general 

emphasis on wisdom in the Solomon narrative" (Gordon, 1995, p. 99). 

Gordon observed that, leaving aside the words of Yahweh himself, the 

attributive form of the Hebrew root hakam occurs at what appear to be strategic points 

in the accession narrative (1 Ki. 3-11): (1) As a blessing on Solomon in the mouth of 

Hiram, king of Tyre (1 Ki. 5.7), (2) As an approbation on Solomon's treaty with 

Hiram to provide material and (Phoenician) craftsmen for the project (1 Ki. 5.12), and 

(3) As a description of the Phoenicians' skill in construction (1 Ki. 7.14). Each ot the 

three occurrences portray Solomon as wise because he is able to incorporate non-

Israelite wisdom into his own. Taken together, they make Israel (and Israel's wise 

king) in some sense dependent on the wisdom of a foreign neighbor for the completion 

of its most important symbol of national and cultural life (i.e., the temple). Because 

the completion of the temple itself symbolizes the wisdom of Solomon, the writer has, 

paradoxically, made Israel's wisdom partly dependent on a more universal wisdom. 

For the historian, in other words, Solomon's paradigmatic wisdom did not consist 



exclusively either in his administrative skill, his innate intellectual capacities, or even 

in his (early) "pleasing the Lord" (1 Ki. 3.10; cf. Prov. 1.7; Job 28.28), but also in his 

wise use of non-Israelite resources. 

In light of the present research interests, this discussion on the nature of 

kingship in Israel and the ancient near east raises two crucial questions. First, what 

was the relation between the wise king motif (with its accompanying sociopolitical 

theory) and the wisdom tradition in Israel? Granted the historian's portrayal of 

Solomon as the wise king, and granted the attribution to him of the bulk of wisdom 

literature, what relationship obtains between these phenomena? Put bluntly, does 

"royal wisdom," to use Norman Porteus' (1960) concise phrase, point toward a royal 

wisdom school? Second, what do the similarities and differences between Israel's 

wisdom tradition and other ancient near eastern wisdom traditions reveal about Israel's 

educational enterprise? 

The Wise King: Wisdom in Israel and in the Ancient Near East 

In ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia, as noted in chapter three, there was a more 

or less explicit linkage between the court, the school, and the wisdom tradition. The 

school existed for the sake of the state, and served at the same time as the center of a 

scribal tradition engaged in preserving and renewing cultural ideals, rooted in a 

primordial wisdom, and expressed in a corpus of wisdom literature. One could wish 

that the situation in Solomonic Israel were so straightforward. Despite a rich and 

abundant wisdom literature, the character and precedents of Hebrew wisdom are much 

more obscure than either its Egyptian or Mesopotamian counterparts. 
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The role of this wisdom tradition in Israel's higher education is more obscure 

still. Only in the so-called intertestamental period (c. 400 B. C. to the birth of Jesus), 

as Judaism struggled to retain its integrity under the pressures of Hellenistic influence, 

only then, is there unambiguous evidence of the institutionalization of wisdom in a 

school. The most explicit testimony from this period is a fabled passage in 

Ecclesiasticus (Ben Sira) mentioned earlier: "Come to me, you who need instruction, 

and lodge in my house of learning" (51.23). 

The Lay-Orientation of Hebrew Wisdom 

This obscurity surrounding the institutionalization of Hebrew wisdom in die 

monarchical period results largely from the fact that die canonical wisdom literature is 

popular literature, that is to say, literature intended for a lay rather than scholarly 

audience. The case in die rest of the ancient near east is dramatically different. The 

wisdom texts of Egypt and Mesopotamia give every indication, and often explicit 

indication, that they were composed by scribes (or kings) for upper level scribal 

instruction in royal academies. Books by scholars, for scholars. The Hebrew wisdom 

texts are just as obviously intended for lay persons. As noted earlier, there are 

certainly evidences that Hebrew wisdom literature had a patrician origin (Gordis, 

1943/1944); but there is no evidence they were intended only for upper class persons, 

or, still less, for upper class professionals. 

For example, while the Hebrew wisdom literature, like much Oriental wisdom 

literature, is attributed to a king, die biblical wisdom, unlike the Oriental literature, 

betrays at most incidental interest in training for the duties of court. The expressed 
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intent of Proverbs, for example, is didactic of course; but, the student is simply the 

"naive" in need of "prudence" (1.4). And while the repeated vocative "my son" (1.8, 

15; 2.1; 3.1; 4.10, 20; 5.1, 7; 6.1, 20; 7.1; etc.) could be a double entendre, signifying 

either students or progeny, almost all the exhortations in Proverbs are appropriate at 

least to the context of home and hearth. It is clear, says James Crenshaw (1981), that 

family "occupies the center of stage here" (p. 22). Royal wisdom is certainly present 

in the Hebrew wisdom literature, but it is equally certain that this literature does not 

exist, as in Egypt and Mesopotamia, to serve the immediate interests of the court. 

There is, in other words, a curious balance in Hebrew wisdom, between matters 

of court and the life concerns of ordinary folk. To recall the earlier question about the 

relation of the "wise king" motif to the wisdom tradition, the Hebrew wisdom writers 

held kingship (on the one hand) and lay concerns (on die other) in creative tension. 

A further question, however, concerns the extent to which this tension might 

help elucidate the relationship that obtained between kingship and the tradition that 

produced the wisdom literature. To put it plainly, die sociological data suggests that 

the Solomonic court would have resembled the court of Egypt in most institutional 

respects, including provision for a scribal tradition and scribal schools. The Old 

Testament wisdom literature further claims Solomon as its patron and exemplar, 

likewise suggesting that a court scribal class was responsible for its production. But 

the literary product of this class, as preserved in the canon at least, is stubbornly lay-

oriented. Is there a way out of this impasse? 
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There seem in fact to be two possibilities; that is, two lines of evidence that 

might help clarify the relationship between Solomonic kingship and the wisdom 

tradition. The first is that the appearance of royal wisdom in the Hebrew wisdom 

literature is strategic, not accidental. The second is that the wisdom tradition was part 

of a larger scholarly enterprise, sponsored by the court, and expressed through, among 

other things, an educational apparatus. 

The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to following these lines of 

evidence, in preparation for addressing in summary fashion the question about a 

wisdom school in Chapter VI. 

The "Wise King" Motif in Hebrew Wisdom Literature 

Limitations of Hebrew Royal Wisdom 

In an essay published in 1978 (distilling a doctoral thesis, 1973), Lee 

Humphreys concluded that (what he called) "the motif of the wise courtier" plays a 

relatively minor role in the book of Proverbs. Humphreys confined himself to 

Proverbs 10-29, material he took to be older. Out of 538 sayings in this collection, 

"only about 30 have the courtier as the primary addressee" (Humphreys, 1978, p. 187). 

Humphreys explained that the writer (or compiler) of Proverbs "had a double focus in 

his life: the king and the deity." These were "primary and secondary loyalties" which 

the writer assiduously "kept separate" (p. 187). Whereas the Egyptian wisdom writer 

centered his life on the king as the deity incarnate and thus the sustainer of created 

order, the Hebrew writer "had to acknowledge that royalty and deity were distinct" (p. 

186). To this extent, the Hebrew writer more nearly resembled his Mesopotamian 
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counterpart, who would also have honored the king, but only as "the first of the 

courtiers, the highest servant of the divine sovereign" (p. 187). Parenthetically, in the 

judgment of Martin Noth, even in comparison with Mesopotamian (rather than 

Egyptian) views of kingship, Israel's deviations were significant enough to indicate that 

divine king ideology "was not really accepted" (Noth, 1967, p. 175). 

Be that as it may, Humphreys' analysis is largely right, but partly, and in a 

crucial way, wrong; wrong because it lacks critical exactness. First, the paucity of 

references to king and court in Proverbs has more to do with the audience (Crenshaw, 

1976) than with the writer's supposed divided loyalties. More importantly, however, 

there is no evidence in Proverbs that the writer's loyalties were divided. In fact the 

Proverbs king texts do not extol kingship as such, still less do they favor a particular 

king. Instead they establish the role responsibility of the ideal king, that is, the wise 

king. In one prominent royal text, for example, "righteous lips" are called "the delight 

of kings" (Prov. 16.13). The topic addressed in the saying is reminiscent of many 

ancient near eastern (especially Egyptian) instructions concerning care in speech.1 It is 

also certainly true that the text alludes to a court counselor, such as the "king's friend" 

(1 Ki. 4.5; Mettinger, 1971); but the focus of die text has little to do with court 

behavior. Hie text is set rather in the context of the wise king's role: "It is an 

abomination for kings to commit wickedness, For a throne is established on 

righteousness" [Heb. sdqh]" (Prov. 16.12). Because the wise king delights in sedaqah 

lrrhe sebayit of Ptah-hotep, for example, is called "The beginning of the expression [or, maxim] 
of good speech" (line 42; cf. Pritchard, 1969, p. 421). 
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("righteousness"), therefore righteous speech ("lips") delights the (wise) king. By the 

same analogy, the following verse in the text (16.14) must be understood to trace die 

effects of a moral cultural imperative established by the wise king's righteousness, not 

as instruction in mere sagaciousness at court: "The wrath of a king is as messengers of 

death, But a wise man will appease it" (16.14). 

If the attributions of Solomonic authorship in Proverbs are taken seriously, 

whether or not Solomon personally composed, or even personally edited every word, 

references to kingship lose the appearance of "secondary loyalties," and give instead 

die impression of ideological (theological) intentionality. (It should be noted in 

passing that Humphreys dismisses the attributions as "vague, mixed, and of late date" 

[p. 177], although he does not defend those judgments.) The biblical historians clearly 

do regard the early Solomon (at least) a model of the wise king precisely because he 

desired to rule righteously (see 1 Ki. 3.9-12). The royal wisdom passages, which 

claim Solomon's patronage, confirm this portrayal, not by exulting in Solomon, but by 

affirming the ideal of righteous kingship which Solomon endeavored for part of his 

tenure to sustain intellectually and to enact politically. Against Humphreys, therefore, 

the dominant motif in the royal wisdom texts is not that of "the wise courtier," but of 

the wise king. 

Moral Parameters of Hebrew koyal Wisdom 

It is important to reiterate that, for the biblical writers, the ideal of the wise 

king had moral parameters. According to Moshe Weinfeld, those parameters were 

established in the Old Testament by the use of a stock rhetorical device known as 
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hendiadys (a word-pair), die most prominent of which was "justice and righteousness" 

(Heb. mispat wasadaqah). Weinfeld argues that this word-pair (and several related 

pairs) denoted "kindness and mercy," that is, not merely juridical exactness but the 

execution of social justice and equity (Weinfeld, 1995, p. 36). Equally important, in 

terms of the present work, the social order established by mispat wasadaqah, in die 

Old Testament "is the responsibility of the king" (p. 45). This charge to rule in mispat 

wasadaqah occupied a prominent place in the accession narratives of both David (1 

Sam. 8.15) and Solomon (1 Ki 10.9), but also appears in royal psalms (e.g., Ps. 72) 

and in the prophets, both as an exhortation to sitting kings (e.g., Jer. 22.3) and as a 

vision for the future ideal king (e.g., Is. 42). The wisdom with which Yahweh pledged 

to endow the king (Kalugila, 1980) was therefore wisdom to establish his throne on 

principles of social equity, which principles in turn expressed the personal attributes of 

the deity. 

Like other kings of the ancient near east, the Israelite king held his office by 

divine sanction and for divinely ordered purposes (North, 1932). The modern 

distinction between "secular" and "sacred" simply did not occupy a place in the 

consciousness of the ancients. This is true as well for die wisdom writers (Murphy, 

1967). Even though wisdom is often thought more secular, rationalistic, empiricistic, 

philosophical, humanistic, and pluralistic in orientation that other ancient near eastern 

literature (Brueggemann, 1972; Priest, 1968), the fact remains that wisdom, no less 

than cultic and legal texts, presupposed the sanctions of divine order. What John 

Dreese aptly concludes about the supposed religious aberrations of Qoheleth could just 
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as well apply to other wisdom literature, Israelite and otherwise: "Qoheleth surprises 

us by his theological orthodoxy" (Dreese, 1971. p. 517). The best explanation, in fact, 

for the supposed religious aberrations of wisdom, is die association of that literature 

with the divinely sanctioned office of kingship. 

The King's Political Consciousness 

The wisdom literature might be said to represent a dimension of what Norman 

Gottwald termed the "king's political consciousness" (Gottwald, 1964, p. 376). 

Gottwald had examined the prophetic office through Israel's history with reference 

particularly to Israel's international relations. What did the prophets think about 

relations with nations outside Israel, about treaties, trade agreements, diplomatic 

forays, and the like? As representatives of an office defined by direct experience with 

God, Gottwald wanted to know, how would the prophets judge the more "secular," but 

still necessary, affairs of state? 

He concluded that the prophets seemed to follow a pattern of"oscillation 

between the depths of psychic communion with God and the manifold communal 

traditions" (p. 375), as a result of which they brought the full weight of those 

traditions to bear on die court. But, said Gottwald, with "few exceptions, the prophet 

stops short of making a [political] decision for Israel" (p. 376). The prophetic word 

instead becomes itself part of the king's "political consciousness." 

Gottwald employed the graphic image of three concentric circles to represent 

this political consciousness of the king. 
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At the heart of the king's obligation [the first circle] is his calling to an office 

of leadership which is sanctioned by religious traditions; he is the "servant of 

Yahweh" and the "shepherd" of his people, possessed of his own calling and 

inner responsibility. The king's vocation must [then] be seen through the 

received Yahwistic traditions as interpreted by die contemporary prophetic 

insight [second circle] (Gottwald, 1964, pp. 376-377). 

What all of this means is that the king cannot make decisions on the basis of mere 

technical information, or empirical knowledge, or what passes for prudence: "[The 

king] must. . . see his office in its Yahwistic depth and totality" (p. 377). 

Yet the king (and often only the king) must still make political decisions "in 

the ambiguous present" (p. 376). The king's decision-making responsibility is die 

outer circle of Gottwald's figure. This is the region where the king's calling (to 

establish mispat wasadaqah), informed by die Yahwistic traditions (metaphysically 

grounded moral law) intersect the "secular" and pragmatic realities of die king's office. 

This is a region it turns out—though Gottwald does not himself make this 

connection—dominated by the special concerns of the wisdom literature. In short, 

wisdom reflects the king's "political consciousness" exactly. Wisdom presupposes the 

substrata of Yahwistic calling and of informing Yahwistic tradition, just as, in the 

prophetic judgment, the king must do. But wisdom concerns itself with actualizing 

these core identities and values "in die ambiguous present." What appear to be 

religious aberrations in wisdom, therefore, turn out on closer inspection to be an 

orthodox theological substrate bumping up hard against "the ambiguous present." 
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The Mandate of Justice and Righteousness 

Precisely at this point a significant difference appears between wisdom in Israel 

and wisdom in the rest of the ancient near east. The Weinfeld study helps bring it 

into focus with an interesting note about the international context of the "justice and 

righteousness" motif. Weinfeld was intrigued—if not preoccupied—with similarities 

between the social justice mandate of the throne in Israel, and certain royal installation 

motifs in Mesopotamia (though not Egypt). Weinfeld concluded, however, that there 

were important differences between Israel and Mesopotamia in terms of actualizing the 

installation mandate. First, in Mesopotamia, the mandate to do "justice and 

righteousness" had an orientation to the past; in Israel, an orientation to the future. 

Thus Mesopotamian kings practiced misarum ("righteousness") by cancelling debts, for 

example, or by freeing the political prisoners of a former regime. Israelite kings, by 

contrast, were bound to ensure just conditions in the future by observing laws intended 

to safeguard the full participation of individuals in the life of the community (Mott, 

1982), such as the law of Jubilee (Lev. 25) which called for restoration of property 

lost through poverty. Mesopotamian "righteousness," in other words, had a distinctly 

political cast, while the Hebrew sedaqah represented a theological and cultural ideal. 

Second, Israel considered the mandate for social justice a divine command, nor 

merely a royal decree. Third, and significantly, 

the motivation for this proclamation [of social justice] among the kings of the 

ancient NE was the wish of the monarchs to win over the hearts of the people 

. . which explains why this was usually done when they ascended the throne. 
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While the kings ameliorated die condition of the poor by establishing 

"uprightness" or "freedom," their motivation for this was the wish to appear in 

the eyes of the people as just and upright kings, and not a genuine concern for 

improving the lot of the poor among the people (Weinfeld, 1995, p. 10). 

Weinfeld observes that when the Mesopotamian practice of misarum found its way 

into Hellenistic culture, it was often "looked upon with suspicion" precisely because it 

curried the favor of the populace, but failed to build a true citizenry (Weinfeld, 1995, 

p. llfn). 

A "True Citizenry" 

If the phrase "true citizenry" can be allowed some fluidity, the concern which 

Weinfeld detected in Greek culture over politically calculated (and thus spurious) 

"uprightness" might be said to have a genuine analog in Hebrew wisdom. For the 

Hebrew wisdom literature, as noted earlier, is lay oriented. Yet, the strands of royal 

wisdom which weave their way through the texts are neither accidental nor vestigial. 

They bespeak the divinely sanctioned role (vocation) of the king (1) as representative 

of the people, and (2) as the embodiment of ideals which characterize the life of 

Yahweh actualized "in the ambiguous present." The pedagogical ends served by die 

wisdom literature might be summarized therefore under the rubric of a "true citizenry;" 

or, of course, under the still simpler rubric of "the wise" (hakam). 

This decisively lay-oriented paideia in the canonical wisdom literature stands in 

bold relief against the highly professionalized orientation of wisdom in other ancient 

near east contexts. It is true that persons of humble origin sometimes gained entrance 
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to the scribal schools both in Mesopotamia (Sjoberg, 1976) and in Egypt (Williams, 

1972; Brunner, 1957). Yet, it is also true that the schools and the wisdom literature 

for which the schools provided the Sitz im Leben, prepared students, whatever their 

beginnings, for "the high standing and privileges of the [scribal] profession" (Wilson, 

1969b, p. 431). And, of course, most students were upper class in any case. 

Only much later in Israel's history, under Hellenistic influence, does one find 

anything like a professional orientation in wisdom; the best-known example being a 

passage from Ben Sira (38.1-39.11) extolling the scribal profession. The passage is a 

second century B. C. Israelite version of a genre long familiar in Egypt (also in 

Mesopotamia [cf. Sjoberg, 1976]), the satirical comparison of other occupations and 

professions with the noble art of the scribe. And yet, even Ben Sira's "professional" 

orientation is mitigated in at least two ways. First, he values the non-scribal trades in 

their own right: "Without them," he declares, "a city would have no inhabitants: no 

settlers or travellers would come into it" (38.32). Second, the thrust of his "exuberant 

poem" is to extol the intellectual life as such, not the status of the scribe (DiLella, 

1993, p. 139). By contrast, Ben Sira's Egyptian counterpart (Khety) who wrote "The 

Satire on the Trades" seeks to inspire his son (Pepy) to diligence in his scribal studies 

by holding before him the unhappy prospect of becoming a "belabored man" in one of 

the seventeen occupations whose assorted wretchednesses he seems only to eager to 

detail. Against this international context, and even (to some degree) against the later 

history of Hebrew wisdom itself, canonical wisdom aimed at the preparation of lay 

persons for a life which actualizes wisdom in the ambiguous present. 
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The Ambiguous Present: The Paideia of Hebrew Wisdom 

At first blush, the Hebrew notion of an ambiguous present which challenges 

settled assumptions and naive certainties would seem to share a good deal with the 

wisdom literature of the ancient near east. But a more careful reading forces quite a 

different conclusion. There exists, to be sure, a philosophical, speculative, sub-genre 

of wisdom in the ancient near east that seems to challenge the limits of the received 

Weltordnung (literally, "world-order") in light of the brutal facts of experience. One 

thinks of the Sumerian "Man and His God" (cf. Kramer, 1960), for example, or the 

Egyptian "Dispute over Suicide," or "Protests of the Eloquent Peasant" (cf. Wilson, 

1969a). 

In each of these non-Israelite works, however, the accepted, primordial order of 

things survives quite intact. The author of the Egyptian suicide text, for example, is 

weary of life precisely because he believes his age (First Intermediate Period, c. late 

3rd century B. C.) had abandoned the good order of ma at: "(Men) are contented with 

evil; Goodness is rejected everywhere" (lines 108-109; cf. Wilson, 1969a, p. 406). In 

keeping with the somewhat more individualistic Mesopotamian temper (Kramer, 1964), 

the (so-called) Sumerian "Job" ("Man and His God") laments not the abandonment of 

order on a cultural scale, but a personal disruption of order resulting from some 

(probably unintended) offense against his own god. The sufferer's only recourse is "to 

keep wailing and lamenting before him until he turns a favorable ear to his prayers" 

(Kramer, 1960, p. 171). In both cases, however, the primordial "order," as such, 

prevails. In the Egyptian case, the order is a kind of law violated with seeming 
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impunity. In the Mesopotamian, the order is a kind of protocol breached 

unintentionally. In both cases, however, potential remedies are ready at hand for 

restoring order. The Egyptian court can return to the practice of ma at, and the 

Sumerian "Job" can (and does) wail until his god hears. 

In Hebrew wisdom, however, no such remedies are available. To be sure, as 

Bruce Waltke points out, the Hebrew wisdom writers believed in "an inviolable . . . 

order" (Waltke, 1979, p. 233). And, on the other hand, the Mesopotamian and 

Egyptian writers also appealed to their deities for principles of Weltordnung. But the 

"order" in Hebrew wisdom was a "moral order" reposed in Yahweh the creator who 

for the sake of this order "brought 'wisdom' into existence" (p. 236). And "the divine 

interest in man's behavior" in other ancient near east cultures had, as Henri Frankfort 

put it, "a distinctly impersonal character" (Frankfort, 1961, p. 76). The "order" of the 

cosmos has, in other words, a decisively pragmatic character about it in the wisdom of 

Egypt and Mesopotamia; while in Israel wisdom is just as decisively moral. 

Proverbs 

For this very reason, therefore, the "ambiguous present" tends to be much more 

radically ambiguous in Hebrew wisdom than in other ancient near east wisdom. 

Proverbs, for example, is not, as some wisdom scholars suppose, merely sage advice 

for comfortable upper class living (cf. Kovacs, 1974; also Rad, 1972). Rather, as 

Harold Washington argues in his study of wealth and poverty in Proverbs, the teaching 

of the book on these topics is ambiguous (Washington, 1994). "a diverse range of 

historically contingent points of view are held in creative tension with one another." 
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"Yet," Washington goes on to say, "it is precisely the appreciation of this creative 

tension that the ancient Hebrew sages sought to teach, along with discernment 

necessary to adjudicate among contingencies and the willingness to submit sensitively 

and humbly to the instruction of tradition" (Washington, 1994, p. 206). 

Qoheleth 

Nowhere in Hebrew wisdom does the struggle for moral order in the 

ambiguous present appear more tortured than in Qoheleth. One particularly 

compelling example of the struggle emerges out of a text (Eccl. 7.16-17) much 

disputed because of its utter strangeness to ears accustomed to the lofty moralism of 

Hebrew literature generally: "Do not be excessively righteous," the author exhorts, 

"and do not be overly wise. Why should you ruin yourself? Do not be excessively 

wicked and do not be a fool. Why should you die before your time?" Interpreters 

typically follow one of two courses: (1) They attempt to absolve the author of guilt by 

making his words a warning against ritualistic, legalistic perfectionism (Plumptre, 

1891; Kaiser, 1979); or (2) They admit the writer's guilt, but mitigate his turpitude, 

usually by analogy with Aristotle's "golden mean" (Barclay, 1908). One writer 

attributes to Qoheleth the notion that "[to live successfully one] must be prepared to be 

. . . moral or immoral . . . as . . . events require" (MacDonald, 1965/1936; p. 86). 

R. N. Whybray, however, suggests a much more plausible interpretation. 

Qoheleth neither advocates a moral middle, nor warns against supercilious ritualism. 

Rather, he inveighs "against se/f-righteousness: against the state of mind which claims 

actually to have achieved righteousness or perfection. . . . a state of mind [which is] 
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often a consequence of an undue striving after perfection" (Whybray, 1978, p. 191). 

Qoheleth is "the enemy of false righteousness just as he is of false pretensions to 

wisdom" (p. 202). For Qoheleth, the ambiguities of the present do not permit 

smugness and self-assuredness. 

J. S. Wright suggests, in fact, that a heightened sense of the ambiguous present 

is precisely what drives the philosophy of Ecclesiastes. The "vanity of vanities" which 

is human life in the world, the paradox of a good God and a moral order on the one 

hand, and of disorder and perplexity on die other, defies all attempts at easy answers. 

For Qoheleth, life "does not provide the key to itself," says Wright (1946, p. 26); title 

"events of life by themselves do not furnish the clue to their own meaning" (p. 32). 

Job 

Job presents an even more difficult case for interpretation, and at the same time 

an even more poignant expression of die ambiguous present. Of course, even a 

surface reading of the book reveals Job's rejection of the naive act-consequence moral 

paradigm espoused by his friends. They who come to console him after his loss of 

everything, end by blaming him. In their eyes, Job is in the position of his Sumerian 

counterpart. He has (whether knowingly or unwittingly) offended die deity. His only 

course now is to mend his ways and cry out for relief. But Job knows better, and 

therein lies the central issue of die book. Job acknowledges both his unrighteousness 

(7.21) and his finitude (14.1-6); but he also knows that neither sin nor finitude can 

account for misery in such proportions as his. God has targeted him (7.20). So Job 

presses his complaint hard against God, so radically in fact that he seems, as it were, 
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to put "God in the dock" (Lewis, 1970). For many interpreters, therefore, the book of 

Job is simply a theodicy (Crenshaw, 1981); and in this, God fares well in some eyes 

(Anderson, 1976), poorly in others (Scott, 1971), and very badly indeed in a few 

others (Jung, 19S2). For Carl Jung, the God of Job stands for all injustice and 

callousness in high places. This God's "answer to Job" is less a vindication of the 

deity, than his apology (Jung, 1952). 

As tempting as it is to read Job as a simple theodicy, such an interpretation 

fails to do justice to the central issue of the book (Nicholson, 1995). The justice of 

God is never really at stake for Job. Despite his challenges, physical and intellectual, 

Job consistently affirms the wisdom of God, and the moral order God sustains. Thus 

does Job face his troubles at the beginning: "The Lord gave and die Lord has taken 

away. Blessed be die name of the Lord" (1.21). And thus does his last search for 

wisdom conclude: "God understands its [wisdom's] way; And he knows its place. . . . 

And to man he said, "Behold, the fear of the Lord, that is wisdom; . . .'" (28.23, 28). 

The real crisis for Job is a crisis of worldview. His experience forces Job to 

abandon "traditional wisdom understandings of cosmology and society" and with them 

even, to some degree, conceptions of God (Perdue, 1993, p. 91). Job's last speech, 

therefore, elaborates different wisdom themes: uncertainty, perplexity, and limitation in 

the presence of a paradoxical disorder in God's creation. "Surely," the protagonist 

declares, "there is a mine for silver, And a place where they refine gold" (28.1); but 

"where can wisdom be found?" (28.12). Job cannot now "reduce the complexity of 

experience to the simplicity of a single formula" (Rowley, 1958, p. 197). 
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The two answers of God to Job "out of the whirlwind" (38.1-40.2; 40.6-41.26) 

both confirm (cf. Job 42.7) and extend Job's new perspective on wisdom. In the first 

speech, God challenges Job's presumptions to knowledge. In the second, he challenges 

Job to face the complexity of moral order itself: To affirm a moral order is one thing, 

to enact moral order, or even to understand its antecedents are matters altogether 

different (Tsevat, 1966). Yet God refuses to answer Job by "invoking some 

supernatural faith beyond the canons of reason. Nor does He offer an escape from evil 

by flight to a mystical refuge, open only to the elect and denied to the generality of 

men" (Gordis, 1965, p. 45). The search for wisdom is entirely valid, even in the 

ambiguous present, and even though the search for wisdom can never remove all 

mysteries or solve all problems. But the search cannot proceed only "by the 

application of human reason, experience, and observation, . . . because the problem [in 

Job, of suffering] is cosmic and scope and it would be senseless to expect a solution 

with instruments of lesser compass" (p. 45). 

Conclusion: Hebrew Wisdom as a Program of Educational Rigor 

The wisdom of Israel's sages, therefore, stands in stark contrast to the wisdom 

of surrounding ancient near east cultures in at least two particulars. First, Hebrew 

wisdom was oriented to the lay person, while in other ancient near east cultures, 

wisdom served the court and the scribal profession as such. The schools of Egypt and 

Mesopotamia trained professionals to function in the large bureaucracies, or to 

perpetuate the ideals of wisdom in the academy (cf. Falkenstein, 1953; Williams, 

1972). The civil requirements of the Davidic-Solomonic state no doubt gave rise to 
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schools for professional training as well, probably along lines laid out by Egyptian 

precedents (Rad, 1962; Mettinger, 1971). But the Hebrew wisdom literature is 

decisively lay-oriented. Indeed the fact that "the Old Testament texts do not give 

much prima facie evidence for the existence" of such schools of higher education in 

Israel (Mettinger, 1971) confirms this lay-orientation. The biblical writers had little 

reason to mention a scribal school, because they did not intend their work for scribes. 

Second, the Hebrew wisdom writers embraced a different educational 

philosophy than did the scribes of other near east cultures. Though there were 

significant differences of outlook between the Egyptian and Mesopotamian approaches 

to education, there were even more substantial commonalities. The most significant 

shared principle was the principle of "order," in the impersonal sense of the German 

Weltordnung. Egyptian sages summarized this order under the rubric of ma at, and 

embodied it in the deified personhood of the pharoah. Mesopotamian scribes tended 

instead to formulate laws that served to encase with permanency the order appropriate 

to particular social conditions, and thereby to regulate the policies of kings and 

councils for the good of society as a whole (Epsztein, 1986). But the result in both 

cases was a kind of educational pragmatism. Students were trained in wisdom; and 

wisdom was thought to consist in knowledge of the "order," and in appropriate 

application of this knowledge so as to achieve material success—wealth, reputation, 

influence, and the like. 

The Hebrew sages, however, found order in the person of Yahweh, for which 

reason they defined the order using moral rather than utilitarian categories. They 
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could not reduce wisdom to the level of "counsel for success" (Blank, 1962). They 

acknowledged an enduring moral order and die reality of radical ambiguity in the 

present, and they sought to keep both the order and die ambiguity together in creative 

tension (cf. Bertocci, 19S9). The paideia which eventuated from this cosmology 

aimed first, therefore, at the formation of persons, rather than the acquisition of skills 

for success. 

Moreover, given the radical presence of disorder, the hakam ("wise") must be 

prepared for a disciplined struggle. Dame Wisdom (Prov. 8) invites all to take her 

instruction, the value of which is greater than "choicest gold" (8.10). But the quest for 

wisdom will follow a torturous path, not only because it is strewn with hard questions 

and agonizing complexities (Prov. 1.1-6, e.g.), but because wisdom can never be fully 

attained. In short, the paideia of Hebrew wisdom implies rigor and humility. "Rigor" 

because full understanding cannot afford to ignore any legitimate branch of knowledge, 

nor difficult or unpleasant questions. "Humility" because wisdom can never ensure 

success in material or pragmatic terms. 

What, then, of the possibility that a wisdom school existed in ancient Israel; 

and that it functioned as the equivalent of what is nowadays called higher education? 

This sketch of the paideia of Hebrew wisdom might seem to foreclose on attempts to 

answer the question. All that seems to remain of any contribution from the rest of the 

ancient near east, where such schools surely existed, is a strong likelihood that the 

Israelite empire would have had some similar institution of higher education to train 

officials at court. On the other hand, die Hebrew wisdom literature is doggedly lay-
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oriented. For that reason, a connection between education for royal officials and the 

educational philosophy embedded in Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Job, is far easier to 

assert than to argue. 

There is, however, a common denominator between the wisdom schools of the 

ancient near east, the (hypothesized) royal training schools of Israel's empire, and the 

biblical wisdom literature, namely, the king. Ancient near eastern schools served the 

king, as noted in Chapter III; and so, naturally, any training institutions established by 

David or Solomon would also have served the court. But the wisdom literature also, 

even in its lay-orientation, lays claim to the patronage of the king. It has already been 

shown that there is no necessary reason to doubt the claim; and, in fact some good 

reasons for accepting it at face value. What remains here is to explore one additional 

question about wisdom's claim to royal patronage. The question concerns the 

relationship between Solomon's patronage of wisdom literature, and Solomon's 

patronage of other scholarly activities in the period of the empire. To that question, 

and to its implications for the primary research problem of this dissertation, the last 

chapter of the work now turns. 



CHAPTER VI 

AN INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN ANCIENT ISRAEL: 

THE CASE FOR A WISDOM SCHOOL 

The "Broad Hypothesis" of a Wisdom School: Summary and Critique 

Before turning specifically to the character of Solomon's influence on scholarly 

activity in early Israel, it may be useful to recapitulate the work to this point by 

examining arguments for and against the hypothesis of a wisdom school in Israel. At 

the beginning of his book Early Israelite Wisdom (1994), Stuart Weeks offers the 

following judgment on wisdom scholarship relative to die question of a wisdom 

school: 

For some seventy years, biblical scholars have supposed that wisdom literature 

arose in Israel as a response to the educational needs of the state 

administration. Composed by "wise men" within administrative circles, it 

imitated and drew upon works used for the education of officials in other 

nations, inheriting ideas and assumptions from them, and perhaps constituting 

part of an international "wisdom movement" (p. 1). 

The result of these scholarly suppositions, Weeks goes on to say, is "that the broad 

hypothesis of wisdom's origins in the education of administrators has taken on the 

staus of an 'assured result,' and that has had profound effects" (p. 4). It is "healthy," 

Weeks adds (in prospect of announcing his own thesis), "to re-examine 'assured results' 
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once in a while, and in this case such a re-examination is long overdue" (p. 4). 

Weeks' point is well taken. In fact, his re-examination will serve remarkably well to 

organize this critique of scholarly investigations on the question of a wisdom school, 

including, as it turns out, Weeks' own. 

Weeks is certainly right to label the wisdom school hypothesis an "assured 

result" of scholarship. Numerous highly respected Old Testament scholars, such as 

Gerhard von Rad (1972, 1976), Hans-Jurgen Hermisson (1968), Andre Lemaire (1993), 

Roland de Vaux (1961), R. B. Y. Scott (1960, 1971), and many others, have argued 

for the existence of such a school, or at the very least, from the Solomonic period 

onward a royal scribal institution with educational interests of some sort. The most 

notable dissenting voice belongs to R. N. Whybray, who denied the existence of a 

class of sages (1974). However, it might be more accurate to say that Whybray 

merely replaced the hypothesis of a wisdom school with the same hypothesis clothed 

in different vocabulary (Crenshaw, 1985). Weeks' proposed "re-examination, therefore, 

certainly merits a closer look, more especially because the "assured results" of wisdom 

scholarship rest on what all acknowledge to be snippets of hard evidence, wrested out 

of meager sources, and augmented with enthusiasm. 

The argument drawn from these evidences for a wisdom school, as Weeks 

enumerates them, fall into four categories. First, a considerable body of epigraphic 

evidence seems to support the hypothesis of institutionalized pedagogy. Second, the 

administration of the Solomonic state necessitated professional schools on the analogy 

(and, perhaps, adapting the pattern) of schools in die rest of the ancient near east, 
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particularly Egypt. Third, though few in number, there are some biblical texts which 

seem explicitly to describe formal educational practices. Fourth, the existence of a 

literary corpus (wisdom literature) is prima facie evidence of a scribal culture, and 

with it, an educational apparatus. To these four arguments, one other should be 

probably be added, viz., that a number of biblical texts are most easily explained on 

the hypothesis of a scribal school (Hermisson. 1968). 

Epigraphic Evidence of Formal Education in Israel 

Archaeology in the ancient near east, and especially in Egypt, has brought to 

light numerous monumental and other inscriptions associated with schools. The 

British Museum, for example, has on exhibit hundreds of papyrus fragments, ostraca 

(pottery sherds used for writing), wooden pallettes, monuments, wax tablets, and other 

forms of epigraphy, known to have been used by scribes or their pupils. The holdings 

there include an ostracon containing text from the famous "Instruction of 

Amenemope," with marginal corrections in the hand of a scribe clearly visible (British 

Museum, 1993, 1996). 

Unfortunately, there is no such unambiguous epigraphic evidence for schools or 

schooling in Israel. The only real candidate is the celebrated "Gezer Calendar." The 

artifact is a small piece of limestone (Pritchard, 1976) inscribed with a description of 

die months of the year, and the agricultural work associated with each (Harrison, 1969; 

Pritchard, 1969). The text dates from the time of Solomon. It apparently originated 

also in a city (Gezer) known to have been rebuilt by Solomon (Bright, 1972; Albright, 

1943). The text gives every appearance of being a school text; but, as Weeks points 
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out, there is no way to be certain that it was. And even it were a school text, the 

Calendar would provide evidence only for schooling at an elementary level, likely 

even at home, not in a formal institution, still less an institution of higher education. 

The Educational Needs of the Solomonic State 

Anyone who studies the biblical records of Solomon's reign in light of its 

ancient near eastern context will be struck by intriguing correspondences between the 

court history of Solomon, and the court histories of many Egyptian monarchs. At least 

two full-length monographs, by Eric Heaton (1974) and Tryggve Mettinger (1971), 

explore these correspondences in detail; and numerous articles and essays explore 

selected correspondences in still greater detail. 

For Heaton, Solomon was "the Pharoah of Israel" (1974, p. 28), not only 

because he appropriated administrative structures and methods of the Egyptian court to 

his own use, but also because, as an accident of history, Solomon's meteoric rise filled 

a power vacuum in the western levant. The "old imperial powers—Egyptian, Hittite 

and Assyrian—were more or less in a state of collapse" (p. 11), so that Solomon's 

kingdom assumed dominance in the region. "Israel soon discovered," however, Heaton 

wrote, "that a highly-centralized state cannot be run without a civil service and that a 

civil service cannot be maintained without schools. And schools, however pedestrian 

the aims of their founders, lead sooner or later to new ways of dunking" (p. 12). 

According to Heaton, the new bureaucratic class that emerged in Solomon's reign (or, 

in his language, "Solomon's new men") was exactly parallel to die bureaucratic class 

in Egypt, and adaptive of its outlook, its institutions, its ways of thinking, its literature, 
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in short, of its culture. Israel's wisdom literature, therefore, like the wisdom literature 

of Egypt, was "no more and no less than the 'classical' tradition of its educated men" 

(p. 130), the product, as in Egypt, of scribal education. 

Heaton's work has a distinctly sociological bent. He argues (1) that a certain 

kind of state requires a trained bureaucracy for its perpetuation and advance, (2) that 

Israel rapidly transformed into that kind of state in the Davidic-Solomonic period (c. 

10th centuiy, B. C ), (3) that Israel (therefore) had precedents for administering such a 

state, and (4) that as a consequence, Israel looked to Egypt for patterns of statecraft. 

Mettinger's (1971) research proceeds along the same theoretical lines, but 

employs a different method. On the basis of linguistic (philological) and historical 

(literary and archaelogical) evidences, Mettinger examines the parallels between 

"Solomonic state officials" and officials known to have functioned in the Egyptian 

court. He concludes that four of these officials, the soper ("secretary," 2 Sam. 8.17; 

20.25; 1 Ki. 4.3), the mazkir (the "herald" or "recorder," 2 Sam. 8.16; 20.24; 1 Ki. 

4.3), the 'aser al-habbayit (the official "over the house," 1 Ki. 4.6), and (less 

certainly) the re eh hamelek ("the friend of the king," 1 Ki. 4.5; cf. Donner, 1961) 

were modelled on Egyptian prototypes. 

The first of these is doubtless the most interesting for the present work, 

because Mettinger concluded that the soper served the court as "writer par excellence" 

(p. 42). He would have been responsible for keeping royal annals and for composing 

royal letters and other documents, likely with a large, well-trained scribal staff at his 

disposal. In Solomon's list of officials (1 Ki. 4.2-6), two sopherim are named, rather 
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than one, as in David's listing, an addition Mettinger explained as an indication that 

Solomon's scholarly and literary activities were growing apace with the needs of the 

bureaucracy itself. On Mettinger's reading, the existence of the office of soper serves 

to link court and wisdom school in Israel as in Egypt. And insofar as education is 

essential to the development of highly trained bureaucrats, there "are reasons for 

thinking," Mettinger argues, "that it was through the education of officials, through the 

Israelite scribal (or wisdom) school that much of the Egyptian influence during the 

subsequent history of the Monarchy made its way into Israel" (p. 140). 

Weeks is not impressed either by Heaton's sociology of an educated class or by 

Mettinger's argument for Egyptian prototypes in Solomon's kingdom. As to the 

former, Weeks challenges Heaton's reconstruction of the Solomonic era as a whole. 

The "biblical picture" of the period, says Weeks, "is not entirely coherent" (p. 114). 

The idea "that Solomon's reign was settled and prosperous, and that his relations with 

Egypt were consistently cordial" rests on "selective use of biblical material" which 

itself provokes "some suspicion that [it] has been coloured by nostalgia" (p. 115). As 

to Mettinger's thesis, Weeks regards it as highly improbable. He observes that most of 

the Solomonic officials examined by Mettinger appear also in the Davidic officials 

lists. Since David had no known contacts with Egypt at all, the likelihood of Egyptian 

influence in Solomon's court diminishes. Further, says Weeks, "it is doubtful that the 

Egyptian administration, geared to a wholly different scale and a quite dissimilar 

economy, could usefully have served as a model for Israel" (p. 127). 
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Unfortunately for Weeks, his own critique is badly flawed. For one thing, 

neither Heaton nor Mettinger hypothesize the kind of wholesale imitation of Egyptian 

models in Israel's court that Weeks charges to them. Heaton says, for example, that 

the "Egyptian educational [wisdom] tradition was only the milieu of Israel's scribes 

and not their master" (Heaton, 1974, p. 130). He goes on to speak of "influence" and 

"affiliation," but never of mere imitation. Mettinger is even more cautious. Of the six 

Solomonic officials he examines, only three seem to represent more or less direct 

adaptations of Egyptian prototypes. For one other of these offices (the "friend of the 

king"), the hypothesis of direct borrowing provides, according to Mettinger, only "a 

very attractive answer to the question of the origin of the Hebrew title." He is quick 

to add, however, that "this issue cannot be settled on the present state of our 

knowledge" (Mettinger, 1971, p. 69). 

Weeks claims that the real non-Israelite influence on Solomon's court would 

have come from northern Canaanite sources (e.g., Tyre, cf. 1 Ki. 5), a possibility 

"frequently overlooked" (p. 130). But this possibility is not "frequently overlooked," 

as works by Albright (1960), Bright (1972), Day (1993) and many others attest. In 

any case, the influence of the Canaanite city-states (1) would largely have reflected 

Egyptian models, since most of die Canaanite states were Egyptian vassals, and (2) 

would never have been great because they were not comparable to Israel in the 

Davidic-Solomonic period. 

Weeks' critique seems at last to rest on his own highly selective and 

interpolative use of the biblical materials. Weeks dismisses the Old Testament 
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accounts of Solomon's splendor, but happily accepts accounts in the same Old 

Testament history of a "certain ambiguity" in "Solomon's relations with Egypt." 

Weeks seems to be suggesting that one biblical account concerning Solomon is 

reliable, while another in the same literary field is not. To claim that accounts of 

Solomon's kingship are unreliable because they are "coloured by nostalgia," 

"hyperbolic in tone," and "clearly composite" (p. 115) is not a scholarly judgment, but 

psychological catharsis. 

In point of fact, as argued in Chapter V, the character of Solomon's empire 

described in the biblical history greatly increases the probability that Israel would have 

borrowed selectively from Egypt, which would then be its nearest comparable 

neighbor. The rapid rise of Solomon's empire further increases die historical 

probability that Israel would have looked to Egypt early on in Solomon's reign for 

educational prototypes. Reference was made earlier to R. N. Adams' (1975) theory 

about the evolution of states (see above, Chapter IV), through phases of identity, 

coordination, and centralization. A corollary of Adams' theory is that development in 

certain parts or units of the whole (i.e., of the state), occurs simultaneously with 

development of the whole at a lower level. While the state as a whole, for example, 

is developing structures and processes of coordination, some parts of the state will 

likely be developing centralized structures and processes at the same time. 

If the biblical accounts of Solomon's reign are taken more or less at face value, 

they describe a state already at his accession in the phase of rapid coordination, and 

shortly after his accession, in a phase of rapid centralization. But a rapidly 
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coordinating state would have required a fairly complete (i.e., centralized) educational 

apparatus early on for its own development, a necessity illustrated nowhere better than 

in the founding of Harvard College (1636) in the nascent American state. An Israelite 

empire, therefore, emerging in a near east context characterized by Egyptian weakness, 

but still bearing the impress of old Egypt in its former glory, would find itself 

uniquely situated to choose from its intellectual and cultural world without sacrificing 

its own religio-cultural identity. In short, (1) the demands of Solomon's imperial 

statecraft would certainly require education at a high level, and (2) Egyptian models 

for formal education were known, available, and readily adaptable to die needs of 

Israel and its particular religio-cultural identity. 

Biblical References to Institutionalized Education 

Almost ninety years ago, August Klostermann (1908) published what has 

become a classic essay, entitled Schuhveisen im alten Israel [Education in Ancient 

Israel]. The essence of his argument was that, scant as they are, a few (i.e., three) Old 

Testament texts explicitly mention a system of education in ancient Israel. 

Isaianic Texts 

The first occurs in a context of prophetic denunciation against Israel's 

unwillingness to hear the voice of God: 

To whom would He [Yahweh] teach knowledge? And to whom would he 

interpret the message? Those just weaned from milk? Those just taken from 

the breast? For He says, "Order on order, order on order, Line on line, line on 

line, A little here, a little there." Indeed, He will speak to this people Through 
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stammering lips and a foreign tongue, he who said to diem, "Here is repose," 

but they would not listen. So die word of the Lord to them will be "Order on 

order, order on order, Line on line, line on line, A little here, a little there," 

That they may go and stumble backward, be broken, snared, and taken captive 

(Is. 28.9-13). 

The second text adduced by Klostermann also occurs in Isaiah, specifically in 

the third "Servant Song" where the the ebed YHWH (the Servant of Yahweh) avows 

that "the Lord God has given" him "the tongue of disciples" (Is. 50.4) The key word 

in die Hebrew text is limmudim, translated "disciples." The verbal root lamad comes 

as close to being a technical term as any in the Hebrew language for training (i.e., "to 

train"), teaching, and, in passive constructions, for being taught or trained (Brown, 

Driver, & Briggs, 1907, pp. 540-541). 

The word is used three times, for example, in an account that holds special 

interest for this research. The account concerns Jehosaphat, king of Judah some 150 

years after Solomon (873-849 B. C.), whom the Chronicler credits "with being a 

sincere Yahwist who sought to suppress pagan tendencies within the realm" (Bright, 

1972, p. 248). As a part of what appears to have been a program of judicial reform, 

Jehoshaphat "sent his officials . . . to teach [Heb. Hammed) in the cities of Judah. . . . 

and they taught [Heb. way'lamm'du] in Judah, having the book of the law of the Lord 

with them; and they went throughout all the cities of Judah and taught [Heb. 

way'lamm'du] among the people" (2 Chr. 17.7, 9). Since other instances of this word 

bear die sense of formal training, whether for war (1 Chr. 5.18) or in music (1 Chr. 
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25.7), or of animals (Hos. 10.11), Klostermann's inference about the "Servant" in 

Isaiah, namely that the Servant is claiming for himself an experience of formal 

education, is at least plausible. 

On the other hand, neither of these texts is definitive for deciding whether 

schools existed in Israel. Weeks is certainly right to say that Klostermann's 

interpretation of the first text (Is. 28.9-13) as "a pastiche of a school lesson. . . . 

encounters several difficulties" (p. 133). The most obvious difficulty involves the age 

of these (supposed) students, who are being taught to write just after they are weaned? 

Not surprisingly, several scholars have proposed quite different solutions (cf. Van 

Selms, 1973; Lindblom, 1962, Watts, 1985). Interpretation of the second passage (Is. 

SO. 4-S) is complicated by the fact that most critical scholars date Isaiah 40-66 (so-

called "Deutero-Isaiah") after the exile (c. 586 B. C ) rather than in the eighth century 

B. C. This creates a problem for many scholars, including Weeks, for if the text were 

"composed after the period of the monarchy . . . it does not. . . necessarily reflect the 

situation of an earlier age" (Weeks 1994, p. 135). Even on an earlier dating (cf. 

Young, 1955), the reference in this passage could well be to "prophetic discipleship 

and to the oral instruction involved in such relationship with a prophetic master" 

(Crenshaw, 1985, p. 603). Even if both texts could be taken as references to formal 

instruction, however, nothing could be adduced about the context of that instruction in 

Israelite culture. Still worse, while the second text might apply to something like 

higher education, it does not apply necessarily; and the first text could only apply, if at 

all, to beginning elementary education. 
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Proverbs 22.17-21 

Klostermann's third text adduced in support of formal education in Israel 

presents a different sort of problem. The text appears in the Old Testament wisdom 

book of Proverbs; but the setting is much in dispute. The text reads as follows: 

Incline your ear and hear the words of the wise, And apply your mind to my 

knowledge; For it will be pleasant if you keep them within you, That they may 

be ready on your lips. So that your trust may be in the Lord, I have taught you 

today, even you. Have I not written to you excellent things Of counsels and 

knowledge. To make the certainty of the words of truth That you may 

correctly answer to him who sent you? (Prov. 22.17-21). 

The axis of dispute here is the relationship between Proverbs 22.17-24.22 and the 

Egyptian "Instruction of AmenemopeAs noted earlier (see above, Chapter II), 

wisdom scholarship actually began to take shape when the similarities between these 

two texts first came under scrutiny (cf. Budge, 1924; Erman, 1924; Oesterly, 1927; 

Washington, 1994). Early debates about the direction of influence quickly resolved 

themselves into a consensus that the writer of Proverbs made use of Amenemope, not 

least because archaeological discoveries pushed the date of composition for the 

Egyptian text back from the tenth to the seventh centuries B. C. to sometime before 

1000 B. C. (Ruffle, 1979). The axis of dispute over Klostermann's use of Proverbs 

22.17-21, however, concerns neither the date of Amenemope nor the direction of 

influence, so much as the significance interpreters should attach to the "Amenemope 

collection" (Prov. 22.17-24.22) at the head of which Klostermann's text stands. 
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For Weeks and most other wisdom scholars (Cf. Crenshaw, 1985; Golka, 

1983), the incorporation, as such, of the Egyptian text into Proverbs seriously 

undermines the "evidentiary value" of Klostermann's third text (Crenshaw, 1985, p. 

603; also Golka, 1983). Presumably, as these scholars see it, the author (or editor) of 

Proverbs borrowed more and less uncritically from the Egyptian sebayit, so that what 

Klostermann took in Proverbs 22.17-21 to be descriptive of a formal educational 

program of some sort, cannot "be of definite relevance to the situation in Israel" 

(Weeks, p. 133). 

Such dismissive claims, however, greatly exaggerate the influence of 

Amenemope on Proverbs. John Ruffle (1979) has worked painstakingly through the 

parallels supposed to exist between the two wisdom texts. To be sure, he observes, 

there are points of fairly remarkable similarity, among them an important section of 

Klostermann's text: 

Prov. 22.17-18 Amenemope 
(chap. 1, lines 9-11, 16; Wilson, 1969b, pp. 
421-422) 

Incline your ear and hear the words of the Give thy ears, hear what is said [blank] 

wise, And apply your mind to my heart to understand them. 

knowledge; 

For it will be pleasant if you keep them To put them in thy heart is worthwhile 

within you, 

[lines 12-15, no parallel in Proverbs] 

That they may be ready on your lips. They shall be a mooring-stake for thy 
tongue 
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However, without emendation (cf. Whybray, 1972), for which there is no textual 

warrant (such as variants or obvious corruptions), the two texts exhibit no closer 

resemblance than one might expect to find in similar kinds of literature, written under 

similar conditions. And the other parallels adduced between Proverbs and 

Amenemope, according to Ruffle, are even more tenuous. Several "do not seem to be 

parallels at all, for instance 23:21 and 24 and most of the others are either structural 

passages, 23:17-20, or of almost universal application, 23:22, 29" (Ruffle, 1979, p. 63). 

Ruffle's conclusion bears particular notice because it seems to confirm the 

argument that Solomon's Israel borrowed selectively from its near east neighbors 

without sacrificing its identity. 

The sort of relationship that can be demonstrated [between Proverbs and 

Amenemope] can be adequately explained by the suggestion that this passage 

was contributed by an Egyptian scribe working at the court of Solomon based 

on his memories of a text that he had heard and, may be, used in his scribal 

training. I believe this proposal fits all the requirements: a striking metaphor 

and the thirty chapter framework are remembered clearly, and the subject of 

much of the Teaching [Amenemope] is recalled though the details and order 

are muddled. It seems to me that this conforms with the internal evidence of 

the Hebrew text and the specific note that this is part of a section based on the 

teaching of wise men, it conforms to our knowledge that Amenemope was used 

in Egyptian scribal schools, and it conforms with the known facts of the 
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historical situatiion in which Proverbs was probably compiled (Ruffle, 1979, 

pp. 65-66). 

Given the terms of this research, the case of Proverbs and Amenemope is 

singularly important. For despite die alleged influence between Israel and its ancient 

near east neighbors (usually alleged to flow toward Israel), and despite the undoubted 

indicators, even when all allowances have been made, of similarities between the 

wisdom literatures of ancient near east cultures, the fact is dial the "Instruction of 

Amenemope" is the only direct evidence of links between Israel's wisdom tradition and 

the wisdom traditions of the ancient near east. And, on closer inspection, even this 

evidence turns out to be fragmentary, disordered, and residual, so much so that one 

scholar produced an entire dissertation proposing an hypothetical common source for 

die two documents (Grumach, 1972). But it is the very tenuousness of links between 

Israelite wisdom and non-Israelite wisdom, illustrated by die case of Proverbs and 

Amenemope, that strengthens die argument for a wisdom school in Israel. 

The literary evidence suggests, in other words, that the writer of Proverbs used 

Amenemope selectively, and this selectivity has several far-reaching implications. 

First, it comports well with the hypothesis that Solomon's reign uniquely positioned 

Israel to pick and choose its influences. The Solomonic empire was not slavishly 

dependent on Egypt, or on any other of its neighbors, as would have been the ease:, 

say, in periods of vassalage. The writer's selectivity accords well, then, with the 

attributions of Solomonic patronage in the Old Testament wisdom literature. 
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Second, the writer's selectivity implies that he worked out of a conscious 

literary and cultural identity. The writer used what fit from Amenemope, and 

discarded, altered, or rearranged what did not. He wrote in a genre well-known in the 

ancient near east, using forms common to the genre, and even (with Amenemope) 

parts of an actual text. The end product, however, was not Egyptian, but Israelite.1 

Third, and relatedly, the writer's selectivity demands that more, not less, weight 

be given to die text Klostermann cited as evidence of a wisdom school in Israel. To 

discount the "evidentiary value" of the text one must presuppose an almost embrrasing 

slavishness on the part of the Proverbs author, or else a profound naivete. The text as 

it stands is richly pedagogical. Its major themes and motifs—hearing "the words of the 

wise," applying "the mind to knowledge," teaching, writing "excellent tilings Of 

counsel and knowledge," the educational outcome for the student, that "you may 

correctly answer to him who sent you"—are themes and motifs that recur frequently in 

the wisdom literature of the ancient near east, literature clearly associated with the 

court and the schools. 

The text in fact possesses a kind of delicious ambiguity that becomes perfectly 

intelligible when Solomonic patronage is treated seriously. Taken by itself in 

association with Amenemope, the text could be (as its Egyptian analog was), the 

opening words of "the rules for courtiers, to know how to return an answer to him 

who said it, and to direct a report to the one who has sent him" (Amenemope, lines 4-

7; Wilson, 1969b, p. 421). In its Proverbs context, on the other hand, the text could 

'See above, Chapter V, on the date for Ecclesiastes. Cf. Archer, 1969. 
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serve as a generalized call from the "wise king" (Kalugila, 1980) to all persons who 

aspire to wisdom. For the benefit of just such persons the king (or his representative) 

has "taught" and "written excellent tilings," that they "may know the certainty of the 

words of truth" (Prov. 22.19b-21a). 

The true relationship between Proverbs and Amenemope, therefore, based on 

the literary and historical evidence, seems to require a social and cultural mileu 

something like the one John Ruffle has reconstructed. Amenemope was certainly used 

in Egyptian scribal eduction (Peterson, 1966). Hie use of die text in Proverbs, might 

suggest that Proverbs, or parts of Proverbs were used similarly. But, as noted, the 

Hebrew wisdom literature is decidedly lay-oriented; so that Amenemope provides no 

explicit parallel. 

Biblical Texts Explained by Institutionalized Education 

Klostermann's now familiar third text is not the only text that might be adduced 

as evidence of formal education in ancient Israel. As Hermisson argues, a number of 

biblical references are best explained on the supposition of a wisdom school, or some 

sort of institutionalized education in Israel. There are numerous references in Proverbs 

to what might be considered royal instruction (e.g., Prov. 21.1; 29.26, et al ). There 

may a reference to school fees in Proverbs 4.7, and 17.1 (Crenshaw, 1985). There are 

numerous references to writing throughout the Old Testament (Prov. 3.3; 7.3; Jer. 8.8; 

Dt. 24.1-3; Jer. 32.12; Josh. 8.9; Is. 10.19). Proverbs 5.13 makes perfect sense as a 

reference to professional teaching (Davies, 1995). And, of course, many references to 

soperim, as noted earlier, are best explained as indicators of a scribal profession that 
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(among other tilings) sponsored a lively educational enterprise. The cumulative effect 

of the biblical references is to support theories of formal instruction in ancient Israel, 

even though the references contribute little to understanding die forms such an 

institution might have taken. 

A Case Study: The Epilogue of Qoheleth 

A number of problems have surfaced in the work to ihis point with respect to 

the research thesis. For one, the documentary evidence for schools in Egypt and 

Mesopotamia is explicit and abundant, in Israel almost non-existent. For another, 

while wisdom in Israel and the ancient near east generally is associated with the king 

and kingship, Israel's wisdom differs, in that it quite specifically does not serve die 

interests of the king as such. Indeed, Hebrew wisdom is decidedly lay-oriented, so 

that elements of royal wisdom seem at times incidental, and always ambiguous. The 

educational interests of Israelite wisdom, therefore, while appropriate to a royal scribal 

school, clearly do not belong exclusively, or even primarily, to that milieu. The 

ambiguity of Klostermann's Proverbs text, and a number of other texts, simply reflects 

tensions that arise out of differences and similarities between wisdom in Israel and 

wisdom in ancient near east. Israel's wisdom, unlike that of its neighbors, has a lay-

orientation; and like the wisdom of the east, Hebrew wisdom claims a royal origin. 

It has become fashionable among wisdom scholars to explain the ambiguity by 

recourse to certain distinctions between types of wisdom; wisdom that originates in the 

clan, in the court, or in the scribal community (Crenshaw, 1962; Murphy, 1992). 

Some scholars argue that an older clan wisdom was taken over and adapted to the use 
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of the court or school (Eissfeldt, 1913; Golka, 1986). Others argue that court or 

scribal wisdom was adapted to popular use (Skladney, 1961). 

But there lies ready at hand anaother explanation for the data; an explanation 

which at the same time links the wisdom literature with a wisdom movement and its 

paideia. The several problems which have surfaced in the research come together in a 

single text, the so-called Epilogue of Qoheleth (Eccl. 12.9-14): 

In addition to being a wise man, the Preacher also taught die people 

knowledge; and he pondered, searched out and arranged many proverbs. The 

Preacher sought to find delightful words and to write words of truth correctly. 

The words of wise men are like goads, and masters of these collections are like 

well-driven nails; they are given by one Shepherd. But beyond this, my son, 

be warned: the writing of many books is endless, and excessive devotion to 

books wearying to the body. The conclusion, when all has been heard, is: fear 

God and keep His commandments, because this applies to every person. For 

God will bring every act to judgment, everything which is hidden, whether it is 

good or evil. 

An exegesis of this text will serve as the conclusion of the dissertation. 

The "Broad Consensus" of Wisdom Scholarship 

One reason for choosing this particular text is that contemporary wisdom 

scholars almost universally dismiss the epilogue as irrelevant to whatever they take to 

be the purpose and message of Qoheleth as a whole. This is owing in part to the 

"broad consensus that 12.9-14 is an addition to the Book of Ecclesiastes" (Murphy, 
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1992b, p. 124). Like most others, Murphy bases his judgment on certain literary cues. 

The perspective changes in 12.9 from first person to third person; and from die present 

and future to the past. The rest of the book (1.1-12.8) is set apart by inclusio, a 

rhetorical device whereby literary units are bounded by parallel beginnings and 

endings. So 1.1-2 reads "The words of the Preacher, the son of David, king in 

Jerusalem. 'Vanity of vanities,' says the Preacher, 'Vanity of vanities! All is vanity;'" 

while 12.8 has "'Vanity of vanities,' says the Preacher, 'all is vanity.'" Almost all 

commentators agree that the text is an addition from another hand. 

For many interpreters, the addition is suspicious. It seems to be a later attempt 

to rescue the book, no doubt because Qoheleth's skeptical and pessimistic tone came 

too close the the thin line between orthodoxy and heresy. Otto Eissfeldt (1968) 

believed in fact that three different authors added three different epilogues, one in 

praise of Qoheleth (Solomon; 12.9-11), one a complaint about too many books, but not 

including Qoheleth (12.12), and one calling the pupil to piety (perhaps in the face of 

skepticism, 12.13-14). For George Barton (1908), the Epilogue was merely a "late 

editor's praise of Qoheleth, and of Hebrew Wisdom, to which is added a Chasid's 

[scribe's] last gloss" (p. 197). Gerald Sheppard called it "an oversimplification" of the 

"entire complex of sayings" in Ecclesiastes (Sheppard, 1980, p. 127). Roland Murphy 

tempered an earlier judgment of the epilogue (as a "safe interpretation"), saying that 

for the epilogist "it was somehow not fitting that the enigmatic book of Ecclesiastes 

should come to an end without the subtlety and open-ended character that die epilogue 

shows" (Murphy, 1992b, p. 130). 
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There are dissenting views, however. G. Wilson has argued that the epilogue 

"serves to bind Qohelet together with Proverbs and provides a canonical key to the 

interpretation of both" (Wilson, 1984, p. 178). The phrase "words of the wise" 

(12.11), for example, occurs only in Proverbs (1.6; 22.17) and in Ecclesiastes (12.11; 

9.17), and appears to link the books. Furthermore, according to Wilson, the phrase 

reveals an awareness of processes of literary collection, and together with the warning 

of 12.12 suggests that certain collections ("words of the wise") stood superior over the 

amorphous mass of other literature. These works are worthy of attention because they 

reward the exhausting effort of study (12.12!) with wisdom: "masters of these 

collections are like well-driven nails" (12.11). 

Michael Fox (1989) has also argued for the integrity of the epilogue in the 

book of Ecclesiastes. Fox says that both traditional (read "earlier") and modern 

commentators have been mistaken about the place of the epilogue in the book. 

Traditional commentators assumed that because the epilogue is attached to the 

book of Qohelet, it was composed by Qohelet. Modern commentators have 

assumed that because the epilogue looks back at Qohelet and speaks about him, 

it is to be attributed to a later writer" (p. 311). 

In Fox's view, both are wrong. Rather, the epilogist is the real author; but he is an 

author of a special sort. He is what Fox calls a "frame narrator." Fox describes the 

technique as "an anonymous third person, retrospective frame-narrative encompassing 

the monologue of the teacher" (pp. 312-313). "Qoheleth" is the author's persona, not 

the author of the book that bears Qoheleth's name. Yet, the real author, who is not 
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"Qoheleth," is also not "the creator of Qoheleth's teachings but . . . their transmitter" 

(p. 311). 

The Epilogue and Ancient Near East Parallels 

There are two important points to be made about Fox's interpretation of the 

text. The first he makes himself; it is that one encounters the very same technique of 

"anonymous third person, retrospective frame-narrative encompassing the monologue 

of the teacher" frequently in "ancient Wisdom Literature, particularly in Egypt, but 

also in Mesopotamia" (p. 312). The most obvious example is the "Instruction for 

Kagemeni" (4th Dynasty, c. 2550 B. C., Simpson, 1973, pp. 177-179). In this sebayit, 

the aged vizier, father of Kagemeni, is portrayed speaking words of advice to his son, 

and writing them in a book. The text ends, however, with a retrospective on the vizier 

himself. The frame-narrator (from the son's point-of-view) extolls the wisdom of the 

vizier, and rejoices in the benefits of that wisdom to himself. Other examples include 

the instructions of Ptah-hotep, Neferti, Ipuwer, and the late sebayit" Onchsheshonqy 

from Egypt (Pritchard, 1969), and the Mesopotamian Shuruppak and Ahiqar (Lambert, 

1960). 

Others have discerned additional links of this sort in the epilogue. One 

example is the so-called colophon to the text, 12.13-14. Verse 13 begins: "The 

conclusion, when all has been heard . . . ," which some have taken to be either 

superfluous or trivializing. However, the formula "clearly introduces a significant 

conclusion to the epilogist" (Murphy, 1992b, p. 126), and perhaps, profoundly 

significant. It may, in fact, "reflect the custom of ancient scribes who, if the work was 
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to be continued on another tablet might add 'Not finished' to indicate that there was 

more to be said" (Eaton, 1983, p. 152). Hermann Hunger (1968) has demonstrated 

that Assyrian scribes, for example, added such notes to cuneiform tablets to indicate 

either a continuing text or the end of a text. 

The Epilogue as a Program for Higher Education 

For the second point, it is worth recalling what Fox says about the aims of the 

epilogist. The teaching of the master was being "transmitted" rather than created. As 

frame narrator, the author neither plagiarized nor fictionalized for his own 

aggrandizement; he rather sought to represent die instructions of his persona for 

pedagogical purposes. The author "does not undermine the persona's ethos or subvert 

his teachings" (p. 3IS). His purpose—this explains his use of die technique—"is to 

mediate Qoheleth's words to the reader in a way that makes them more plausible and 

tolerable" (p. 316). 

In this, the frame-narrator sees himself very much in the center of Qoheleth's 

ethos. For the narrator says of Qoheleth that he also 

taught the people knowledge; and he pondered, searched out and arranged 

many proverbs. The Preacher sought to find delightful words and to write the 

words of truth correctly (12.9-10). 

But what of this ethos? 

To plumb its depths, it shall be necessary to resort to a remarkable analysis of 

the epilogue from die nineteenth century. The research in question is by Charles 

Wright of Trinity College, Dublin, and consists largely of the Donnellon Lectures at 
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that institution (1880-1881) in published form. Perhaps the Irish roots explain the 

near-total neglect of the work in wisdom scholarship; or, perhaps, Wright is merely the 

victim of what Owen Barfield somewhere called the "chronological snobbery" of 

modern academia. Be that as it may, Wright manages to harmonize die biblical text 

with relevant sociological data in such a way as to account not only for many of the 

perplexities surrounding the origin of die book; but also, as it turns out, to shed some 

light on Hebrew wisdom as an enterprise of higher education. In point of fact, Fox's 

conclusions represent only a slight variation of die older work, but Fox did not attempt 

to deal so thoroughly with the materials. 

Wright made the same distinction Fox made a century later between the (real) 

"author" of Ecclesiastes, and "Qoheleth," the persona. However, Wright carried the 

distinction into the epilogue itself. Wright noted that, at certain points in Ecclesiastes, 

the definite article (Heb., ha) is attached to die proper name (or title) Qoheleth. Since 

that particular grammatical construction is unusual in Hebrew, Wright argued that the 

author was using it as a key to his work. In 12.8, die name is articular (haqohelet), 

but in the epilogue, the only two references to Qoheleth (12.9, 10) are anarthrous 

(lacking the article). 

On the strength of this grammatical peculiarity (and some other technical 

considerations), Wright argued that the author was making a distinction between "the 

Qoheleth" and "a Qoheleth;" or, in Wright's words, "between the ideal Koheleth or 

Solomon, who is represented as die speaker throughout [the book], and the actual 

Koheleth who ventures at the close of his work to say a few words concerning himself 
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and his book" (Wright, 1883, p. 100). Wright argued, as Fox would later, that it is 

this actual Koheleth (the author, "a Koheleth") who speaks in 12.9-10. However, 

according to Wright, this actual Koheleth is speaking in these verses, not about the 

"ideal Koheleth," but about himself. 

But why should he do so? Wright answers that (the author) Qoheleth intended 

to place himself and his work philosophically within the Solomonic educational 

enterprise. He explains by way of an amplified paraphrase of the epilogue, which, 

though lengthy, and in heavy nineteenth century prose, is worth repeating: 

The writer then proceeds: "And, moreover," that is, what remains to be said 

now at the close of the book is, that Koheleth, the actual preacher and author 

of the work "was a wise man," not an actual king or a ruler in Israel, as was 

"the Koheleth," or Solomon. Still speaking of himself in the third person, the 

author continues: "Further," that is, over and above being gifted with wisdom, 

"he (Koheleth) taught the people knowledge, and (in doing so) pondered over 

(lit. weighed) investigated, and arranged many proverbs." Inasmuch as he was 

himself a wise man, though not so wise as the great Koheleth of Israelitish 

history, the writer states further that he, too, had sought to make use of his 

wisdom by instructing the people of his own generation, and was wont to 

teach, like his great model the wise Solomon, by means of proverbs, well 

pondered over, carefully investigated and duly arranged for the special object in ' 

view. In drawing original proverbs, or in collecting together such sententious 

sayings from various sources, "Koheleth sought to discover words of 
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pleasantness, and that which was written in uprightness, words of truth." That 

is, the writer of the Book of Koheleth had adopted the plan of teaching by 

means of proverbs, because he found that they were peculiarly attractive to the 

popular taste. But he took gTeat care to make use only of such "sayngs of the 

wise" as were written with an honest and good intention, and were in reality 

"words of truth" (pp. 101-102). 

Even without Wright's explanation, it would be clear that the author of 12.9-10 

is describing activities that would nowadays be associated with higher education. The 

author specifically mentions teaching ("the Preacher taught the people knowledge"), 

which admits of wide application, of course. However, he also describes research 

interests, which he further qualifies as (1) reflective and evaluative ("pondered," 

literally, "weighed"), (2) thorough ("searched out"), and (3) systematic ("arranged"). 

This investigative temper, as E. H. Plumptre observed long ago, exactly captures the 

spirit of the book of Ecclesiastes as a whole (Plumptre, 1885). 

On the point that Qoheleth made systematic use of his research, it may be well 

to mention some recent work on the structure of the book of Proverbs. The casual 

reader usually assumes, and indeed most scholars assume, that most of the book (at 

least chaps. 10-29) consists of unrelated m'salim ("proverbs/aphorisms") more or less 

thrown together. Careful analysis has persuaded some scholars, however, that the 

proverbs are intricately woven together, not only to form units larger than the single 

masal (Nels, 1982), but also to form an integrated literary work that sustains a single 

thesis throughout (Garrett, 1993). 
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The author further describes writing efforts, which he also qualifies. He claims 

that he sought to write well, with elegance, as it were ("delightful words," literally, 

"words of pleasure"). A second qualification is juxtaposed to the first, so that together 

they convey a sense of the author's purpose in writing. He sought, he says, to write 

"words of truth correctly." Qoheleth made it his aim, in other words, to pursue truth. 

However it may work out in practice, this aim is the credo of the academy. What 

emerges, then, from Qoheleth's brief professional vita, is a surprisingly complete 

picture of a teaching scholar. 

In 12.11-12, the parameters of this enterprise are extended to include a 

community of teaching scholars. The phrase ba ale "suppot ("masters of collections") 

appears to denote persons expert in the sayings of wisdom. Technically, the phrase 

could denote the collections themselves, as Wilson (1984) argued, and as the Revised 

Standard Version renders it ("collected sayings"). However, the term baal ("master") 

is never used of things, except in cases of personification (Brown, Driver & Briggs, 

1907) which, despite some arguments to the contrary (cf. Delitzsch, 1976/1875), does 

not fit here. An alternative translation, "participants in [or members of] the sayings [of 

the wise]" (cf. Gordis, 1968) is grammatically possible as well, and makes some sense. 

On the whole the first option has more to commend it, however, and thus most 

translations. On any reading of the phrase, however, the author has the community of 

the wise in view. Even if one regards ba ale as impersonal and reads the phrase as 

"collected sayings," a process of collection is implied. But processes of collection 

imply communitarian concerns that motivate the processes and establish criteria for 
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guiding the processes. Either of the other translations, of course, point explicitly to a 

teaching community, underlying which are the collected "sayings of the wise." 

Again, all of this is clear without Wright's (earlier) and Fox's (later) 

sociological analysis of the epilogue. What Wright adds (and to a lesser degree, Fox 

as well) is linkage between (1) the wisdom literature, (2) a scholarly teaching 

community (wisdom movement), (3) the wisdom traditions of the ancient near east, 

and (4) the scholarly interests of Solomon himself. In light of previous research on 

the Solomonic state, and the historicity of his association with wisdom, there seems 

now no reason to doubt that the Hebrew wisdom movement sponsored an educational 

enterprise which was functionally equivalent to contemporary higher education. 

There is no way of knowing, of course, who Wright's Qoheleth author would 

have been, or even when he lived. Discussions in the previous chapter on the date of 

Ecclesiastes are not irrelevant, however. On the basis of that analysis, there is no 

reason to suppose that he lived half a millennium or more after Solomon. There is 

still less reason to suppose that he stood outside the Solomonic ethos. For his part, 

Wright offered the opinion, with utmost caution, that if "the author of the book took 

any share himself in the final redaction of the Book of Proverbs by 'the men of 

Hezekiah' [Prov. 25 .1] . . . and was led, as a result of such work, to apply himself to 

make a further collection of 'wise sayings,' the words in question [the epilogue] would 

have far more significance than is ordinarily assigned to them" (Wright, 1883, p. 440). 

It is not necessary to venture further. Whoever the author was, according to 

Wright, he located himself solidly, indeed respectfully, in the Solomonic wisdom 
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tradition. In doing so, he provided answers to questions about die Hebrew wisdom 

tradition that are scarcely raised in connection with wisdom traditions elsewhere in the 

ancient near east. Even if Qoheleth (the author) lived somewhat later than Solomon--

Hezekiah's reign, for example, is dated approximately 715-686 B. C.~he clearly 

regarded himself as a participant in a scholarly enterprise tracing its heritage to 

Solomon himself. And that enterprise would doubtless have its sanction in the court 

of the king, whether Hezekiah or some other. 

The epilogue of Qoheleth, then, resolves the tension observed in the Old 

Testament between the lay-orientation of wisdom and its royal origin. The epilogue 

could be a last instruction to a budding scribal scholar, as the b'ni ("my son") formula 

(12.12a) and the reference to the endless "writing of many books" (12.12b) might 

suggest. But in its canonical form, the epilogue and the book of Qoheleth as a whole 

stands, perhaps on the analogy of Jehoshaphat's teaching program mentioned earlier in 

this chapter (2 Chr. 17.7-9), as a challenge to all persons to struggle with the 

complexities of the ambiguous present, in the light of truth. That struggle, when all is 

said and done, is what justifies an enterprise of higher education in the first place. If 

the wisdom literature of the Old Testament is prepared for such an end, it is only 

because a community of scholars has engaged the same struggle, deeply and well. 
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